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Introduction
Data and Method in the Study of the Harol,d
, Washington Mayoral Experience

hy another book? We believe that this volume had to be
. written for several important reasons.. First, it is
important to identify the forces and factors which contributed
to the successful campaign mobilization which made Iiarold
Washington's mayoral election possible.. Washington's, election was a significant popular accomplishment bfglobal
'noteworthiness. It is imperative that what happened in
Chicago in 1983 - and how ithappened - be explained.
Our task is not merely to celebrate 'a symbol of Black
'Power, the success of a political struggle in Chicago to elect
the first Black mayor. We believe that it is necessary to go
beyond community pride'and hiy bear for critical debate the \
major political lessons to be drawn from this experience. Only
then can the past serVe our struggle for the future.
Second, we expect that along with providing explanations
and useful insights about how Harold Washington became
Chicago's first Black mayor, we will provoke debate over
continuing the struggle beyond the Washington reform effort
towards anew politics and a new type of democracy. We see
this volume as having the objectjve of contributing to the
current dialogue over contemporary urban Biack politics. We
want to contribute greater inSights to, the necessity of coalition
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building among forces outside the Black community,
specifically those forces which converge with <;ompatible,
demands. We hope this continues a tradition of radical Black
activist scholarship.
THE DESIGN

This volume is part of a series Of publications on the
overall experiences of the' Harold Washington campaigns.
Specifically, there vyill be three volumes summing up the role
of leadership in the fight for Black power. This first volume
explores the strengths and weaknesses, limitations and
contradictions within the' campaign organizational process. It
emphasizes the central role of the united Black political
community as the basis for Washingtons success. Also, it
attempts to demonstrate the critically important role of Latino'
and white activists in mobilizing the coalition enabling Black
led reform forces to capture city hall.
'
The second volume will be an in depth case study of the
Task Force for Black Political Empowerment. This will discuss
the relative significance of a nationalist oriented community
based middle class leadership in advancing the interests of the
Black community through militant electoral protest.
'
The third volume examines the political thought of Harold
Washington. This will include an extensive anthology of his
words from speeches as an lllinois state legislator, as a
member of Congress, and as Mayor. The Washington legacy
will be claimed by many for years to come, and therefore it is
necessary to have claritY on what Harold Washington actually
stood for, and not merely what others claim for him.

DATA AND METHOD
This stUdy is based' on a diverse set of data. The key is the
involved observation of the' authors in various aspects of the '
overall campaign eXperience. Being involved was important
because gaining the confidence of the main political actors
was essential for obtaifling documentary' evidence of
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campaign activities. One important difference between
participant observation and our methodology of the involved '
observor is th,at our biases are democratically made known to
our subjects, whereas for the other approach one is essentially
covert ,by remaining silent ana i'apparently", neutral.
Furthermore, a corrective against potential bias and "research
blindness" . was introduced through active debate and
discussion of varying political ideas and positions held by the
research team and close ass,ociates.
Furthermore, after a draft of this analysis was completed it
was circulated to a diverse 'grouping of partiCipants,
observors, and ,academics for review, comment and criticism;
Moreover, comments and criticisms were actively solicited
through follow-up discussions with individtlals~ and in public
forums with groups. Finally; this pro~ess continued with a
group of Harold Washington campaign "insiders." Among
the persons who were solicited for commen:t inCluded Hal
Baron, Kari Moe, AI Raby, Art Vazquez, and Robert Meir from
inside of the W ashingtonadministration. Activists who
commented were Slim Coleman, Tim Black, Ish Flory, Lu
Palmer, Mercedes Mallette, Conrad Worrill, Harold RQgers,
Wiley Rogers, Robert Starks, Robert Lucas, Rev Al Sampson,
Danny Davis (member of city council), and a few selected
academics,.'On much of this work Ronald Bailey was virtuaUy
a third author as he contributed to the early work of designing
the research and developing the conceptual framework.
The actual data employed was varied.
Our data can be described by four categories:
1. Direct observation and interviews with key actors;
2. ,Documenta:ry materials from the campaign
3: Publicallyavailable materials, especially the media;
4. Background rri.aterial~ the ,census and previously
published books and articles on Black people and
Chicago politics.
.

The print media was Used. This included two white
mainstream dailies, a Black daily, three weeklies, three
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monthly magazines, and assorted community weeklies and
monthlies. We clipped these papers and organized the clips in
a chronological order. As a service to the community we
select~d and circulated three sets of these clips, the 1983
primary rate, the general election, and of the general coverage
in the radical press. The c@llection of clips covering the 1983
primary election is a unique documentary account of how
Black protest candidate was victorious based on massive voter
registration and turnout by the Black community and its allies ..
Equally important as any of this data· was the collective
discussion at a confer~nce we organized prior to the 1983
primary of activists intellectuals, movement. activists, and
academics. Our basic orientation and political perspectives
were put forward in this conference through active dialogtle
and debate.

a

~

1983. CONFERENCE ON BLACKMA,YORS

The conference was held January 28th and 29th, 1983, and
sponsored by the U,niversity of Illinois and the Illinois Council
for Black Studies. See appendix for a list of conference
presenters. Over 300 participants came, Black-white-Latino,
scholars and activists, students, and many others. The
important questions addressed by the conference were: who.
gets elected as a Black mayor? Why? How? Where? Who
benefits? Who gets reelected? And, what difference does all
this make' in the lives of the majority of people, especially
Black people?
We published a call to the conference in a newspaper
format and distributed it as an insert in the daily Defender, the
major Black newspaper. It stated:
Black people are the most urbanized nationality in the United
States, and among the poorest and' most powerless.
Moreover, <;:ities are turning into Black and Latin
communities. The issue of mayoral politics for Black and
Latin peoples must not only focus on the concentration of
problems facing them, but must also cieal with the potential

that exists for solutions to these problems. These solutions are
central to the future of the cities and the future of the US as
, well.

The conference not. only addressed the issues of who gets
elected and who benefits,· but broader issues of tactics and
political action. Specifically, this included the' role of protest
and insurgency, along with electoral activity in the context of
the historical development ofIJ,lack politics in Chicago. The
cutting edge of the conference was the limitations of electoral
participation in general, and Black mayoral politics in
particular.
In the conference call several key factors were identified as
systemic impediments to Black mayors (despite any rare noble
intentions) that keeps them from being radically innovative, or
making revolutionary breakthroughs in solving the problems
faced .by city residents (unemployment, insufficient income,
bad housing, scarce health services, and iriadequate
education). Among the factors were:
1. the' persistance of RACISM in al~ three 'forms,
individual, institutional, and societal;
2. BUREAUCRACY, those complex webs of relations
and regulations which protect custom and
convention against innovation; conflicts and
competition of intergovernmental relations that
reflect structural tensions between branches and
levels ofgovernment
,
3. CLASS CONFLICT, different aspects of the social
base of a Black mayor limits action to consensus
building through trying to balance the opposite
vested interests of the working class and the
capitalist class;
,
. 4. THE ABSENCE OF A VIABLE THEORY OF
·CHANGE, a comprehensive plan for urban
reconstruction, and societal transformation.
\
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Finally at the conclusion of the conference alternative
ideological positions were vip-orously discussed. In the end,
the socially responsible consensus position had been
advanced earlier in the pre-conference newspaper:
The increase in the number of Black elected officials is very
important, reflecting: mocre than anything else the fierce
determination of Black people to fight for all the rights
guaranteed all citizens. Some applaud these qua,ntitative
gains as key steps toward Black liberation.
Other
knowledgeable observors, howevet, have raised serious
questions as to what real and lasting gains have been 'secured
through all of this activitY. They compare small and hard won
symbolic gains with the reality and the inability of elected
politicians to achieve substantive changes in the society. ,A
similar observation is 'made with. regard to the problems'
facing Black mayors in stemming the rising tide of crisis and
decay in cities in which they hold office.
.
Even in the midst of mounting. campaigns for Black mayors
and fighting for proportionai representation for Blacks on city
councils, in state legislatures, and even.in the US Congress,
many people are led to look beyond achieving Black Power
and to ask BLACK POWER FOR WHAT? ... Other avenues to
winning power - and even an understanding of what power
is and who controls it for what purpose and how' are also
critical issues to explore.
Only with a clear understanding of the.se issues - studying,
discussing, clarifying and resolving them - can Black pplitical
power in the city be achieved to, serve that end tha't all
political power should serve, thaf of improving the quality of
life for the masses of all ofthe people in the society.

In this book there are four chapters of empirical analysis,
two chapters of summation, and a concluding chapter of
theoretical critique. The first chapter deals with Chicago
history as the context for the Harold Washington 1983
mayoral campaign, especially the role of Richard J. Daley. The

second chapter sets the stage for the election by explaining the
origins and posture of the three candidates running in 'the
primary. Chapter 3 is a detailed descriptive analysis of the
Washington campaign organization. Chapter 4 sums up the
general election. After two chapters of summation, thelast
chapter draws out and discusses the two main political lessons
for the future.
\.

\
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Chicago History
and Mayoral Politics

A',

,
elections are ~eld every fou~ years in
most cltIes, some of these, elections are more linportant
than others, or at least a lot of people think so. In 1983, when
Harold Washington was elected the first Black mayor in the
history of ChiCago, people were following this political process all oVer the world.' Chicago is a city accustomed to having
its political life discussed throughout the nation and the Wbrld.
Of course, it has been more generally used as an example of
graft, corruption, gangsterism, and political/police violence.
However, this tinie around, the focus of attention was on a
positive movement, a movement based on the stated goal of
changing the ChicagO' political' scene. It was the movement
of a previously powerless or oppressed group-the Black
community. The drama of this Chieago story, as a microcosm
of the entire U.S., is the historical dynamic of demographic
and socioeconomic change, the changing reality of race, '
nationality, and class~ Further, the, political struggles ,waged
in Chicago' might well be understood as a preliminary stage
of bigger developments now' unfolding on the national scene.
Thus, it is necessary to have a clear analysis of events in'
Chicago, and toward that end at least 10 major book;;length
studies were in preparation within the first few months after
the election. In .the following pages, we will address four key
questions:
'

lthoug~ .mayoral
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1. What historical developments in Chicago led to 1983?
2. How and why did jfarold Washington get elected?
, 3. What difference will it make in Chicago, or to electoral
.
politics generally?
4. What are the lessons of this experience for progressive
movements working for basic change?
OVERVIEW OF CHICAGO.HISTORY

In its own specific way, Chicagds history follows the general
dynamic patterns of capitalism and urban development.2 vye
can distinguish four stages of development in the history of
Chicago and identify the relatively characteristic dates for each: 3
Indian territory (1770), commercial town. (1850), industrial city
(lnO), and monopoly metropolis (1970).
The terrain around the southwestern shore of Lake Michigan
was largely inhabited by Indians of the Potawatomi; Ottawa,
and Chipewyari tribes. They were at an early horticultural stage
of development, relying on a great deal of hunting and gathering.'
Thus, a small population required the support of a relatively
large area. Although European explorers passed through in
the 17th and 18th centuries (e.g., Pere Marquette and Louis
Joliet in 1673), the first permanent settlement was established
in the 1770s by Jean Baptiste Pointe DuSable, a Black man. 4
. Fort Dearborn was built as an early military outpost for the
old Northwest Territory in 1803, burned down'by the Indians,
arid built up again. By 1833, the city was incorporated~ As
a result of a forced treaty. with Indians in 1835, full control
of the area was attained by 1837 with a grant of a city charter
from the state legislature. During this period, the central dynamic
was the imposition of military force, led by the trappers and
traders, who subordinated the local indigenous economic activity
to the consumer tastes of European and American women back
East for furs.
Chicago emerged as a commercial town because of its key
location as a regional marketplace, serving the frontier settlers with goods to support their farms in exchange for farm

product's. The city grew in population from 4,470 in 1840 to
29,963.in 1850; and from 112,176 in 1860 to 298,977 in 1870. Over
50% of its population in 1860 was foreign-born. This was the
period. of Significant canal building and railroad construction
(e.g., the illinois-Michigan Canal, 1848; illinois Central Railroad,
1851; and the Rock Island Line in 1854) that opened up Chicago
to increased East~WestandMississippi River trade. By 1854,
Chicago was the center of the hugest corn and wheat market
in the United States; Chicagds famous commercial district
developed in 1867, when Potter Palmer bought three quarters
of a mile of State Street,· widened it, built' his still-famous hotel,
. and recruited other businesses to the. enterprise that turned
State Street into "thatgreat street:'
'
While the early industrial dev~lopment of Chicago was mainly
for local consumption, the Civil Warpioduced conditions for
the distribution of Chicago's products throughout the country. Further,the famous Chicago Fire in 1871 was an impetus
to economic development. It cleared out ov~r 1,700 wooden
buildiflgs of pre-industrial origins. Chicagds rebound from "the
fire" was climaxed by its. hosting of the World Columbian
Exposition' only 20' years later in 1893. Great industrial giant~
began to develop: McCormick built a large farm machin~ry
factory; Armour, Swift, Wilson, and others used the Union
Stockyards (1865) to build Chicago into the world's largest center
of meat-packing; and Pullman built an industrial community
(1884) to produce railroad cars for the nation. Chicago also·
began to emerge (lS a great steel-producing center, rising from
a zero rank in 1860 to fourth among U.S. cities in steel prod uction by 1880.
The high point of Chicagds industrial development was
reached during the World War I years. In 1906 Gary developed
as an industrial suburb in which the giants .of steel (U.S. Steel,
Inland, etc.) flexed their muscles for the world,S By 1914, Chicago
ranked second only to New York in manufacturing, especially
in. men's clothing, meat-packing, and furniture, and in baking,
printing, and publishing.
Perhaps more indicative of how this industrial development

?
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'changed life in Chicago is to be found in the development
of working-class struggle. There was a brutal recognition by
the owners of capital of the need to control labor. In 1886, the
fight for' an eight-hour work day led to the Haymarket Massacre
and established May 1 as a' world working-class holiday. The
flip side of the 1893 World Columbian Exposition was the violent
repression of Pullman Company strikers by federal troops supplied by President Cleveland. In May 0{1937, police and company goons of Republic Steel massacred workers while they
marched for the right to organize a union and demonstrated
at their South Chicago plant. The working class paid in blood,
, for ChiCago's pre-eminence as an industrial center,
Black people have been part of Chicago history since the
18th century, 'but a Black community pnly took shape during
, the period of industrial advancement. 6 During the 184Os, Chicago
was a major "depot" of the Underground Railroad, and soon
Black people founded such basic institutions as Quinn Chapel
AME Church in 1847 and Olivet Baptist Church in 1850. By
1920, Chicago's Black community had become a Black city itself:
it had a hospital (provident Hospital, 1901); a newspaper (Defender,
1905); a bank (Jesse Binga's State Bank, 1908); a thriving business coriununity, and an expanding population (1885: 323; 1870:
3,686; 1890: 14,271; arid 1920: 109,458).
The convergence of two processes-the decline of laborintensive land tenancy in the South, and the peaking of U.S.
industrial expansion during the World War I period-produced
a "push-pull" dynamic that generated the dramatic immigration of Blacks into Northern industrial cities and their absorption into the industrial work force. It is significant that the
proletarianization of Black workers came ctnthe "downside"
of the peak of Chicago's industrial development.
The stages of Chicago's history represent cumulative
developments that interpenetrate and, together, constitute the
structural fabric of city life. Chicago remains a commercial center, '
but the character of its sales has changed with overall changes
in the city. With new transportation and' communication
developments, it became a mail-order center (e.g., Montgomery
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Ward began in 1872). With the automobile and roads, its
commercial activity was decentralized from a central business
district to a network of suburban shopping centers. (In 1969,
11 suburban shopping centers had'sal~s of $775 million, while
Chicago's downtown had $906 million.) Further, 20th-century
changes in Chicago's industrial development reflected both its
growing dominance and its eventual decline. The main aspect
of its decline is the loss of jobs at the rate of 20,000 a year
since World War II. Factories first relocateq from the central
city to the suburbs, and then left the region altogether. Symbolic of this loss of jobs was the closing of-the Union Stockyards,
in 1971 and tile original McCormick Works of International Harvester in 1961.
Our understanding of Chicago's transformation up to and
after World War II is informed by a 1950 study by the Chicago
Workers School, Who Owns Chicago? A Study of the Chicago Groups
and the Economy.7 This study focused on the relative standing
of Chicago capital after World War II, based on an assumption that this war right have propelled Chicago onto the world
scene. They found the following: 1) An intimate connection
remains between Chicago capital and Midwest agriculture;
2) Chicago capital does not control basic industry (e.g., steel,
oil, auto, heavy machinery; 3) Chicago capital plays, a negligible
role in the export of capital, particularly to Europe (New York
banks handled 93% of the business of the Marshall Plan); and
4) the great Chicago ban)<s have devel()ped a certai,n: degree
of independence from the dominant American banking trusts
(Morgan, and Rockefeller).
.
By the 1950s, Chicago was undergoing manifest changes. 8
In 1950, 78% of all employment ,was in the city, and there were
only 56 miles of expressways. By 1972, there were 506 miles
of expressways, and byiJ.980, a majority of jobs were in the
suburbs. It is still a center of industry (one third of the GNP
of the U.S. is produced within 300 miles of Chicago), but its
character has changed to that of a giant metropolis dominated
, by finance capital. 9 The five financial exchanges in Chicago
now compri&e 80% of the world's commodity futures trading.
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There are 240 banks and savings and loa~s institutions in
downtown Chicago, and those banks generate more business
loans than the banks in any other city. By 1980, Chicago had
been pulled firmly into,the integrated core of U.S. monopoly
capitalism with its imperialist character.lo
This general historical sketch of Chicago is reflected in its
population profile (see Table 1). Until 1950; European ethnics
dotp.inated the city with the iI1~rease of manufacturing. However,
the data for 1970 and 1980 reflect the relative dominance of
Blacks, a decline in the number of production workers, and
~i:"ise in professional workers. This suggests that Chicago was
increasing its role as a center of finance capital, including
administrative headquarters, higher education, and research
and development. Further, these dynamics provide the structural basis for understanding the turbulence of Chicago politics
in the 1960s.
T8ble 1 HISTORICAL TRANSFORMATION OF THE CHICAGO
POPULATION: NATIONALITY, RACE AND CLASS, 1890·1980
Date

1890
1910
1930
1950
1970
1980

Natlonallt_y __

Race

% Foreign
Stock l

oAl
Black
1.3
2.0
6.9
14.0
34.4
39.8,

% Foreign
Born
41.0
35.9
25.4
. 14.5
11.1
14.52

77.8
77.5
64.4
45.0 .
29.8

Class
No. Workers in
Manufacturing
(in thousands) % Professional
2.4
191
5.7.
298
6.8
391
8.8
645
12.6
477
11.4
241

1. Foreign stock includes people foreign-born and children of foreign-born, so in.1890 41.0Ofa
were born outside' of the U.S. and 36.8Ofa were their children.
2'. This' increase in percent of foreign born reflects the new' immigrants from imperialist contradictions in Central America. the West Indies.. Southeast Asia. ·.and the Middle East.
3. Data not available.

The entire history of Chicago politics reflects to some extent
the changes just discussed in its economic development. There
. have been three broad groupings of mayors (for this purpose
we are not 'examining some of the historical transitiops and

)

exceptions to this model).ll (See Table 2.) CityHall seems to
have become increasingly stable, dominat~d by the Democratic
Party, and led by native-born politicians.
While mayoral leadership
.
.
was onct;, mainly recruited from business, over time this source
of recruitment has increasingly been shared with professionally
trained lawyers. Three examples of Chicago mayoral types will
make the historical transition clear: 1) William Ogden (1837)
was an enterprising land speculator and railroad magnate from
New York' who established a business and political career.
2) William "Big Bill" Thompson (1915,\ 1919, 1927), a colorful,
corrupt mayor during the high tide of gangster activity in Chicago,
illegally became a millionaire. He built a large Black following'
on his way to becoming the last of the big-tiineRepublican
mayors. 3) Richard J. Daley (1955, 1959, 1963, 1967, 1971, 1975),
trained as a lawyer, dominated the city as chair of the party
and mayor .for over 20 years.
I

Table 2 HISTORICAL STAGES OF CHICAGO MAYORAL
LEADERSHIP
.

Types of
Chicago
Mayors
Commercial
Elite

Avg.
No.
Years.
No. of
In
Office Mayors

Type of Mayor
% Years In Office,
% Mayors

Democrats

% Mayors
ChicagoBorn

br. Occu~atlon:

Business Lawyer
(N = years)

1.7

23

48

0

86.8

13.2
(N = 38)

Factional
Fighters
(1876-1930)

4,7

12

50

25,

57.1

42.9
.(N = 56)

Machine
Administrators
(1931-1983)

8.7

6

100

67

51.9

48.1
(N = 52)

(1837-1875)

This development of Chicago mayoral administrations has
been summed up by Donald Bradley:
.
The type of men recruited for the mayoralty changed over the
125 years of Chicagds history. The office was initially (1837-1869)
the prerogative of the early promoters and original business
.elite of the community. Alteration in the economic structure
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, of the city, the proliferation of public services and official responsibilities, the qualitative and quantitative changes in the population,however; all created anew 'trend in political recruitment.
The~ra:pid change experienced by ,the city in' all of its aspects
produced an atmosphere condUcive to the cult of the persona:lity
that obtained between 1880 and 1930. The 1930s saw the stabilizationof the community and the ascendency of a dominant party
machine. Thus, between 1931 and the present, the chief elected
office in the city has been held by 'a group of political
entrepreneurs who came up through the ranks ofthe party
, organization.,
'
When viewed in the broad perspectives of the changes that
have taken place in Chicago,two factors stand out as responsible for the observed trend in political leadership: the desirability
of political office, for those differentially situated in the community fabric, and the type and distribution of political resources
within the community~ Related to, but analytically distinct from,
the ambition to hold 'political office is the ability to muster
,
the necessarysupport,12
Black politic~ fits this modelto some extent. 13 Early Black
politicians were strong individualists'who built political careers
during the first stage and within the second mayoral stage
in Chicago. These included the following: John Jones (first Black
official elected as county commissioner, , 1871-i875); Oscar de
Priest (ffrst Black on the City Council, 1916, and the first Black
in the U.S. Congress after Reconstruction, 1928-1934); and Ed
Wright (first Black ward 'committeeman, 1920). These political
leaders attached themselves to a political faction when it served
their ends, and frequently changed sides as political expediency
dictated. They were "race men" in that their overriding concern,as individuals, was to work for the good of Black people,
or the community.
'
A second stage in Black politicS emerged with the building
of the Black spbmachine. James Q.Wilson identifies its origins:
The Negro machine owes its existence in part to the existence'
of a city-wide Democratic machine; it is, to use a clumsy phrase,
a "submachine" within the larger city machine. Although Negroes
have held irnportantpolitical office in Chicago since 1915 (when
Oscar de Priest was elected alderman), in Cook CoUnty since
1871 (although continuously only since 1938), and in the Illinois

State Legislature since 1876, the rise of the present Negro machine
did not begin until 1939. In that year, pawson, an independent Republican who had served in, the, City Council, switched
parties and, with the active support of Mayor Edward Kelly,
~entered the Democratic Party as committeeman of the se,cond
ward. Real political power' in Chicago is vested in the, ward
committeemen. Although nominally they are elected by the
voters of each ward, in fact they are selected by the party l~ader
ship. All political matters,including the control of patronage,
are decided by the ward committeemen, either individually
on matters within each ward, or collectively on matters concerning the party as a whole. Negro political strength iscoterminous with the number of Negro ward committeemen, and
the /i?xistence of a single Negro machine is dependent on the
extent to which these Negro ward committeemen can,be led
, as a group by one of their number. 14 , "
'

,

Beginning in the 1960s with ni.~ssive civil rights demonstrations, a third stage of Black politics in Chicago began to emergeindependent politics. Rooted in radical ,movements, ,and including activists who would later rise to prominence (e.g.~ Harold
Washington, Gus Savage, Bennett Johnson), this phenomenon
began as a movement often discussed as '''Protest at the Polls;'
which became the first organized thrust for Black political power.
At times this motion supported regular Democrats, out by the
time of the militant anti-Daley demonstJ::ations in the 1960s,
a stream of independents began banging on the doorbf City
Hall. IS Despite these actions, little substantial benefit accrued
to the masse,s through local changes.
The 1960s were characteriz~d'by sustained mass,protest and
struggle, but without a great degree of lasting changeih the
lives of the majority of Blacks. Middle-class Blacks did win
some benefits. Since mass demonstrations rather than voting
had won these gains, the middle class lost interest in voting. 16
(This was the opposite of the pattern in the'Sbuth, since middleclass Blacks, did have hopes of material gain from voting.) Further,
the machine did not work fora large voter turnout, so the
majority of Blacks were not encouraged to vote en masse. An
independent politics had been developing since the 1960s, but
it had yet to become organized sufficiently to mobilize artd

'
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consolidate the mass vote beyond the boundaries of given wards.
The mid-1%os in Oticago witnessed an explosion of mass political
participation and various forms of social action. Malcolm X
had said that change would come from the "Ballot or the Bullet:' 17
During Black riots' of the 1960s, Daley gave' orders to shoot
to kill, while he planned for the Democratic machine to maintain
order and politiCal control. Although it seems important to
keep the Malcolm-Daley positions clear, the following study
is on one additional case of using the ballot.
DALEY AND THE· MACHINE

From 1955 untU 1976, Chicago was run by Richard J. Daley"
the undisputed dominant figure in City' Hall and in the
Demo~ratic Party. IS The pattern of Democratic rule in Chicago
can be clearly seen in the history of the Democratic mayoral
primary since Daley's election in'1955. Daley's political dominance
is best indicated by his being unopposed for four of his six
elections. He was a formidable opponent who could' scream
four-letter words on national television, order police to shoot
to kill looters during riots, and force prominent civil rights
leaders to give him the Black-Power handshake. In fact when
he did these things, working-class ethnics loved him even more.
As point man for the Irish, Daley administered their disproportionate·control of power and jobs despite their declining numbers
and percentage of the population. When Daley was first elected,
the Irish were 10% of the pop1J.lation, but held one third of
the City Council positions. Irish mayors have been in office
from 1933 to 1983, except for 1976-1979 (when Daley's floor
manager in the City Council, a Croatian, was installed after
Daley's sudden death). This domination of City Hall by the
Irish has been a source of gripes from the Polish community
(although they are the largest white ethnic group in Chicago,
they have never had a mayor).
Mike Royko, a well-known Oticago journalist, quotes former
State's Attorney Ben Adamowski about Daley's early career while
they were young state legislators in Springfield, Illinois:

I remember those walks. Abe Marovitz was always saying,
"Some day the three of us will run Chicago, a Pole, an Irishman,
and a Jew:' Abe was always saying that. But Daley never said
anything. I never once heard him say a word about where
he wanted to go. ActUally, he didn't say much of anytlling.
He rarely said anything on the Senate floor. He was very quiet,
humble, and respectful of everyone, and he de~eloped areputation for being good on revenue matters,but that was about all.
. Most of the time he kept to himself, stayed in his 'hotel"
room, and worked hard. In Springfield, you could tell real
fast whlchmen were there for girls, games, and graft. He wasn't.
I'll tell you how he made it. He made it through sheer luck
and by attaching himself to one guy after another and then
stepping over them. His ward committeeman in those days
was Babe Connelly. Babe was always pushing Daley ouf front.
He sent ,him to Springfield, pushed him for the better jobs.
Then, when Daley got achance, he squeezed Connelly out,. 19
Daley waS great if he could use you - his concept of friendship-'-

and was a ruthless enemy to his opponents. For years, his
, power was damn~near absolute.
Table 3 CHICAGO DEMOCRATIC. MAYORAL PRIMARIES,
1955·1979*
.0(& -Voter

Year
1955

Turnout
52.7

1959
1963
1967
1971
1975

44.1
47.3
46.5
45.7
57.6

1977

47.1

1979

60.5

Candidates
Richard Daley
Martin Kennelly
Benjamin Adamowski
Richard Daley
Richard Daley
Richard Daley
Richard Daley
Richard Daley
William Singer
Richard Newhouse
Edward Hanrahan
Michael Bilandic
Roman PuCinski
Harold Washington
Edward Hanrahan
Jane Byrne
Michael Bilandic

Votes
Totals - - % ' of Total
369,562
49 ..0
266,946
35.4
113,173
14.0
471,674
Unopposed
396,473
Unopposed
420,200
Unopposed
375,291
Unoppc;>sed
463,623
57.8
234,629
29.3
63,489
7.9
39,701
5.0
368,409
51.1
235,790
32.7
77,345
10.8
23,643
4.0
412,909
51.0
396:134
49.0

'Chicago Board ot'Election Commissioners. "Mayoral Election Returns. 1955·1979,"
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,Things began to change in 1975whe,n Daley was challenged
in the primary by an independent (WIlliam Singer), a reformoriented Black (Richard Newhouse), and an out-of-favor machine
hack (Edward Hanrahan, the infamous butcher who ordered
the murder of Fred Hampton of the Black Panther Party for
Self-Defense in 1969). However, an even more important change
, occurred with Daley's death on December 20, 1976. As in all
political regimes run by a strong leader, the question of succession was a central issue,' and here the seemingly invincible
machine revealed its factions, internal tensions, and fundamental
weaknesses.
A critical issue in understanding Chicago politics is the way
interest groups were co-opted and held together by the machine. 20
This was achieved through an exchange of material rewards
for delivering the vote based on precinct organizations within
the wards. Jobs and economic favors were differentially, and
disproportionately allocated, \;lased upon voting strength, which
'in tum was based on which ethnic groups were represented.
Irish votes counted more than those of Blacks, and Blacks were
given jobs on the lowerlevels, in the less well-payi,ng agencies.
The,Black middle class was given honorific positions with status
but little control of jobS, because they could not be trusted
to hire "right" - meaning, 'hire mainly loyal Democrats and Blacks
who would work for the organization.
The position of president pro tern of the Chicago Oty Council
had been held by three Blacks (Ralph Metcalfe, Claude Holman,
and Wilson Frost) up to Daley's death. When Daley died, Frost
had the mistaken notion that conventional constitutional precedent would elevate him to the position of acting mayor. Armed
Chicago pol~ce met him at the mayor's office and rudely turned
him away. Power was seized by using the armed force of the
state, and Blacks on the Oty Council,were forced to swallow
, pride of self and community in exchange for a powerful but
considerably less meaningful trade-off. Frost became chair of
the Council's Finance Committee, while Michael Bilandic, a
Croatian who was Daley'S Council leader, was made the fourth
conseqltive mayor from the predominantly Irish 11th ward.

The special election in 1977 attracted some challengers. 21
Bilandic, a Croatian, beat Roman Pucinski (running for the
Polish), Harold Washington (replacing Newhouse as the Black
reform candidate), and Edward Hanrahan (the machine
renegade). This was the last race to be controlled by the old
machine regulars. Blacks were now less reliable, and no
charismatic white' candidate who could rally the Qld coalition
was in sight.
Bilandic was not an exciting mayor. He presided over factional fights and simply tried to hold things together. ,Power, ful forces were given key posts: Edward Vrdolyak was made
president pro tern; Ed"Yard Burke became chair of Police, Fire,
and Education Committees in Oty Council; and Ed Kelly maintained Parks with its large patronage "army:'
Academic, insider Milton Rakove, in his book Don't Make
NO,Waves, Don't Back No Losers, sums up the end of the Bilandic
administration:
In the winter'of 1978, one year into Bilandic's mayoralty; there
was, however, a minor uph~aval of some consequence. Jane
Byrne, who was Commissioner of Conslimer Sales, Weights"
and Measures, a small city ,department, accused Bilandic in
the media of "greasing" the city's taxicab companies with regard
to a projected fare mcrease. After a short brouhaha in the press
between Byrne and Bilandic, the mayor fired, the Commissioner.
Byrne, aggrieved by her sudden dismissal, convinced that
the new regime headed by Bilandic constituted "an evil cabal"
that had corrupted the political organiz,ation and city government built by her mentor, Richard J. Daley, and bent on revenge
for the wrongs done to. her and Daley, announced that she
would run for mayor against Bilandic in the February 1979
primary.'
'
Byrne had some assets as a candidate. She had a sharp
intellect, goad "gut" political instinct~, a long-time familiarity
with the political workings of city hall and, the ward organization, an ability to communicate effectively at street level with
the voters, and a demonstrated ,knowledge of how to use the
media effectively, a talent she had acquired as Commissioner
of Consumer Sales. But neither Bilandic nor the machine took
her candidacy seriously.
Under normal circumstances Bilandic and the machine would
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not have suffered from their political mistake. But the winter
of 1978-79 was not normal. The worst snowstorm in the city's
history paralyzed the city and aroused the citizenry: The city
government's inability to clear the snow away, the breakdown
of public transportation and garbage collection, the anti-city
hall posture of some key media figures, and Bilandic's handling of the public all compined to encourage a massive antimachine turnout on primary day.. Byrrye received all of the
. normal anti-machine vote i~Jhe ,city plus an outpouring of
nonnally lethargic noncvotersWho trooped to the polls to register
their anger and vent their fr1tstraticir on the machine's candidate, Mayor Bilandic. Byrne won the prullClry by 15,000 votes.
Six· weeks later, with the assistance of the machine she had
defeated in the primary, she also won the mayoralty with 82
. percent of the vote, a higher percentage than even Daley had
received in any of his six mayoral victories. 22

Rakove, as an academic apologist for the machine, paints
Byrne as a powerful figure. Byrne ran against the machine
a:nd won-then the machine took power after the election.
The "evil cabal". became her closest advisers, and the people
she feared most were those who, had elected h(:;!r. Further, her
prote.st vote had also elected ne"" young Black Democrats to
the. City Council-Danny. Dav.is, . Niles Sherman,' Tunothy Evans,
and Marian Humes-all with independent postures. She had
to deliver, or be challenged as she had done to Bilandic. Byrne
blew it. She gave virtually every aspect of the movement fuel
for building a protest against the machine. More decisively,
she did this when Black and progressive forces were conscious
that they had created her with votes and could eliminate her
the same way.
'
ISSUES' OF STRUGGLE

First, it is necessary to describe the concrete struggles in
the city's poor,. Black, and Hispanic communities that built
this movement. Then, we will examine how these "economic"
struggles were transformed into a "political" movement. Seven
issues characterized the anti-Byrne momentum leading up to
the mayoral race: health, education, public housing, political
representation, business and job opportunity, unempl9yment .
and welfare, and private housing development, .

Cook County Hospital Struggle
.Th~ cost of private health care has tripled in Cook County
over the past five years. It is estimated that '600,000 people
within the Chicago area cannot afford adequate medical'treatment: The infant mortality rate in Chicago (17. 9 per 1,000) is
one' of the highest in the U.S. The infant mortality rate for
Blacks is 23.7 per 1,OOO( one and one-half times the white infant
mortality iate. 23 Clearly this factor is associated with the fact
that two thirds of all heads of households belowfhe poverty
line are Black, and over 80% of these households are headed
by women.
, .
The relationship between class and health care is highly
correlated. In Chicago, Cook County Hospital. is by far the
most widely used hospital for Blacks, especially for poor Blacks.
Its facilIties are outdated and at the time of this struggle t!:e
countY preferred fo close the hospital rather than renovate and
upgyade its serVices. Blacks would then be forced to seek more
expensive treatment within the private researcI:t hospital facilities in the city cir get no treatment at all because ofrestrictive
admissions practi~es of the private hospitals. Such a move would
have resulted in"'a health catastrophe for Blacks in Chicago.
The struggle to save Cook County Hospital was a result
of the fiscal crisisaffecting the county. The white middle class
and political elites wanted to close Cook County Hospital rather
than respond' to Black community pressures to expilnd and
upgrade its facilities. The struggle sharpened in the spring and
summer of 1981 following the federal and state budget cuts
that drastically reduced the quality of life among Chicagds
urban poor. Dr.. James Haughton, chief administrator of the
hospital, became identified as symbol of Black neglect and
the submdination of the Black poor and working class with
. regard to health care. His dismissal as chief admi,nistrator was
demanded; part of the controversy stemmed from the fact that
the lea~ing opposition to this Black professional came from
.
white progressives.
In response to, the crisis, health professional~ such as Dr.
Quentin Young and Lea Rogers, a longtime health and community activist, provided the leadership of the Coalition to
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Table 4 RESURGENCE OF MASS PROTEST DURING MAYORAL ADMINISTRATION OF JANE BYRNE, 1979·1983

Issue'

Problem

Health

Deteriorating health
services and facilities.
Problem becomes more
critical as cuts in health

services increase.

Black representation on
Board of Education.
Struggle for democratic
cbntrol over education.

Education

Protest Action
(Dates of Greatest
Intensity) .

Protest
Leadership

Most working·class
Blacks, and large'
segments of general
assistance recipients.
Over 250,000 inpatients
are treated at Cook
County Hospital annually.

Coalition to Save Cook
County Hospital. Black
community leaders .and
health professionals and
health activists.

Spring 1980,
demonstrations are held.
State officials are brought
in to hear local com·
munity te~timony in 1979,.
1980.

Over 500,000 students
are in public school
system, qf which 61% are
Black, 20010 Latino.
Chicago district has
largest enrollment in

Parent Equalizers and
CBUC lead mass strug·
gles. SUBS coalition pro·
vides popular exposure
through newspaper.

1979·1980, mass protests.
petition drives arela,unch·
ed. During 1982, cauc
leads opposition to
Byrne's appointment of
two whites to Board
replacing Blacks.

Successful in opposing
selection of Ayers as
Board -President. Palmer
beco'mes a leading advo·,
cate and adviser in
Washington's campaign.
Tillman runs for alder· .
man, placing second in
3rd ward. Palmer runs
unsuccessfully for Con·
gress in First District.

Chicago Housing Tenants'
Organization and other
tenanUcommunity
activists.

Spring·summer 1982,
stormy series 'of protest
actions escalate, leading
to arrest cif many
activists.

Swibel is forced to resign'
as ch·air. Replaced by
Mooney, a SwibellByrne
protege. Community
leaders call for boycott of
Chicago Fest. Stamps
runs for alderman in 43rd
ward. Robinson becomes
campaign manager for
Washington, is appointed
CHA chair aiter election.

mass

~ountry.

Black representation
diluted by Byrne on CHA
Board. Conditions in
public housing
worsening.

Public Housing

Streeter
Campaign:
17th Ward
Politics'

Byrne attempts to unseat
Streeter for opposing her
appointment of Janus·
Bonow to 'School Board.

144,000 people ·resiOg in
CHA hOusing develop·
ments, Over 90% are
Black, 68% offamilies
are. headed by women,
two thirds are on public
assistance.

The 17th ward is 97%
Black, voting against
machine poSitions and
opposed to "Plantation
Poli~cs."

Black Businesses
and Jobs

Unemployment,
Wella'rs

Private
Housing
Reform

I

Outcome of
Protest

Affected
Population

Hospital is saved tern·
porarily; fight becomes
part of the increasing
anti·Reagan, anti·Thomp·
son fiscal policy resis·
tance. Young plays major
role in Washington's
. . 'health prog.ram.

CBUC joins force~ with
other West Side com· .
munity groups to oppose
Byrne, along with other
white reformers and
liberals.

May·July 1982, with the
of a Black·led
citywide coalition,
Streeter 'defeats Byrne's
candidate in the primary
and runoff.

The Streeter victory is
a "people's vic·
tory" and a defeat for
Byrne and the regular
party. Serves to further
weaken' the maChine in
the Black community.

~upport

terme~

Underpinning the status
issue of Black represen·
tation are issues of
inequality of job and con·
trac/opportunities for
Blacks.

Blacks are 40% of
population, yet have only
27% of the policy posi.
tions and 27% of total
jobs. Blacks get less than
20% of city contracts.

A broad coalition both
within the Black c.om·
munity and citywide sup- .
ports the Chicago Fest
protest. Key organizations
are PUSH, CBUC.

August 1982, a 14·day
boycott of Chicago Fest
led by Coalition to Stop
Chicago Fest and sup·
ported by a white·Latino
"Committee of 500."

Leads directly into mass
voter registration push.
The leadership become
key ~upporters of
Washington's mayoral
bid.

The economic crisis a~d
the Reagan·Thompson
budget cuts represent a
.. direct attack on the stan·
dard of living.

Over 600,000 people in
poverty; 200,000 GA
reCipients. Unemployment
is'over 12.4%. The over·
'whelming majority are
Blacks.

POWER, spearheaded
by community activists.
across the city. An all·
Chicago Summer Con·
gress is held in August
1982.

August·September 1982,
exposu res of Reagan·
Thompson·Byrne links to
domestic cuts and diversion of public resources
into politicians' coffers.

Leads to mass voter
registration drive based.
upon mobilizing the
disenfranchised among
Blacks, Latinos, and poor
whites.

A large percentage of
federal Community
Development funds are
retained to support .
machine .politicians arid
patronage, as well as
investments in central
business district.

City receives over $110
million in Block Grant
funds to support housing
.rehabilitation, neighbor·
hood development, and
revitalization.

Chicago Rehab Network,
a coalition of housing
development organiza·
tions, is joined by other
community·based.
organiza.tio.ns.

August·September 1982, . Leads to a general and
administrative complaints widespread anti·Byrne
made; protest at Mayor
motion being developed
Byrne's office an'd media
in the neighborhoods.
campaign launched
. Undermines Byrne's base
against repeated
of support. HUD rules
"reprogramming" of CD
funds must be restored.
funds to meet other
political objectives of
Byrne's administration.
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Save Cook County Hospital. This coalition led the fight for ,
Cook County Hospital amid disclosures of administrative'
mismanagement, overbillings of patients and the state, and
of health suppliers such as American Hospital Supply Corporation overstocking and overcharging the hospita] for its basic
inventory. The Cook County struggle was integrated, in part,
into the broader struggle developing in opposition to Reaganomics
and state budget cuts by Governor James Thompson. This
broader motion had a citywide scope, taken up by organizations such as the Illinois Coalition Against Reagan Economics
(I-CARE) (dominated by white liberals, social workers, and
municipal employees), and the more grassroots POWER (People
Organized for Welfare and Economic Reform) headed by Slim
Coleman, Nancy Jefferson, Clarence Probst, and Bob Lucas,
, '
all community activists.
While Cook County' Hospital was not, closed, its director
James Haughton-the highest paid public official in the U.S.-was
dismissed and the hospital turned over to a hospital conglomerate
controlled by the we~lthy Pritzker family of the Lugent ,chain.

Public Schools
Iri Chicago over 500,000 children are enrolled in the public
schools, making Chicago the second-largest school district in
the United States. Chieago's school system, like those of most
large Northern cities, ,is shackled with a persistent- fiscal crisis.
Struggles over sources of revenues, pay increases for teachers,
quality of education,' and control over allocation decisions are
related to the budgetary crisis, and the fact that 61% of the
students are Black and 82% are Black and Latino, 24
Within the context of the fiscal crisis two issues are predominant: representation and the deteriorating quality of education children receive in the public schools. On the latter point,
1982 data indicated that Chicago students' average reading scores
were at the 43rd percentile nationally, and those of Black students
were at the 19th percentiie. The deterioration of educational
standards, coupled with keener competition in the job market,
has sparked widespread concern in recent years. One of the
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most prominent actions had been led by a cpalition of parents
and community activists called Parent Equalizers, headed by
Dorothy Tillman, a longtime South Side activist.
But the most dramatic.issue growing Qut of the conditions
of the Chicago schools has been policymaking representation.
Blacks, while only a plurality of thl:! city's population (39.8%),
are an overwhelming majority of the public schools' enrollment (60% Black students). Blacks have been underrepresented
on the School Board: only 27% (3) of the 11 School Board positions were held by ~lacks at the time of the 1983primary. The
Byrne administration became the focus of sharp repre$enta~
tionalstruggles. The first of these struggles was over. her attempt
to appoint, as president of the School Board, Thomas Ayers,
, ,one of Chicago's ruling elite, who serves on tlle,boards of Sears,
zenith, First National Bank, Commonwealth Edison, and Chicago
United (a group o£leading businessmen). Abtvad unity coalition
headed by Lu Palmer of the Chicago Black United Communities
(CBUC) opposed.Ayers's appointment and blocked it with a
massive petition drive, demonstrations, and a court challenge.
But the issue, of representation obscures the broader issue.of
who runs the schools. Following the school crisis of ,1981-1982,
the control over the public school system budget was taken
out of the hands of the School Board and placed in a "rece iver-.
ship" of bankers .called the Public School Finance Authority,
patterned after "13ig Mac" in New York.
.,
The second ,of these struggles was over the selection of a
Black Superintendentto replace Joseph Hannon and his temporary replacement Angeline Caruso. Most of the Black leadership supported Manfred Byrd, Deputy Superintendent, for
the post. When Ruth Love, a Black woman, was Clppointed
in Byrd's stead, the, movement was temporarily dissipated.
However, a new upsurge resumed in the spring of 1981 when
Byrne replaced two Blacks on the School Board with Rosemary
Janus and Betty Bonow-both white-who were leading
rteighborhood activists opposed to further school desegrega~ .
tion. Again,' the CBUC led a citywide, multinational coalition,
with significant support among white and Latino community
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leaders; this coalition included TIllman, Marian Stamps,Operation PUSH (people United to Save Humanity), and Slim Coleman on the North Side and Arturo Vazquez in the near West
, Side Pilsen community. This coalitfon-building process, featuring
broad Black community unity, supported by white and Latino
progressives and neighborhood activists, typified the 1983 mayoral'
,campaign and the substantive and representational issues underpinning the mayor's race.
Public Housing
In Chicago, 90% of the 144,000 residents in the Chicago
Housing Authority (CHA) units are Black; 85% of all CHA
households are Black; and 68% of all CHA families are headed
by women. Throughout the United States, government efforts
to provide decent, affordable housing and to 'subsidize the
occupancy of housing have been under increasing attack since
the mid-1970s. Historically, public housing has always been
an arena of sharply contested struggles: first to get into it (1940s
and 1950s), and then to maintain and transform it (1970s and
1980s). Throughout both periods, tenant-residents have had
to do battle with public housing policymakers and administrators
over the right to participate in decision-making. As the social
character of CHA residents shifted to become mainly those
on public subsidy, the fight for tenant management on all levels
of CHA aCtivity increasingly took on the character of a fight
for Black power. 25
Public consciousness around CHA was broadened considerably, during the spring of 1981, when Jane Byrne gained
national attention by moving into Cabrini~Green, a neat North
Side housing development. Byrne's move into Cabrini brought
with it intensified police/political 'violence, \yholesale evictions,
and' generalized deterioration of maintenance in other CHA
develqpments to compensate for the short-term improvements
that were made in Cabrini-Green. These all occurred at a time'
of growing conservative sentpnent ~at public support for housing
should be curtailed. Public opinion was sharply divided along
class lines, overlaid by racial polarity.
During the Byrne administration, the fight to maintain Black

representation within Q-IA policymaking circles intensified amid
disclosures that CHA properties would be converted into private
housing (condos and 'middle-class apartments) by real estate
investors like Charles Swibel. Swibel ha.s figured prominently
in all disclosures about city housing/business deals. A leading
member of the machine's "evil cabal;' he chaired the CHA
Board until the summer of 1982, when he was forced to resign
under massive protest; led by a coalition pulled together by
Marian Stamps and the Chicago Housing Tenants Organization.Moreover, Renault Robinson, the most vocal Black on
the CHA Board Omd later to be named CHA chair under Harold
Washington), called fo~ a federal (HUD) investigation of CHA
administrative practices. HUD recommended that Swibel resign
his position as chair in order for CHA to continue to get its
funding. In order to "save face" for the corrupt but influential
SWibel, Byrne led a fight in the state legislature for the CHA
chairmanship'to become a paid positioll: so that Swibel' could
refuse the position as a "conflict of interest:' '
,Byrne also played a' direct role in an upsurge of CHA tenant
protest when she replaced three Blacks on the CHA Board
with three Whites during the spring of1982. She enraged the
Black community further in the summer of 1982 by replacing
Swibel as CHA chair with another white, Andrew Mooney,
a protege of Swibel and a product of the ward bosses, who
had only been appointed to the CHA the previous spring:
The, citywide protest targeted Jane Byrne at City Hall and at
her 42nd ward home, linking her to both, the political cabal
and the large corporations. (One of her appointees was a junior
ex~cutive with-,Prudential, and the,wife of a judge with strong
machine' ties.) The CHA protest action during the summer
escalated with attempts to take over CHA Board meetings and
, a series of acts of civil disobedience that resulted in the jailing
of several protesters, ircluding Lti Palmer.
Ward Politics
The 17th ward, located on the far South Side, has a population
which is 97% Black. Its social class composition is 76% blue-collar,
with a relatively large concentration of single-family homeowners.
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They have voted independent of machine-slated, candidates
and opposed machine-backed positions in the City Council
they believed to run counter to the interests ot the· Black
community.
In April 1982, in a special ward election, Jane Byrne attempted
to unseat 17th ward. alderman Allan Streeter, whom Byrne had
appointed to fill the ward vacancy the year before. 2fi In City
Council, Streeter had become a popular hero by opposing Byrne
on four major issues: the seating of Thomas Ayers as School
Board president; the appointment~ to the School Board of two
white segregationists with Northwest and ,Southwest Side constituencies; the appointment of three whites to the CHA Board
and Andrew Mooney's'seledion as CHA chair; and Byrne's
plan for remapping the city ward boundaries. All of these issues
represented systematic attempts on the part 'of the regular
Democratic Pflrty leadership to dilute Black political represen~
tation and/or voting strength within local government.
The issue that most provoked Byrne's wrath was Streeter's
public criticism of her for replacing Leon, Davis and Michael
Scott-both Daley supporters-on the School Board. Until.then,
Streeter was little known outside his ward and within the
Democratic Party leadership. Supported by a broad coalition
of Blacks, white independents, and :community activists (CBUC, '
PUSH,' the newly formed POWER, and white progressives like
lody Kreistman and Hal Baron at Associated Colleges of the
Midwest), Streeter bested 13 other candidates in the April primary and then won a special runoff election; to retain his City
Council seat.
The Streeter election was significant in several respects. First,
it laid to rest the notion of mC),chine invincibility at the level
of ward elections, just as Byrne had demonstrated that City Hall
could be wrested away from the ward committee slaters. Second,
Streeter's victory represented a major 'political defeat for Jane
Byrne. By supporting Streeter, Black community leadership
had retaliated against Byrne's political insults of replacing Black
leadership. Finally, it was a significant mass victory for the
17th ward electorate, who registered a major blow against
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,"plantation politics" by repudiating the Byrne-endorsed candidate and the machine selection process.
This election showed that unity among the Black community
leadership was 'a prerequisite for citywide coalition-building.
Streeter, like so many other politicians, grasped the motion
of his electorate toward increasing independence from the
white/ethnic-dominated leadership of the regular Democratic
Party, its paternalist attitul:ie, and outright racist practices.

Black Businesses and Jobs
The Chicago Fest boycott of 1982 was an immediate aftermath of the CHA struggle. 27 However, the actual material basis
for the boycott was certain economic realities of the Chicago
scene. In chicago, the city budget approximates $2 billion ($1.96
billion overall budget for fiscal year 1983). The city has nearly
44,000 employees, only 26.9% of whom areBlack. The average
employee earns $24,00q, and Blacks earn soine $3,500 less,
according to a recent study.28 In addition, the city purchases
$500 million in goods and services with less than 15% contracted with Black firms arid individuals. Moreover, the city
has nearly $2 billion in time deposits, with over 80% of these
deposits held by the five largest banks, including Continental
Bank, First NaHonalBank, etc.; only 7% of these deposits are
held in all Black banks combined.
.
It has been conservatively estimated that 25% of the city
.employees are patronage workers (and 20% of these are from
four wards: 11, 18, 19, and 23) on the near West and Southwest
Sides of the city. A recent C:hicago Reporter study of the contracts negotiated by all Chicago area public construction agencies.
in 1982 reported that of the $121 million in construction contracts issued by these agencies, less than 15% were. let to Black
contractors and subcontractors. Moreover, Black and Latino
workers have long claimed discriminatory hiring practices by
the city arid broken promises by city officials. During the summer
of1982 Black workers and community activists led by Nancy
Jefferson, a Black West Side activist, protested discrimination
in the construction of Presidential Towers, a near~Loop luxury
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highrise, in which Charles Swibel and the Democratic Party
chair of Cook County, Ed Vrdolyak, have considerable interests.
Finally, Black vendors claimed that the city systematically excluded
them from equitable participation in the sponsorship and opportunities generated by the city-sponsored mass festivals and
cultural activities. Chicago Fest is the most popular of a series
of festivals promoted by the Byrne administration and Festivals, '
Inc. (The private promoter ofthese festivals had ~rranged for
lucrative contributions to the campaign funds of leading party
officials-Byrne, Vrdolyak, and Ed Kelly, the Park District
,
Superintendent, among them.)
Thus, when Jesse Jackson of PUSH called for a boycott of
Chicago Fest, it had a soc~al basis of support not immediately
grasped by many of the leading forces in the CtIA struggle,
who saw it as a media-oriented diversion from the main issues
raised by that struggle. However, when community activists
like Tim Black, Ish Flory, and Bob Lucas joined the boycott,
many of the CHA protesters saw in 'this motion a further attempt
to target Byrne and end City Hall policies that allowed party
elites and loyalists to rob the public blind.
The Chicago Fest boycott started as a Black protest headquartered around, PUSH and lat~r CBUC, then expanded more
broadly to include a coalition of community-based groups and
activists among Blacks. The boycott quickly gained svpport
from many segments outside the Black community, including
a "Committee of 500" headed by Slim Coleman and Arturo
Vazquez. The "Committee of 500" included white and Latino
community and labor leaders, as well as liberals and activists
involved in various reform struggles. The main point of unity
was the need to expose the fact that the "evil cabal" in City
Hall had ,linked the system of patronage to the major firms
with which the city did business. Indeed, the City Hall cabal
was identical in many cases with these same firms.
Out of the Fest boycott was generated the momentum leading
to the mass voter registration drives in September and early
October 1982, preceding the statewide November elections and,
the primary campaign. Politically, the Fest boycott expressed

the basic coalition-building process that underpinned
Washingt0n'selection victory: the Black community as the main
force, with critical support from the most active sectors of the
white and Latino grassroots communities.
U nemployment/Welfare

In: December1982 the unemployment rate in Chicago was
13.7%. For Blacks as a whole it was 20.4%, and for Black youth
(ages 16-24) the unemployment rate was a staggering 40.1%.
In addition, it was estimated that soine 900,000 persons in 240,000
households were eligible for food stamps in the Chicago area
inJune 1981-30% of those persons and 40% of the families
were Black. Moreover, the number o£people below the poverty
level in Chicago has been variously estimated at between 600,000
and 800,000. 29
As a result of the Reagan budget cuts in the past two fiscal
years, more than 15,000 CETA jobs had been eliminated and
cutbacks to public assistance had affected over 800,000 per-,
sons and 240,000 households. in the Chicago area. A sizable
numbe.r of jobs lost were held by social welfare employees,
who formed the base for the Illinois Coalition Against Reagan
Economics (I-CARE). This group was most representative of
the leadership of the anti-Reagan coalition in Chicago. In Illinois, Governor Thompson's fiscal austerity program has, as
part of its significant social impacts, meant marked reductions
in both the eligibility and in the level 6f assistance for health
care, daycare services, education, and public aid. In the Chicago
area the people hit hardest have been a large number of general
assistance recipients, who now find it more difficult to' survive; the prospects for finding self-supporting jobs have become
increasingly unrealizable (especially given the transformation
of the economy and the fiscal policies of the Reagan and
Thompson administrations).
In contrast with I-CARE, the social base of POWER (People
Organized for Welfare Economic Reform) was the growing
number of skilled and semi-skilled workers swelling the ranks
of the' poor white, Black,' and Latino unemployed, and the
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expanding number of welfare-dependent family heads in the
'Chicago area. POWER was organized in immediate opposition to Governor Thompson's austerity program of thewiriter
and spring of 1982. It was also a grassroots response to the
failure of I-CARE to develop a program and build a coalition
that reflected the needs and aspirations of the grassroots poor.
Moreover, many of the founders of POWER were acutely aware
that Jane Byrne was the only large-city mayor who had not
publicly criticized Reagan's general domestic policies and their
specific urban impacts upon' the poor and politically disadvantaged. POWER organizers were persistent in their efforts
to link Reagan, Thompson, and Byrne as an unholy alliance,
who victimized the poor and uriemployed -:'" both the more visible
Blacks and Latinos and t~e less visible poor whites-and whose
policies propped up the rich and the super-rich." '
During the early summer, POWER made plans, including
.mass meetings 'and local ward organizing, developing the unity
that fueled the' sponta:o.eous upsurge of protest and electoral
participation in the summer and fall of 1982 and the, winte'r
of 1983, the' period immediately preceding the 1983 mayoral
campaign. First, POWER leadership built for an All-C):licago
Community Congress, whose basic purpose was the development of a political platform that could be used as an organizational and educational tool in the November statewide elections (targeting Thompson), the February 1983 primary (targeting'
Byrne), and the 1984 presidential elections (targeting(Reagan
and the Republican Party). Second, POWER's leadership played
active and supportive roles in the reform struggles around particular issues, politicizing them to focus on increased electoral
participation. Third, POWER elements were involved in the
pa.rtiCular tactics of the electoral process underpinning Harold
Washington's 'campaign: mon~toring election law enforcement,
ward remap struggles, and litigation, along with the Political
Action Committee of Illinois (PACI), headed by Sam Patch and
Charles Knotts. PACI's main role was to use the coints to defend
the interests of the Black community in federal, state, and local
redistricting issues. Fourth, POWER spearheaded the citywide
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coalition build-up to push the voter registration of anti-Reagan,
anti-Thompson, anti~Byrne forces to "protest at the polls" against
their policies and government practices.
The role of the All Chicago City News (ACCN) must be mentioned. Initiated in the spring of 1981, ACCN became the citywide
newspaper of the independent opposition and pro-reform forces.
On a biweekly basis, ACCN provided timely political exposure,
agitational and mass propaganda, linking particular issues of
struggle with the need for local and national political reform
and making a populist critique of the capitalist system as a
whole. Wherever there was C\ln issue, ACCN reporters were
there. ACCN is an excellent source of background material and
documentation of the pre~campaign build-up to the Chicago
mayoral elections.
Private, Housing ReformIn Chicago there are approximately 1,200,000 units of total
housing stock. Some 240,000 of these units, mainly multifamily,
rental propert)r, ,are in need of moderate to substantial rehabilitation~ Each year the city has received over $120 million in federal
funds for urban and community development (CD). In 1982-1983,
the city received about $110 million in CD funds. Only a small
fradion of tho&e funds were actually expended for community and housing develoPnlent in the neighborhoods. In fact,
durit,lg the four years of the Byrne administration over $500
million in federal funds were received, and less than 25% of
the monies reached the neighborhoods. When administrative
costs were included, nearly 80% of these funds were spent
to support the development of the city's central business 'district
(the "Loop'!) and agencies based inside it.30
During the last tWo years of the Byrne administration, Byrne
"reprogrammed"-(Le., diverted for unplanned purposes) over
$36.8 million in funds previously allocated through the CD
, ;process for housing and neighborhood redevelopment. These
reprogrammed allocations were made to meet other fiScal needs
, ($16.8 million to the Board of Education's teacher pension fund,
which was indirectly political, and $10 million into a temporary
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youth jobs program during th~ midst of the primary campaign).
During the previous year, she had. diverted $8.8 million in housing
, program funds for a "clean and green" cleanup campaign and
for purchase of expensive snow-removal equipment for the
. Department of Streets and Sanitation, although that department is supported by the regular city budget;
The opposition to BYJne's reprogramming efforts was .
~pearheaded by the· Chicago Rehab Network, a coalition of
many of the most politically active of the housing community
development organizations throughout Q1icagds neighborhoods.
The Network provides a forum for the public critique of city
housing policy, and has been a leading force for the actual
rehabilitation of· over 2,600 units of housing in the most
.
economically depressed community areas of the city.
The peak of the reprogramming struggle came during the
pre-primary period from August 15 through October 1982. The
widespread public exposure around the diversion of CD funds
led many opinion-makers to note that Byrne had lost the
neighborhood electoral base that had made it possible for her
to defeat Bilaridic in 1979. Moreover, it would not be' difficult
to argue that the groups targe~ed for CD fund cuts by Byrne
were active Washington supporters.
In sum, local activists; involved in a series of welfare· and
substantive issues, targeted City Hall and the mayor's officepartic~larly Jane Byrne's administration-as the fo<,:al point of
attack to address the deteriorating conditions faced by Blacks,
Latinos; and poor whites in Chicago. Struggles took place within .
the areas of neighborhood· services, housing, health care, employment, welfare distribution, educational opport:unity, political
representation, and enforcement of affirmative action standards
for Blacks, Latinos, and women. These struggles around seemingly isolated, and discrete issues.were transformed into citywide
policy issues as networks were forgeq, bringing activists together.
A developing consensus emerged around: 1) issues (reform
programs); 2) the proble,m Oane Byrne and the machine); and
3) the solution (a refoml candidate). Thus, an important dimension of the pre-campaign build-up to the massive voter registra-
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tion drive of fall 1982 was the linkage ·of organiZations and
community activists involved in struggles around basically
"economic" issues into citywide networks, with their protest'
d.emands aimed at City Hall. The voter registration drive was
the first phase of the political expression of this united citywide
movemeI).t-based' among Blacks and led by Blacks.

,

"
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2.
'The Primary:
The People Choose
A Candidate

Table 5 SELECTION OF A BLACK MAYORAL CANDIDATE:
THREE CITYWIDE SURVEYS, 1980·1983
Survey by the
Chicago Reporter
Newsletter
(August 1980)
1. Harold
Washington
2. Roland Burris

3.
4.
5.

he economic struggle waged in .the 1982, mass protests
, had a direct relationship to the control of City Hall. Mayor
Byrne and young Richard Daley, son of the late mayor, had
their followings and were expected to declare as candidates
for mayor in 1983. The people had no champion to challenge
the Democratic Par~y regulars; however, a movement to find
a Black mayor began again (prior efforts were' the "Committee for a Black Mayor'; formed in 1974 by Harold W(ishington,
Charles Haye~, Larry Bullock, and Lemuel Bentley, and also
Washington'S bid in, the 1977 primary).
Table 5 shows three of the efforts to identify a Black candidate by community draft or by poll of co:rnmunityleaclers.
It was obvious that only with a high level of Black'unitY behind
a viable candidate would there be a chance of winning. By
the summer of 1981 the one person who had the credentials
and the developing consensus was Harold Washington. A serious
movement to "draft" Washington to run for mayor was the
expression of this consensus.
Harold Washington had been a Democratic Party regular,
the son of a precinct captain whose positi9n he assumed, but
in 1975 he bolted the party machine and evolved as a consolidated independent. He achieved national visibility as the
popularly elected replacement for Ralph Metcalfe (after the
machine appointee, Bennett Stewart, served out a term), and
he WaS elected national vice president of the liberal Americans
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Richard Newhouse
Wilson' Frost
Cecil Partee
6. Warren Bacon
7. Clifford Kelley
B. Earl Neal
9.' Kenneth Smith
10. Jesse Jackson!
Clark Burrus

Survey by
AIM Magazine
(Summer 1981)
1. Cecil Partee

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
B.
9.
10.'

Harold
Washington
Roland Burris
Jesse Jackson
Richard Newhouse
Wilson Frost
Tom Todd
Clifford Kelley
Manfred Byrd
Danny Davis

Community Vote
Organized by CBUC '
(May 1982)
1. Harold Washington

2.

Lu Palmer

3. Danny Davis ,
4. Roland Burris
5. Jesse Jackson
6. Lenora CartY"right
7. Renault Robinson
B. Anna Langford
9. Manfred Byrd
10. Margaret Burroughs

I

for Democratic Action. Other candidates to run for mayor were
less appealing because they: 1) were still party regulars, 2) were
not known well enough throughout the city, or 3) had never'
held public office. Washington was the best-qualified candidate.
, Washington had demonstrated his viability as a candidate
by winning every election in which he rari except his 1977 bid
for mayor, ,and even then he did better than all previous Black
mayoral candidates in Chicago. 'As a successful Chicago politician,
he called for the real lifeline 'of any serious citywide raceBlack voter registration.' He announced that the main condition
.for his running for mayor was that the "draft" movement become
a voter registration movement, and that 50,000 voters be added
to the rolls.
VOTER REGISTRATION

The Chicago Urban League had issued a report on
Washington'S problem in September 1981: "Why Chicago Blacks
Do Not Register and Vote:' It began with a focus on the 1983
mayoral eleCtion:
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The Black population i~ steadily approaching a numerical plurality in the city. In 1983, the mayoralty-and with it control
of resource allocation through city administrative departments, .
boards and commissions-might well hang in the balance. If
Black political participation could be increased 5 percent to
10 percent, Blacks might effectively. determine the outcome
of this crucial election. Within a year after that, control of the
City Council and most services of city government also may
'
well. be at stake. 3l

..

Of course, the Chica,go Urban League was tt:.ying to find out
if the 5 to 10% increase was possible. They presented eight
reasons why Blacks do not register and vote: Heading the list
of reasons were "not interested in any of the candidates" (49.4%)
and "fed up with the whole political system" (32.2%). They
combined.a controversial point of summation with a call for
a serious review of political strategy:
lack of electoral participation appears to be a long-term, deeplyrooted "structural" problem-one for which electoral reform
and other superficial stopgap measures can only have very
limited and temporary success .... Sizeable, sustlinable increases
in Black registration and voting are unlikely without a rather
fundamental effort to make politics and public affaiJ;'s a much
larger part of Black family and community life.32

An extensive 'citywide voter registrati~n drive peaked between
August arid October 5, 1982, setting the stage for the Democratic
mayoral primary. While many of the traditional institutionalized
organizations (i.e., the National Association for the Advancement of Colored. People, Chicago Urban League, PUSH) had
attempted to build a mass Black community registration as
far back as 1981, the most significant aspect of the pre-primary
voter registration drive was the entrance of new entities into
voter registration.' For the most part, these new entities
represented grassroots community efforts both within and outside
of the Black community. First, there was Chicago Black United
Communities (CBUC) headed by Lu Palmer, a leading community activist and 'a Black professional journalist opposed
to Jane Byrne and the machine. Second, there was Citizens
for Self~Determination, a far South Side organization, headed

by Mercedes Maulette, a noted organizer in electoral politics,
and sponsored by Al Sampson, who emerged early as a significant figure in the mobilization of the Black church and the
organization of ministers to support Washington's candidacy.
A South Side youth social service group, Concerned Young
Adults, promoted nonpartisan registrations. Moreover, the Independent Grassroots Youth Organization, dominated by a local
street gang, claimed to have registered 5,000 youth. Then there
were two campaign-specifil: coalitions that emerged in anticipation'
of the Black community fielding a candidate' for the 1983
mayoralty. They were Vote Community, founded by Ed Gardner
and Tim Black and promoted by Robert Starksartd influenced
byhis associates in the coalition known as the '~frican Community of Chiciilgo;' and the People's Movement for Voter Registration and Education (People's Movement) under the leadership
.of longtime independents such as Lu Palmer and Tim Black,
a former labor organizer; Nate Clay, a Black journalist; and
Sam Patch, prominent in PACI. The leadership of all of these
groups became the principal actors in forming the Task Force
for Black Political Empowerment as the informal arm of Harold
Washington'S campaign organization. Added to these groups
was the significant infusion of money from Black businessmen.
Most notable was a cosmetic industry millionaire, Ed Gardner
(Soft Sheen), who was the principal financier of the "Come
Alive, October 5" media bli~ leading into the final voter registration weekt;!nd before the November election as well as the encore
rendition, "Come' Alive, January 25;' which closed out the preprimary election registration.
While these united community efforts represented one of
the indispensable preconditions for mobilizing the Black
community· for a Black mayoral success, what was unique about
this voter registration movement was its Citywide character.
POWER. provided the framework for formal and informal coalition-building across lines of race and national origin. POW~R
also provided the organizational context for.commUnity activists
and political reformers to coordinate citywide, and to plan
organizational tactics (for voter mobilization and education).
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By September 1982, the goal of 50,000 new registered voters
had been reached, through POWER's use of the tactic of mobile
registrations, i.e., taking registration stations to welfare and
unemployment offices within the city's South, West, and North
Sides. Washington's response was to increase the call to register
100,000 new voters! The leadership of this movement answerep
him. Under the combined efforts of POWER, PUSH, Vote Community, People's Movement, CBUC, and Citizens for SelfDetermination, an all-out campaign was launched to meet this
challenge. Churches were targeted, library centers were established,-and an extensive absentee ballot thrust-was coordinated
by PUSH and CBUC. Garaner announced that he would put
up $50,000 to sponsor a media blitz targeting the Black com-mJ.mity for the weekend uf October 5. Through ACCN, POWER
announced that 180,000 registrations needed to be on the books
by the final weekend. Over that weekend some 60,000 registrations were made, principally in the Black community and mainly
independent of the regular party apparatus.
The increase in ~lack voter registration placed the total Black
'registration at 565,000. An additional 76,000 registrations were
added between December 1982 and January 25, 1983; 36,000
were Black registrants. This brought the combine,d total of Black
registration to 600,000 out of an estimated Q65,OOO eligible-Black
voters. The total primary registration was 1,582,000. These potential voters had to be protected from challenges by the machinecontrolled Board of Elections Commissioners. This was done
successfully, mainly through strong community monitoring and
vigilance. 33
When community representatives approached Washington
with 180,000 registrants, his response was, "Yes, they are registered but (1) will they turn out, and (2) will they suppprt the
independent candidates in the November 2 state election?" These
were no trivial questions, given that in the 1977 primary only
27.5% of \111 eligible 'Blacks voted when Washington ran against
Bilandic and Pucinski. In 1979 (Bilandic vs; Byrne) only 34%
of all registered Blacks cast ballots out of 490,000 Black registered voters.
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. _In Chicago, the November 1982 ~lection was characterized
by an anti-Republic~nvote. While the Black cominurtityleader-ship was lukewarm about the Adlai Stevenson III candidacy
forgo~ernor,,34 the Biackturnout against Thompson was overwhelming. This overshadowed the fact thatthe three independents targeted fO,r. support for state' Assembly seats (Monica
Faith Stewart, Art Turner, and Juan Soliz) lost because of the
machine's "Punch 10" campaign for a straIght Democratic-ticket
vote, which cut into the votes of these ·independents.The opposition to Thompson demonstrated td the Black leadership, and
. to Washington supporters in particular, 'that the Black commupity would tlnite to support a viable .:Slack candidate for
mayor. Second, George Dunne's v;ictory in the Cook County
Board president's race agilinst Berhard Carey was attributed
to the Black independent o],'ientation, since Byrne publicly
opposed Dunne, a longtime supporter of Mayor Dall~y. 35
()n the strength ofthese <;ievelopments, the sentiment for
a WashirtgtoQ. candidacy grE:!w to a fever pitch, FoUawing the
successful registratioit. drive and the outcome of the November 2
elections, CBUC and a delegation of Black,community leaders
presented Washirigton with his "draft:' Washington had only
one course of action: ta postpone his official aimouncement
to the week following the announcerrient by Richard M. Daley,.
son of the late.mayor.Daley announced his candidacy on
November 4, ensuring that there would be two strong white
candidates' and a viable Black candidate in the battle to head
the municipal government.
The Washington strategy had been pre,dicated on at least
two strong white. DemocratiC Party candidates vying for the
primary' nomination. With Daley safely an~ouncing, Byrne's
forces would turn their attention to her formidablertval from
the Bridgeport neighborhood, home of the paley machine.
The theory was that Byrne and Daley would split the white
vote and neither .could afford to attack' Washington for fear
of alienati:ng the Black vote.
. .' .
On November 3, columnist Mike Royko noted in the Sun
Times that the real race was now beginning. He was corre~t.
I
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Streeter's aldermanic victory, the boycott of Chicago Fest, the
strong anti-Byrne sentiment in the neighborhoods, and issues
, of redistribution policy for sharing wealth and power (housing, jobs, education, CD funding, and the closing of the Jackson
Park "EI") all indicated that the 1983 Democratic primary'would
be unique, having major implications for the alignment of
mainstream political forces in 'Chicago ..
, The three prime candidates who entered the field were going
to W~lr for the mayoral seat. Before the 170-day campaign was
over, dated from Daley's announcement on November 4 through
April 12 (Washington announced on November 10), it would
be the most expensive ($18 million spent), the most corrupt
(Byrne's blatant payoff~ to street gangs), the most polarized
among race/nationality lines (Byrne and Epton share the laurels),
Table 6 CANDIDATES FOR DEMOCRATIC MAYORAL PRIMARY:
~EBRUARY 1983
Candidate
Birthplace
Date of Birth
Race
Nationality
Gender
Father's
Occupation

Harold Washington
Chipago
1922
Black
Afro-American
male

Education

Roosevelt Univer- Barat College,
sity, Northwestern University of Illinois
University
,
lawyer
housewife,
civil affairs
Father was a
,Campaign volunprecinct captain.
teer, close assoServed as appren- ciate cif Mayor
tice to the Dawson Daley, appointed to
organization, held positions in party
elected office for 18 and city governyears instate Leg- ment, only elected
islature and U.S.
office as mayor of
Congress
Chicago (1979-1983)

Occupation
Political'
Experience

minister/lawyer

Jane Byrne
Chicago
1935
. white
Irish-American
female

Richard Daley
Chicago
1942
white
Irish-American,
male·

corporate· executive lawyer
Providence College
(R.I.), DePaul
University
lawyer
Son of 'Mayor Daley
(terms 1955-1976),
committeeman of
11th ward, held
elected office for 10
years as state
senator and State's
Attorney of Cook
County

and the most publicized (internationally, nationally, and locally)
mayoral race in Chicago's political history.
,More people participated in the primary and general election than in any other election in Chicago history, and more
white people voted on the losing side than in any two successive elections' in the city's history. In the 1983 Democratic
- primary, the Chicago electorate had three choices: Byrne
represented the present, Daley the past, and Washington was
identified with their aspirations for the future.
THE INCUMBENT

Bymes campaign strength was among middle-class and working women, the neighborhoods, and seniors.36 She had not
been able to hpld her electoral coalition together for very long
after her election for several reasons. First, she was saddled
.by a deepening fiscal crisis that affected. her' relations with city
employees' (teachers, police,· fire, lower-level department
administrators), In order to keep spending in line to satisfy
creditors arid to protect her base among white homeowners,
Byrne was forced to .hold down salaries and block further
increases in social expenditures, as ~ell as taxes.
Second, in order to govern, she had to accommodate the
machine leadership, who demanded a free hand with patronage
and the opportunity to make deals that, once exposed, revealed
cornl-ption and caused a further loss of credibility, especially
among the liberal opinion-makers in the m~dia. Byrne apparently
was willing to accept this accommod~tion so long as, she was
able to swell her "war chest:' She raised some $10 million for
political campaigning by the primary opening. A large proportion of this money came from city workers (a source of
resentment to those out of power} and from agents with city
contracts.
.
Third, she reorganized the Office of Neighborhoods to be
a legitimating device to promote her image and secure her
re-election instead of a vehicle for mass input into changes
in community development policy. Moreover, she alienated
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community leaders by reducing and then ret:outing the flow
Of money into development programs' at the neighborhood level.
Fourth, while leaving her doors open to reciI estate developers
and business contractors, Byrne lost credibility with many of
the corporate elite, who viewed her as politically unstable and
prone to quick changes of both policy and personnel. Thus,
she contributed to an unfavotable business situation by failing to provide a climate for continuity of program, personnel,
and policymaking in government leadership.
Fifth, while Byrne consolidated her alliances with the most
reactionary and irresponsible wing of the Democratic Party,
. she alienated herself from the mainstream of the party. On
one hand, not having I strong connections with the corporate
anddedining industrial elite, she was forced to build up her
.' coffers by repeatedly "tapping" dty patronage workers, in addition
to conq~ctors doing business withthe city. On the other hand,
Byrne encouraged further fragmentation of the CookCounty
Democratic Party and, instead of uniting the party, she underminedher most organized potential base of support. She did
this by: 1) dropping Carter after earlier endorsing him in order
to support Kennedy during the 1980 presidential campaign;
2) opposing Daley as State's Attorney in 1980; 3) closely identifying with Reagan and becoming the ohly mayor of a large
city not to oppose his domestic and urban policies; and
4) opposing George Dunne and supporting Bernard Carey,
the Republican candidate for Cook County Board president.
Finally, Byrne made a series of tactical blunders that undermined her brittle support among Blacks and Latinos. 37
She attempfed to playoff Blacks against Latinos on the one
hand, while exploiting the nationality differences among the
various groups within the Latino population in the city, mainly
through 'her appointive powers (Le., replacing Kenneth Smith, .
a Black minister who chaired the School Board, with a Cuban,
Raul Vialobos).
In a series of appointments that undermined Black and latino
representation on other bOards, commissions, and within departments, Byrne replaced representatives from these blocs with
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whites (Le., CHA, Board of Education, ~TA, Police Department, Department of Housing).
\
. Byrne played the role of a "sacrificing public official;' appearing to learn firsthand what the people faced. Byrne is from
.the 42nd ward, which encompasses what Chicagoans call the
Gold Coast and the slums-she is from the Gold Coast, and
the Cabrini-Green housing development (known for the TV
show "Good Tunes") is in the slum. Amid tremendous publicity,
Byrne "moved in" to CabrinL While she was there, personally
protected by police in all adjacent apartments (both sides, above,
and below) and by hundreds of others in the area, crime was
reduced. But as she soon left, it was worse than ever---:-elevators
would go out for weeks in 21-story buildings where senior
citizens and the sick would be under a sinister form of de
facto "house arrest." The gangs retaliated against families who
were able to avoid the mass evictions of so-called "anti-social"
elements. In the end, many of the people who initially praised
Byrne for her actions in Cabrini were later neutralized by reports
that services were being withdrawn from other CHA
developments to support Byrne's temporary pUblicity stunt;
She earned. the enmity of Blacks by leading the battle to
dilute Black representation and voter strength on substantive
issues. At the same time, she continued the tradition of handpicking candidates for elective offices with predominantly Black
constituencies. The Black community resented the appointment of Bennett Stewart for the First Congressional District
seat when Metcalfe died. It was further aroused when she
pitted Eugene Barnes against Washington, who two years before
ran as an independent and became the first Black congressman
to be elected from a central city district independent of the
machine. Byrne's all-out campaign to dislodge Allan Streeter
incensed the Black community. With his successful election
some observers proclaimed the end of an era: "No more plantation politics" from City Hall. T~e "last straw" occurred in
the West Side 29th ward aldermanic primary, when Byrne
attempted to send lola McGowan (a Byrne appointee who had
been ruled not a resident of that ward by a district court) against
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Black imiependent Danny Davis. The Black community viewed
, this challenge with a mixture of righteous indignation and sarcastic amusem~nt at the fiasco. Despite the fact that the 29th
ward boundaries had been recently redrawn to maximize the
possibilities tha:t Davis, an ardent Washington suppbrter, would
lose, McGowan lost big-another blow against the "machine
invincibility" myth.
DALEY liTHE SON"

When Richard M. Daley 38 left the state Senate in 1980 to
run for Cook., County State's Attorney, it beca:me clear to all
that he was gearing up for a mayoral bid-perhaps as early
as 1983-by testing his drawing power in a citywide election.
His campaign announcement for mayor therefore came as no
surprise. However; it brought panic to Byrne's camp and smiles
of hope to Washington supporters. ,baley had a number of
credits that enhanced his viability as a candidate:
He had his father's name and his mother's blessings. "Sis"
Daley is the machine matriarch who has carefully' guarded
the Daley legacy to be bestowed upon her sons. He also appeared
to have enough support Within the party to make winning
against Byrne a realistic prospect. The. 11th ward had control
over as much as 20% of all the known patronage jobs in the
city. fact, the four contiguous Southwest Side wards (wards
11, 18, 19, and 23) control 8~000 of the patronage:..held jobs in
the city government. Political elites throughout the city owed
their careers to Richard J. Daley, including George Dunne, John
Stroger, William Lipinski, William Bowen, Thomas Hynes, Burt
Naturus, Frank Stembeck, and others, as well as most veteran
Black politicians in the city. Within the Black community, there
was thought to be a significant political base among the old
generation of business and professional people who remembered
Richard J. Daley, "the Father:' and saw "the Son" as one who
would have influence among their constituencies. Daley was
also expected to pick up substanti,al support among the i'Lake
Front liberals:' city union workers, and many employees who

In

were perceived as having nowhere to go but to support Daley,
given Byrne's practices as chief administrator and as a politician.
Daley also had weaknesses, but some of these weaknesses
tended not to be significant during the campaign .. First, public
speaking,was not his,main forte. Although he lacked charisma,
the four-month campaign laid to rest the rumor that he couldn't
talk. Second, Daley resided inBridgeport~' one of the most
segregated communities in the near Southwest Side. During
,the summer of 1982, the Rev. Cecil Turner, a l3yrne supporter,
attempted to embarrass Daleyby exposing him as a supporter
of racism. Turner attempted to exploit a street gang attack on
a Black man by holding a mass demonstration through Bridgeport
to dramatize the situation and hutt Daley'S mayoral chances.
The event drew little support among Black leadership, who
saw that Byrne. would benefit and a' Black mayoral success
would be weakened if Daley's viability as a candidate vis-avis Byrne was reduced. Third; as the lines of the campaign
battle unfolded, Daley was put into the position of having to
compete with Jane Byrne for mainly white votes. He did not
want to embarrass his liberal supporters or alienate his potential
Black support by attacking Har6ld Washington. Thus, unable
to dictate the campaign issues, Daley Was forced to make a
relentless attack on Byrne's mayoral record before white
audiences. He had to attack her without attacking the Democratic
Party. At the same time, he could not dislodge Black support
from Washington, nor was he able to gain more than an even
split with Byrne. Daley's campaign faltered during the final
weeks leading into the election and dissipated during the period
in which Washington peaked.,
Pragmatically, Daley's vision of Chicago was goverriment,
reform and "business as usual:' but with a new twist . .If on
the surface most of his reform positions were shared with
Washington, it is because they both are liberal Democrats. On
the other hand, the line of demarcation between the two candidates was the question of patronage. Washington moved from
a soft position on patronage to a hard position against it, enabling
Washington to disassociate himself from Daley's platform. Daley
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was locked into a white ethnic base, primarily among white
, trade-union workers and city employees on the Southwest Side
and part of the North Side of the city. 39
. . Endorsed by the Sun Times and Tribune newspapers as State's
Attorney for Cook County, Daley had taken strong administrative
initiatives on issues' relating to women,·· and had promoted
women to positions of responsibility. This gained him
endorsements of' leading liberal feminists, such as Dawn Clark
Netsch, a state representative to the Assembly, who became
his campaign manager. However, he did not gain much sup.
port among women's organizations.
During the period they were both in the Illinois General
Assembly, Daley's record tracked side by side with Washington'S
vote on most issues, i.e., the fight against the consumer sales
tax, mental health and nursing home reforms, Equal Rights
Amendment, pre-natal health care, expense of daycare centers,
equal pay for equal work, medical and mental care for rape
victims, and child abuse-child support legislation. His strong
stand against street violence (vs. "organized" crime) had·earned
him the enmity of the Black and Latino street gangs, some
of whom eventually became paid, active supporters of Byrne.
After failing to get money from the Washington campaign,
the El Rukns cut a deal with the machine leadership that netted them as much as $70,000 for "polling" assistance. 4o The
outcome of the primary election indicated a rejection of both
the gangs and Richard J. Daley by the Black electorate.

3.
The Harold Washington
Prim~ry Campaign

H,

arold Washington41 was born into the regular Democratic
Party. His father Roy was one of the first precinct captains
of the old Dawson organization, having previously worked for
Oscar de Priest. A Baptist minister and lawyer, his father never
held public office. Washington attended public schools,
graduating from DuSable High School in 1940. He spent four
years at Roosevelt University and was elected president of the
student body his senior year. >
Among his. peers at Roosevelt were: Gus Savage, later. a
UiS. congressman, Second District; Bennett Johnson, l~ter a
leader of "Protest at the Polls;' and the late Lemuel Bentley.
After earning his law degree at Northwestern University in
1952, Washington worked with the lliinois Industrial Corrimission
(1960~64) and was Assistant State's Attorney in Chicago from
1954 to 1958. It was not until 1964 that Washington won his
first elective position as a member of the Illinois General
Assembly for the 26th District.
In the Assembly from 1965 to 1976 and as state senator from
1976 to 1980, Washington served on numerous committees and
commissions. He drafted.liberat legislation in the areas of consurp.er credit, witness protection, small business and nunority
set-asides (affirmative action programs), fair employment practices, and the Human Rights Act of 1979; he was also the prime
sponsor of the illinois Martin Luther King, J~., Holiday Act
of 1973. From 1965 to 1975 he voted generally with the Cook
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County Democratic Caucus in the Assembly. After 1976, and
while in the state Senate, he consistently voted his conscience
and that 6f his constituency, which often put him into opposition
to the Cook County machine.
, Washington earned consistently high ratings by the liberal
Independent Voters of TIlinois-Independt;!nt Precinct Organization,
as well as being rated one of the 10 best legislators by Chicago
Magazine. Until his bid for the 1983 Democratic primary nomination he was repeatedly endorsed by the Sun Times and Chicago
Tribune as well as the Black-owned Chicago Defender.' During
his mayoral candidacy, Crain's ChIcago Business ran features
favorable to his candidacy, aIfhough its editors did not endorse
any of the three candidates during the primary. 42
While in Congress for less than two terms, he distinguished
himself as an active and generally progressive member of the
Congressional Black Caucus and on the floor of 'the House
as a sponsor or co-sponsor of progressive legislative initiatives.
He led successful figl)ts for the Voting, Rights Act extension
and against the Reagan-proposed MX Missile program. Moreover;
he voted consistently ~gainst the Reagan budget cuts and for
extension of welfare benefits. He introduced legislation in support
of a nationwide emergency jobs bill during the winter of 1982.
Finally, he worked' with the Congressional Black Caucus to
propose budgetary alternatives to Reagan's fiscal plans. On
international issues, he opposed pro-South African initiatives,
, supported the Nuclear Freeze, opposed U.S. foreign intervention
in Central America, and supported cuts in defense spending'
by the U.S. government.
So in Harold Washington Black peOple had drafted a standardbearer with the, credentials and progressive orientation to be
"their" candidate for mayor. Community leaders from all sections of Black Chicago were forced to keep step with this new
electoral upsurge or be cast aside.
>

WASHINGTON CAMPAIGN STRATEGY: AN OVERVIEW
Harold Washington emerged victorious in the De'mocratic
primary, riding the crest of an unprecedented mobilization of

the city's Black community, which includes nearly' 1.2 million
people, or 40% of the total Chicago population. Underpinning'
this campaign victory and augmenting the tremendous Black
commuirity mobilization was the significant coalition built among
latinos, white liberals from middle-class backgrounds, and poor
whites from working-class origins.
Ina special newspaper call for a 1983 conference on "Biack
People and Mayoral Politics:' five key factors from r~search.
studies were cited as haVing the highest salience for explaining the electoral success of Black mayors. These factors are:
1) mobilization of the Black community, 2) building broad support, 3) campaign organization, 4) candidate viability, and 5) the
city's need for crisis management. We can use these factors
to focus on a summation1of the ,Primary campaign. 43
Mobiliz,ation

The most important factor explaining the election of Black mayors
(at the macro-level of analysis) is the percentage of Black people in
the population of the political jurisdiction. The larger the proportion of the Black population, the greater the chances for
election-espectany since absolute population increase is typically
accompanied by a greater quantity of resources (money, skills,
talent pools) needed by Black candidates. This population of
Blacks must be mobilized and they must cast th~ir' votes for
the successful'Black cartdiQate.
. In the case of Chicago, the most' significant factors in Harold
Washington's victory were the increases in voter registration,
voter turnout, and bloc voting of the Black electorate. We examined the patterns of the electorate in the 18 most homogeneous
wards, in Chicago: 11 are 90% or more Black (wards 2, 3, 6,
8, 16, 17, 20, 21, 24, 28, 34) and 7 are 90% or more white (wards
13, 23, 26, 38, 41, 45, 50). In the 11 Black wards, net new voter
registrations increased by 78,919 between the 1979 and 1983
mayoral primaries. By contrast, in the 7 white wards there
was an average increase of only 600 net neW voters. The registration drive in these 18 most homogeneous Black wards showed'
an average increase in registrations of over 4000 per ward! Thus
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the addition of 180,000 new voters to the rolls was a key tactic
,that led to Washington's success. 44
In the same 11 Black wards, the average voter turnout was
73.7%, compared to 79.1% inthe 7 white wards., Although the
turnout rate, among whites was higher, this' was offset by a
big inc~ease in the number of Black voters between 1979 and
1983. The Blac~ voter turnout in 1983 increased by 21.5 percentage
points from the 19791evel of52.2%. In the 7 white wards, the
percentage incre~se oyer 1979 was only 13.9%, up from 6S.2%
that ye'ar. In ,1983 the election was defined by the role of the ,
new Bl~c:k elector~te, made up of many voters, who had previously been alienated from electoral participation.
The overwhelrrring support Blackvoters gave to Washington
is significant in ofherrespects-especially given the high viability
of Byrne and Daley, Washington's drawing strength was outstanding. In the 11 Black wards, Washington won 77.7% of the
276,678 Democratic votes cast. By contrast, in the 7 white wards
Wash!ngton won less than 1% of the Democratic ballots cast,
2,131 of 227,3~7, showing the racist characterot'the primary
election. 45 Table 7 presents a' profile of the primary' results
highlighting the racial/national origin-characteristics of the
,turnout.

Table 7 RESULTS OF DEMOCRATIC MAYORAL PRIMARY,
FEBRUARY 1983
Total Vote
'Wards Carried
Vote from Black Wards
Vote from l.atino 'Nards
Vote. from Lake Front Wards
(Middle-Class, White, Liberals)
Vote from White Wards
Estimated Total White Vote
Estimated Tdtal Black Vote

Washington Byrne
36%
'34%"
:'
42bfo,
.40%
15% ,'"
79%
25%
45%
46%
8%

2%
.8%
80%

47%
45%
12%

Daley
30%
,18%
6%
30%
45%

51%
44%
8%

Racial bloc voting ~as th~ principal characteristic of the
primary returns. The white community split 88% of its vote
between two white candidates, Byrne and Daley, while
Washington got less than 8% of their votes. Over all in the
primary election, more than 1,200,000 people turned out. Over
SOO,OOO Blacks voted-or some 77.7% of an estimated 600,000'
Black voters. It is estimated that Washington received over 80%
of the Black vote; at the ward level, the higher the percentage
of Black voters, the higher the percentage vote Washington
received in that ward:46 While the correlation of the percen-'
tage of Black voters with the Washington vote was significant,
as many as 16S,000 registered Blacks. in the 18 predominantly
Black wards either did not vote at all or supported a losing
candidate. Consolidatingfhese potential Washington voters would
become a prime objective during the general election, since
voting behavior became even more polarized around racial!
national lines than in the primary election.
Table 8 shows the relative political mobilization of racial!
nationality groups in Chicagds electorate. Significantly, the voting .
capacity of the Black electorate nearly doubled, from 34.S% in
1979 to 64.2% in the 1983 primary, while during that time, white '
voters only increased their voting capacity by 14.0% This would,
lead to the conclusion that the Black electorate, while numerically
smaller relative to the white electorate, exercised a higher vote
capacity and Was more highly mobilized than the white electorate
-a prime factor in accounting for the Washington primary success. '
Table 8 POLITICAL MOBILIZATION OF RACIALINATIONALITY
GROUPS: REGISTRATION AND TURNOUT AS PERCENTAGE OF
VOTING AGE POPULATION, 1979.1983

Elections
Primary 1979
General 1982
Primary 1983
General 1983

0/0 Res'straflon'
Black
Latino White
69.4
31.5
77.4'
86.7
35.1
78.3
87.2
36.1
82.2
37.0,
89.1
83.2

% Turnout

Black
34.5
55.8
64.2
73.0

Latino
18.3
20.9
23.9
24.3

White
5().~

' 54.0
64.6
67.2
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Voter turnout is a function of two other elements:ma.terial
, resources, such as money and facilities, and the recruitment of
talent and skill. During the primary, Washington h~d to depend
upon resources raised in the Black community. Of the $1.3 million
raised during the primary, over 90% was raised in the Black'
'community.(locally and among national Black elites),47 The
Black middl~ class provided the main support for mobilizing
skill and talent for the Washington campaign during-the primary.
However, his campaign also drew heavily upon the specialized
skills of white professionals, especially at campaign headquarters.
Moreover, the high percentage of campaign personnel from
professional backgrounds in policymaking and _execUtive positions
throughout the orga.nization is shown in Table 9.

Broad Support
As the Black Mayoral Conference newspaper stated:
The successful Black candidates have been supported by key
sectors of the;White community, especially leading capitalists
who contribute legitimacy, money, advice, skills, and other
resources. Positive coverage of the Black candidate's campaign .
by major media follows if the corporate leadership give the
nod. The votes of a significant number of Whites and Latinos
are also critical. 48
Washington did not receive the kind of broad support said
to be necessary to win the primary. For example, both major
newspapers, the Chicago Tribune and Sun Times, endorsed Daley,
while the TV Channel 2 (CBS) editorial board endorsed Byrne.
Washington r~ceived the endorsement of the Chicago Defender
and many smaller weeklies. Byrne -and Daley won endorsements
from the leading capitalists, enabling them to amass large sums
of money-over $14 million between them. Washington's support
from the corporate sector was so weak that it led Edwin "Bill"
Berry, a longtiine civil rights leader who chaired Washington's
campaign steering committee, to publicly criticize the white
business elite and lament that he had worked so closely with
them! The most positive corporate response was in Crain's Cliicago
Business, which suggested that Washington's strengths were
being underestimated, although the paper decided not to endorse
any candidate. 49 Labor in the city split three ways. Most of
the leadership, especially those in the Chicago Federation of
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Labor, with some controversy, supported Byrne: AFSCME
(American Federation of S,tate, County and MuniCipal
Employees), representing the. city workers; endorsed Washington,
and the industrial unions' rank and file generally split between
Daley and Washington. The United Food. and Commercial
Workers Union, headed by international vice president Charles
Hayes, endorsed Washington. the most vocal women's group
in Illinois, the National Organization of Women (NOW), voted
to support Byrne, though not without dissension in its ranks.
A strong network organized by Black women led the support
for Washington in this sector. Community organizations generally
supported Washington, particularly in areas of the -city where
their constituencies were predominantly Black or predominantly .
Black and Latino. A smaller percentage supported Daley and
still fewer publicly endorsed Byrne. so
_
Overwhelmingly, the Black churches supportedWashington~
many openly and pliblicly. On the other hand, many churches
had constituencies that supported Byrne (because of jobs) or
Daley (because of past loyalties). A gn)Up of Black ministers
called together to endorse Daley were not significant opinionmakers and were picketed by c~mmunity activists. Byrne's efforts
among the Black churches were dismal. The Catholic vote split,
with a. small percentage going ,to Washington and Daley and
Byrne getting shares. The Jewish vote was split between Daley
and Washington. 51
Washington'S support among whites and Latinos was critical
to his plurality of 32,573 votes. Over all, Washington received
about 8% of the white ballots cast, but in some wards his share
was higher. In the 48th ward, with a 16% Black populat~on,
he won 21% of the vote. In three other wards Washington won
5% of the vote, although the Black population was less than
1%. Taken together, the Washington vote in these wards totaled
8,520, nearly 25% of his margin of victory. In six wards rangbig from 46.3 to 75.6% Latino (and orily 8% Black), Washirlgton
won 13.4% of the vote. These 12,775 votes contributed 40%
of his margin of victory. thus, while the Washington support
base was not as broad as many would have hoped, it was

broader than his campaign expected, and'it sealed the primary
victory. 52
Organization
The general assessment of many observers is that the maVement
for Harold Washington led to his victory, and was followed
by organization. This was perhaps to be. expected, given his
late decision tc> enter and meager financial resources. What
surprised many was the failure by key black leaders and others,
who for months had been diSCUSSIng the viability ofa Black
candidate to put more of fhecampaign "nuts and bolts" into
place. As a result, th~ campaign organization developed in
several stages, which defined its effectiveness at critical points.
We have identified four such stages: 53

Stage 1: Campaign Build-up.
. Chicagds Black (01)1intlnity was fired up by a s,eries ofracial
incidents involving Mayor Byrne. Further, many of these incidents
also involved other sectors of the community, broadenfng the
. dissatisfaction. Simultaneously, this built the basis for Black
unity against City Han; and Black-white-Latin'o unity against
City Hall. The poor led the voter registration drive (especially
public housing residents and welfare recipients); and were later
joined by the Black middle class: Harold Washington was' drafted
in the neighborhood,s and the churches, and not in conference
rooms in Chicagds financial district. This period ended with
Daley's announcement on November 4, 1982.

Stage 2: Campaign Crisis.
After Washmgton reviewed the overwhelming voter registration drive and turnout in the gubernatorial race (November 2),
he declared himself a candidate. However, the Washington campaign organization was slowed down by personnel, structural"
and financial problems. All of this occurred while the media
relegated the Washington campaign to second-level status. At
this stage, which lasted through November and December, the
Washington campaign remained in the neighborhoods.
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Stage 3: Campaign Viability.
The main feature of the third stage was the media. The
main events were the debate's held in late January 1983. Byrne
had millions of dollars, Daley had' name recognition, and
, Washington had Black solidarity. But they;stood with an equal
chance during four public debates aired on television. Washington
emerged as a strong contender after he '!won" all ofthe debates.
Further, he rebuilt his campaign leadership around "establishment;' middle-c1assveterans (especially Bill Berry and Warren
Bacon) and recruited 'middle-class professionals into the campaign administration. Last, Washington developed a reform
program in line with the, interests of the city's poor and the
Black middle class, as well as some,i'business interests:' He
emerged as a candidate, whom various conflicting interests "could
live with:' This stage began in early January and ended in
early February.

Stage 4: Campaign Mobilizatio1'l'

,

.

After the increased'viabilitY,of Stage'3, Washington quickly
got the support of national Black leader1?hip. The best proof
of this is the massive rally of 15,OOO'held on February 6-the
largest for any candidate throughout 'the campaign. Further,
most Black leadership' in Chicago supported Washington, with
machine-based Blacks splitting between Byrne and Daley. This
period experienced a wave of support at the grassroots level-its
symbol being the "blue button:' Over one million were minted
and hundreds of thousands were proudly, even defiantly,woI'n
by his supporters. The Black masses exploded on election day,
overcoming the widespread and visible <lli;organization of the day.
Viability
The fact that Harold Washington was eminently the most
"qualified" candidate became obvious to many people: the son
of a machine precinct captain and an activist in the machine
since his youth, a member of tJ:le state Legislature for 16 years,
and a member of the United States Congress since 1981. Oearly
he was viewed as the most viable Black candidate by a broad
cross section of the Black community.

In addition to these credentials, Washington had three major
traits that en~anced his viability. First, he had a gift for combining polysyllabic words with a sharp wit ·and culturally symbolic
references,that appealed:.to the predominantly Black audiences
wherever he spoke. Second, he had a tremendous oratorical
presence and appearance '0£ command of the subject that captivated white audiences, as well as Blacks. Third, Washington'S
apparent frugality. and ,indifference to, contemporary fashion
matched his ability:to:engage in straight, no~nonsense dialogue
with the "masses"· and the, "elites;' qualities deeply appreciated
within Afro-American: culture.'
"Leading into 'the four}artuary debates~ the Washington campaign appeared to be' stalled. The corporate sector had taken
"hands-off' posture. The national Black elites ,were not excited
about his chances; aridthe media had relegated his campaign
to second-level coverage., Washington needed a breakthrough
in terms of his image, and while he hC;ld addressed the major
issues, he needed a way to project his, message broadly. With'
no 'money for TVa:ds;' he needed the debates as his major
avenue to the whitb,\T()t,er, as well as for free advertisement.
Washington had I}otbeen drafted by laSalle Street (Chicagds
version of New YOik's,Wall Street), or slated by the machine
as its candidate. As s'uggested by Table 5, he had been drafted
by Black people; thenJ:lis candidacy Was affirmed by comniunity activists arid rriost political reformers across the city.
In this sense, WashiI}gfon had a mandate as far as the Black
community was concerned. A year learlier, several polls con'firmedhis popularityalJlong Blacks. 'CBUC conducted a twophase poll (called a i'l'lebiscite"). In both the mailing poll and
the community straw Poll, Harold Washington placed first.
,Yet in spite 'of his high accreditation within the Black electorate and among comm.unity activists, he was hardly known
outside the Black community, who knew "Harold" very well.
(See Table 6.)
,
By January 10, when Washington, opened his downtown
offices on Dearborn Street overlooking the Daley Plaza and
City Hall, negotiations 'for the debates had been broken off.
Howeve~ that same day, Richard Daley, who had been lukewarm
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toward the debates, received the ,results of two polls, which
indicated that his leading position in the race had dissipated
and that Byrne was forging ahead. Daley now saw that the
debates might be just the thing to get Jane Byrne to hang herself ,
and restore his lead in the polis; So Daley pushed for the debates,
Byrne accepted, and Washington got what he wanted.'
Washington benefited more than the other candidates from
the debates. He received important visibility and enhanced
his viability as a candidate among the local electorate outside
the South Side wards and among the national political elites.
He also established himself as a gladiator 'in command of the
issues, with a credible program of reform and with a "presence';
that inspired people's trust that "he would do what he said:'
In other words, he was convincing. Finaily, Washington's debate
performances pumped new life into 'his supporters and staff
executives, pushing many of them to higher levels of effort
whileinvoking a missionary zeal among campaign volunteers.
Need for Crisis Management'
In our view, '''The ruling elites no longer find, it possible "
to continue to rule in the same way... and larger numbers 'of
citizens are no longer willing to tolerate the existing patterns
of politics as usual:' The election pf Black mayors has often
signaled a critical juncture in local politics. The ruling elites
, become divided, the people more intolerant, and they battle
in public view around substantive issues. The same developments
bring both the elites and the ,people to the same realization:
Fiscal crisis caused by the increasing loss of public resources,
the reduction in federal assistance, and' a decline in the indus~
trial tax base, all'result in the loss of jobs and income, greater
poverty and need, declirie in public services, heavier residential property taxes, increased attacks on the basic standard of
living and quality of life, and increasirig social unrest;
All of these'elements were operative, unleashed by the social
contradictions expressed in the issues underpinning the 1983
mayoral primary. For the masses, Harold Washington's candidacy became the symbolic expression of their aspirations to
repudiate ''business and politics as usual:'54

POLITICAL ORGANIZATION
OF THE WASHINGTON CAMPAIGN

The Washirigton campaign was organized on several distinct
levels and in several forms. First, there was the formal campaign organization, which was headed at various stages by
three different campaign managerS. The first center of the formal
organization was space rentep iri the South Side offices of the
Afro-American Patrolmen's League headed by Renault Robinson, alongtime confidant and friend of Washirigton with strong
ties to the nationalists and South Side community activists.
He had been a leading voice for public housing activists as
a member of the CHA Boar9,. SS, ,
'
On December 12, Washington replaced Robinson with Al
Raby, a longtime Chicago civil rights activist who,founded the
Coordinating Council for Community Organizations (CCCO)
as the first citywide civil rights coalition in Chicago during
the 1960s. S6 Raby has sirice served in state government under
Governor Dan ,Walker and as head of the Peace Corps iri Ghana
under President Jimmy Carter. Raby's social base was among
Black iristitutiona! leadership and among liberals on the city's
North and South Side Lake Fronts and iri Hyde Park. Robin-'
son's replacement by Raby' reflected the politics being played
out on the campaign steeririg commit,tee for control over the
ideology and program production of the campaign between
nationalists and community activists, on the one hand, and
the busiriess/professional sector and white liberals on the other.
It also reflected the real fact that a move for Black empowerment could not be won on a narrow nationalist base.
Raby's tenure was marked by a shift of campaign offices to
a downtown location, close to the heart of media and other
institutional supports. Duririg January and February, the most
significant developments for the Raby-Ied campaign staff were
the planning and coordinating of a staff with expanded functions,
preparation for the debates, and preparation of a field organization
that woUld ensure a high mobilization and turnout. To do these
things, Raby and his advisers moved to bring in the talent
necessary to win the election.
'
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The second level of organization was outside the formal
campaign structure: the Task Force for Black Politiclll
Empowerment. 57 The Task Force had been developed the
weekend prior to Washington's announcement. Its conveners
, were leaders from some 50 community organizations, ministers,
politicians, and professionals. These included: PUSH, CBUC,
the Black United Front of Chicago, the Chicago chapter ofthe,
National Black Independent Political Party (and other groups
identified with the African Community of Chicago), Vote Community, People's Movement for Voter Registration" Peoples
College, and several West Side and far South Side organizations .. Among the indiyiduals involved were: Robert Lucas
(KOCO), Nancy Jefferson (MCC), Joe Gardner (PUSH), Nate
Clay (People's Movement), Sam Patch (PACI), Ish Flory (CPUSA),
Lu Palmer (CBUC), John Porter and AI Sampson (Black Methodist
Ministers Alliance), Mercedes Maulette (Citizens for SelfDetermination); many aldermanic hopefuls, including Danny
Davis, Cliff Kelly, Dorothy Tillman, Marion Stamps, Josey Childs,
Al Streeter, Anna Langford, Petry Hutchinson, and Ed Smith;
professionals such as Don Linder, Conrad Worrill, Anderson
Thompson, Harold Pates (members of the African Community
of Chicago); and political' activists Lou Jones and Elgar Jeffers.
The Task Force was supported by some community-sensitive
l~galistsl. such as Yvonne King and Charles Knotts. Among
the youth involved in the Task Force were Leo Webster (CBUC),
Doreen Charles (PUSH), andPaul Oliver (Concerned Young
Adults).
The mass base of the Task Force was relatively broadmuch broader than the functional leadership, which was·
dominated by a group of institutional militants with limited
experience in community organizing and virtually no sense
of electoral politics. Their narrow perspective regarding the
relationship between immediate and strategic 'tasks of the
Washington campaign relative to the needs of the Black liberation
,movement and the aspirations of the popular masses set severe
limitations upon the capacity of this united-front organization
to 'advance the struggle for, political reform (symbolized by
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Washington's campaign) in a manner consistent with the broader
goals of the movement. Realization of those goals would require
a fundamental transformation of the social relations of wealth
and power.
Meetings of the Task Force were most often characterized
by: petty feuds among the leadership masquerading.as principled opposition; the subordination of mass demands for
substantive social change to matters of tactical and organizational details, instead of struggiing for a program of action that
would engage the community in serious political consciousnessraising and fertile debate; and the suppression of debate ot).
central political qt1estions concerning the relationship between
the Washington campaign and electoral politics on one hand,
and the struggle for Black liberation on the other hand. The
Issue of tactics in relationship to' goals continued to surface
within the Task Force but was never struggled through. Thus,
the dominant practice of the Task Force for Black Empower- .
ment was reduced to serving as an extension of the Washington
campaign instead of advancing the spontaneous struggles of
the masses toward political goals beyond the limitations of the
, Washington campaign' and electoral politics.
So while the Task Force played a major role ,in mobilizing
and politicizing the Black electorate in support of the Washington
campaign, the Task Force provided little.~nduring leadership
for, the campaign. It fu!ther liquidated its capacity to provide
socially responsible leadership and d,irection by failing to be
. self~critical and to sum, up the political lessons that the broader
community could use in subsequent struggles once the mayoral
'
election, as an event, was over.
T~e Task Force was conceived and structured as. a parallel
organization to the formal Washington campaign. It functioned
essentially as a vehicle for outreach to the Black community
and as a means to articulate positions and take actions that
Washington· might find expedient to disassociate from his formal campaign. Of the founding 50 organizations, 25 usually
had representatives at its regular meetings. Although the Task
Force had been called together by a diverse cross section of

!
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community organization leaders and a~tivists, and its meetings
were usually attended by 60 to 80 people-many of them
working-class and COminunity-oriented-thefunctionalleaderShip
of the Task Force was dominated by professionals. Out of 38
persons identified as the core leadership of this coalition, 45%
were lawyers, tea!2hers, ministers, or institutional adminiStrators.
About 37% had community or labor 'backgrounds, and nearly
one fifth were politicians seeking to gain elective office or to
retain a seat on the City Council. While. some small business
people and vendors were' associated with the TaskForce during the primary, they were not significant in its leadership;
however, they did become more prominent during the general
election period and the period after Washington was elected.
, The ideological and political orientation of the Task Force
leadership was predominantly nationalist in perspective and
reformist in character, which also accounts for' its transitory
i:n;tpact. While the Task Force made its most significant con..:
tribution during the primary, as we shall see later, given the
ideological orientation of its leadership, it could not playas
significant a role during the general election-a period that
reqUired a citywide campaign and a program to attract more
. white, Latino, and liberal reform voters. The leadership of the
.Task Force had too narrow a political fnlmework to guarantee
a success of Washington's campaign, since it was not based
solely on support for the demand for "Black Power:'
The idea of a parallel organization that could support a
citywide Black mayoral candidacy originated with the 1%7 Stokes
campaign in Cleveland. Stich a model provided two elements
essential to a Black mayoral success: 1) maximization of
democratic input and grassroots participation in the campaign;
and 2) a direct, immediate source of "muscle~' for the campaign on the streets and a mobilization arm to provide the
formal campaign with essential resources-money, talent, skilled
personnel, and advanced ideas.
The Task Force provided very few funds to the campaign.
In fact, it received support from the central campaign. It recruited
few talented personnel who held positi9ns of responsibility
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at any level within the formal campaign organization. The Task
Force was able to provide a "strike force" and a street force
to use against the opposition. For example, when the Task Force
surfaced publicly in January 1983, it threatened to-and didpicket those Black churches that provided a forum to Daley
and Byrne within the Black community.. It also picketed a group
of 75 "old guard" Black ministers who aimounced their intended
support for Richard Daley. Th'e media exposure accompanying the event was effective enough to dlUse the Black ministers
.to short-circuit the planned endorsement luncheon at the Hyde
Park Hilton. In conjunction with a groupof former civil rights
activists, led by Bob Lucas, a noted community organizer, the
Task Force also demonstr\'lted against Jane Byrne's opening up
a South Side campaign office on the corner of 47th and Martin Luther King Drive, the historic site where the Chicago civil
rights movement was'born. Finally, when the EI Rukn street
gang, "hired" by the regular Democratic Party to support Jane
Byrne, threatened, and intimidated Washington supporters in
the South Side commUllities of Douglas (near South Side) and
Woodlawn (far South Side below Hyde Park), the Task Force
was mobilized under the leadership of Nate Clay to confront
the El Rukns and to reassure residents that political violence
by the machine would not be tolerated in the Black community.
FORMAL ORGANIZATION
OF THE WASHINGTON CAMPAIGN:
THE STEERING COMMITTEE AND CAMPAIGN STAFF

In late November 1982, Harold Washington announced 'an
18-member cainpa:ign steering committee to provide oversight
to the campaign and make policy recommendations to
Washington (as chiefexecutive of the steering committee). The
steering committee was also responsible to coordinate the efforts
of. various citizens'and sector committees for Washington,
including the umbrella, 300-member Citizens" Committee to
EleCt Harold Washington for Mayor of Chicago. Of course, with
a formal Citizens' Committee this large, the actual operative
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body was the steeringcom:t;nittee.The-Citizens' Committee
was headed by Bill Berry and Warren Ba.con, the ranking Black
executive of Inland' SteelS8
The steering committee was chaired "by Bill Berry. Berry,
the former director of the Chicago UrbahLeague, is, now a
leadfug executive with Johnson Products Company and a "principal" in Chicago Uriited; the main coalition of elite Black/white
corporate executives and corporate boatdofficers in the city.
The steering committee began with 18 members and during
the latter stages of,theprimary was expanded to include an
additiomillO people, as well as the co-chairs of the various
citizens' committees. The steering,' "committee remained
predominantly. Black throughout,thecampaign-71% of its,
members were Black; 17% Latino, and 12% white. The occupational ' background, of, steering committee members was
predominantly professional (lawyers, n\irlisters, and administrat~rs coristituted,57% ofthe committee); followed by community and labor leaders(19%),politica.1 activists and politicians (14%), and business people (10%). S6the social character
of the' steering committee differed n:\arkedly from that of the
Task Force (see Ta:ble 9). Nearly two thirds ofthe steering committee were professionals and business elites, while the Task
Force had a smaller representation from·the professionals (45%)
and a significantly higher, proportion of community and labor
types among its leading merhbers(37%).
During December and early January, the senior campaign
staff was composed of 16 people; it was expanded to 28 after
January 15, reflecting both the increased viability (qualitative)
and increased resources (quantitative) of the Washington campaign. The senior staff remained predominantly Black (56 to
61%), with whites constifuting a smaller proportion (36 to 38%).
While Latinos constituted a much sm~ller proportion of the
campaign headquarters staff, they were more significantly
represented iri the field organization (15%) as well as on the
steering committee (17%). '
In contrast to, the other levels of campaign organization,
the field staff most represented the racial/national origin and
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class co~position of the electorate and the movement that fueled
Washington's candidacy. •For example, Table 9 shows that the
composition of the field staff closely approximated the percentage
of Blacks, whites, and Latinos in the general population, with
Blacks slightly overrepresented and, whites slightly underrepresented. Moreover, 75% of the field executive staff positions were filled by pe~ons whose principaroccupations and
orientations were toward communityllabor groups and political
struggles for change;
A quick overview of W.ashington's c(!.mpaign organization
confirms the pattemofopen democratic involvement and irifluence at the bottom (reflected in the composition of the Task
FOrce and the field staff) and the policymaking and executive
positions at the top dominated by professional and business
people. This pattern becomes even more apparent in the campaign organization during the general election period, when
there was a significant shift in the <;haracter of the campaign. S9 '
Notwithstanding this pattern, throughout all levels of the
Washington campaign, Blacks not oruy constituted the social
bases of the priritary, mobilization, but also were the leading
force within the campaign. Nevertheless, the, contributions of
Whites and Latinos were signifiCant, and the roles they performed in certain skilled, technical positions perhaps may have,
been indispensable.
'
, The Washington' campaign organization had several "centers"
of activity and locations at various stages of its development.
Initially located in the far South Side headquarters of the' AfroAmencan Patrolmen's League, the campaign headquarters mOved
'downtown under Al~aby's leadership. The major influences
in the early campaign's direction were decidedly those forces
within the community and neighborhoods. During the midstage of the primary (the period marked by the debates and
Washington's increasing viability) the influence of community
activists was wrested away, as a media~riented approach gained
ascendancy. However, by February 6, ,the date of the big rally,
the pendulum had swung back toward community forces under
nationalist-conscious leadership, mainly from the Task Force
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for Black Political Empowerment. Thus, at each stage of the
campaign, different class forces....:..but mainly different strata
within the middle-class leadership-cogtested for control over
the ideological orientation, strategy, a,nd, program content of
.
. th~ Washington candidacy..
While some degree of decision-making went on outside the
formal apparatus (as indicated in campaign documents,interviews, etc.), it is difficult to demonstrate who these informal
advisers were. Most inside observers agree; however, that
Washington resisted attempts to be "kept" by the various factions within the diverse, multifaceted coalition that converged
as his support base. It seems tha~ he listened to many actors
. during the course of the campaign and allowed democratic
inputfrom many political blocs. This would account for the
essenti~lly eclectic, liberal/populist character of his campaign
program, whose platform planks evolved over the course of
the campaign.
- Not only was there a dynamic qt,lality to the source of influence on campaign decision-making, there was also a dynamic
character to the locus of campaign activity. Besides the central headquarters, at least two other "centers" of campaign activity
are important to mention. First, the PUSH headquarters, near
Hyde Park on the South Side, served asa major center of campaign activity, information, and mobilization for campaign tasks
(voter registration; fund raisers, and small community rallies).
More often than not, the Saturday morning PUSH meetings
were filled to.capacity (2,000 people). Second, the Charles A.
Hayes Labor and Community Education Center (also known
as the "'Packing House") served as the main training center
for campaign workers across the city, especially for the 19
predominantly Black wards on the South and West Sides. The
Hayes Center, also on the near South' Side, is more central
to the working- class than is the PUSH location. Following the
PUSH meeting, 200-300 campaIgn workers each week would
await the "pep talk" speeches and weekly summations of Harold
Washington, which pumped up workers for the next, usually
monumental, task to be carried out by a field organization of
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people with limited exp~rience even at voting, and virtually
none at running a field operation for a cifywide campaign.
The Center also served as a daily distribution ce1).ter for campaign literature: buttons, posters, stickers, shirts, and other
paraphernalia. At the latter stages of the primary, a literal vendors'
market was created, with peddlers hustling over 140 different
"Harold Washington" buttons. These vendors made the Hayes
Center a major stop on thE;ir rounds to other campaign sites.
Another major stop on' the Harold Washington campaign
trail was the Tuesday night meeting of the lI'ask Force for Black
Political Empowerment. The Task Force claimed a work force
,of 2,500 volunteers in the 19 wards that it was responsible to
coordinate. The most sustained period of Task Force activity
came during the mobilization stage of the campaign. During
,this period, Task' Force workers provided muscle and escorts
on Washington's daily transit and CHA housing stops; during two mass "literature blitz" weekends; nearly one million
pieces of literature were distributed throughout the Black community. As part of the Task Force's routine, a "squad~' of workers
combed the community, looking for "green" (Byrne) and "red
and'iwhite" (Daley) posters, which they "replaced" with
Washington signs, and posters, which in turn were often removed
by the opposition's workers.
Finally, CBUC headquarters on 37th Street was a major source
for political education on Wednesday nights; before and during the campaign; Lu Palmer and Jorga Palmer gave leadership to two auxiliary support units:'the "1000 Black Men" and
the CBUC "Women's Auxiliary for Harold Washington:' These
two units provided much of the unofficial tactical and logistical
support for the formal' campaign organization (postering, distribution, telephone solicitation, typing, and mass mailings). If Renault
Robinson and AI Raby were the campaign managers, Jorga Palmer
was the unofficial campaign monitor and publicist for the Black
community. Lu Palmer had been the leading proponent of a
Black mayoral bid over the past three years. He coined the
expression, "We shall see in '83:'
Because of the excitement and electricity generated by the
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Washington campaign and the movement it represented, 'many
organizations, including CBUC and Operation PUSH, benefited,
from the campaign by increased membership, revenue, and
publicity. The Washington campaign reinvigorated ,these organiza, ' lions and injecte'd new viability into them.
Following the last' debate on January 31, the attention of
every camp turned to field organization. Both Byrne and Daley
had citywide organizations composed of vetera!l field personnel.
Washington had access to only a few professional or seasoned
organizers, most of whom were familiar only with the terrain
inside the confines of the First Congressional District, his
extended home base.
'
An earlier attempt by Raby to test the field organization
had failed miserably, because of poor planning; lack of motivation, '
incorrect rationalization, etc. Raby 'had called for a, January 15
rally at the downtown Daley Plaza, stating that its purpose
was to' convince the national Black political leadership, that
Harold Washington was a serious <:andidate. Despiteobjections from community organizers, Raby had stood firm on his
proposal to go ahead with the January 15 rally. .He had expected
10,000 people to attend,but only 2,500 camein the cold and
rain in response to a six-day notice. Now Fehruary 6 had all
of the surface indications that people would not fully support
the first in a series of Washington rallies at the near West Side
Pavilion at the University of Illinois-Chicago Circle Campus.
It was cold, and 6 to 9 inches of snow lay on the ground in
'some parts of the city. Yet people came out in droves from
all parts of the city, in numbers officially estimated at 15,Ood
seated (with many others standing inside). What accounted
,for the turnabout?
Washington'S success in the debates had raised the level
of interest in his candidacy to a fever intensity. Many people
were also incensed that Byrne had unleashed the gangs on '
the Black communityI targeting Washington supporters. They •
supported the rally as a manifesto of their intentions to "protest at the polls:' But the most important factor was that eVeryone
in the city of Chicago knew about the rally. It was advertised
:.~

on radio, discussed on talk shows, and'talked about by DJ's
between records. More than one million handbills were
distributed in. the eight days leading up to the rally, including
a major distribution the day before the rally. The Women's Net~,
work, the Task Force, the campaign headquarters, and PUSH
must have called everyone on their mailing list twice!
,THE OUTCOME

On February 23 at 2:00 a.m., Harold Washington accepted
the resounding mangateby 79% of the voting electorate in
the Black comIl'\ul1ity: the Democratic Party nomination for
mayor. At the McCormick Inn, a throng of 30,000 to 35,000
people anxiously awaited for him to say: "It's our turn!'.' The
Washington campaign had opened with "Harold'.' promising'
to take his campaign into every community, into every ward,
and to every sector of the Black community, In response' to
this intensive-extensive and open campaign process,' the, vast
majority of Black voters overlooked the mistakes, errors, blunders, and high level of disorganization of the campaign. The
Black community made it a heinous crime to be 'unregistered,
a shame not to wear a blue button-and its leadership heaped
scorn on all those who sided with the opposition.
'
Working people held hands wit~ the unemployed and the
impoverished across racial lines. The church support was reminiscent of the energy of the 1960s, a period when the politically
"dead" rose up. And there were many l.azarus-like winos and
street people in the campaign who ,put on ties, picked up
notebooks, pens, and pencils-not merely to vote, but to advocate that others do so also. Women's groups united under the
Women's Network in Support of Harold Washington, where
middle-class highbrows joined hand~ with welfare recipients.
Youth jOined together with senior citizens who had passed
on the baton of active struggle to those younger. The elderly,
many of whom had been trapped in their highrises for years
in fear, walked in defiance (of the gangs) to "punch 9" and
await the unfolding of their wildest dreams-a Black mayor
in their lifetimes.
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, Finally, it was all-class unity in the Black community that
made it possible to strike another blow at racism and the
,. systematic' eXclusion qi, Blacks from power that had characterized
Chicago politics for so many decades ... While for n:'-any, Harold
Washington's victory was the fulfillment of Cl'dream, for others
it marked' only the beginning of another phase of the march
in which too few knew how utterly. treacherous it would be.
For the Washington victory there were three magical tactical weapons: the January debates, the blue button, and the
mass rllllyonFebruary 6. These innovations electrified the mass
electorate and consolidated the Washington support base. They
were expressi@ns of a mass movement .for political reform combining elements of political protest with cultural affi.11i.ties rooted
in a Black tradition 'conditioned by the historical oppression
of Blacks. Taken togethet; this electrified mass movement enabled
the Washington campaign to compensate for its shortcomings
.in formal organization.

4.
. Racism vs. Democracy
in the General Election .

n the aftermath of th~ primary, the BlaCk' communIty was filled
. with' new excitement and new possibilit'y; in general, the
people's victory gave every Black person arid a fewi whites in
Chicago apositive ''high:' Precedents for thisinquded Joe Louis's
knock-out punches and the speeches of Martin Luther King.
Spontaneously, mass celebration spilled out into the streets
throughout the Black community, while thousands of people
crammed into the campaign headquarters hotel. In this .(on. 'text, new political contradictions wE!re emerging, relating to
the three recipients of the victory: the man, the community,
the party. Would the primary lead to greater unity (either the
maintenance of ~nity in the Black community orarapprochement to unite, on a multiracial/multinational basis, the regular
Democratic organization)? Or would racism dominate the general
election regardless of party or the tradition of Democratic voting?
Every Democratic politiCian changed posture. immediately.
Once again~ Black people were in a position to serve the'
Democratic Party. White politicians particularly l).ad been making
some' serious errors and were concerned that they might have
alienated Black support. Blacks who supported Daley and Byrne
were super-quick to get on Harold Washington's bandwagon.
. _ A major question in the media and on the street was the
role of Jesse Jackson and Operation PUSH. Two things were
clear: 1) PUSH put way more than its share of effort into sup~
porting Washington for mayor, gave exposure to virtually
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Black and progressive candidates on its radio broadcasts every
Saturday morning, and made its facility available for meetings,
.' workshops, and staging areas; and 2) Jesse Jackson was viewed
as opting for media "star" status as his main leadership style,
and therefore could be used by the press to dominate the cam.paign imagery precisely at the time when the campaign faced
the danger of racism and had to be pitched to a broaq·multiracial
constituency. A decision' apparently was made by WaShington
and' Jackson. PUSH would continue to give its informal support to the campaign, and Jackson would, avoid being
manipulated by the press into creating an, image problem. 60
Harold Washington's primary victory was a people's victory. It generated a community-wide 'lligh" with effects' upon
subsequent mass organization, particularly upon the Task Force.
The crescendo. effect of a significant socia:l protest is often followed
by a downturn in the level of effort and organizational discipline.
The loss of focus within the Task Force came precisely at the
point when another upsurge in activity was' required, since
the general electiol'). was seven weeks away. Some people "stayed
home" or went "on vacation" for a couple of weeks. This loss
of orientation and momentum in the Task Force occurred at
the same time the campaign, organizatio~ was being forced
to adjust to·the new conditions of success. An expanded citywide
movement was needed, which required that political resources
be rediverted and concentrated outside the Black community,
indiCated by the .increased outreach efforts to Latino and white
voters. There was also a new emphasis on "top-down". coali. tion development that contrasted sharply with the ''bottomup" thrust of the primary and the 'pre-campaign build-up: 1)
The' steering committee was expanded to' include more Biack
elites, whites, and Latinos in formal and functional campaign
roles; and 2) a ''blue ribbon" Transition Team was formed,
composed heavily of business and professional elites, the majority
of whom were white.
.
These readjustments in campaign orientation and activity
led to a loss of status and a role-shift forthe Task Force: there
were new needs for the general election. It was no longer

necessary to use militant tactics to defend Black unity. The
pervasive racism generated by Epton's campaign and the racist
reaction of the machine's defeated leadership weresuffieient
to ensure unity in the Black community. Washington took on
all the traits of a gladiator who could do no wrong in the Black
community. When'white Chicago Democrats decided to vote
Republican, Chicago was· put onwa:r alert!
. However, the Task Force leadership resisted preparing a plan
to stay in front of the spontaneous mass energy unleashed
by the primary victory. Hence, the Task Force's role became
limited to campaign literature distribution and' advance street
work for Harold Washington, and it raised no new demands
or program. In short, between the primary and the general
election periods, the TaskForce lost its capacity to inl').ovate
tactically. (Or, to quote Al Sampson, a leading member bf the
Task Force, "We haven't busted any new grapes since the
primary:') ,
. ,
Thus, the primary victory and the transition in strategy by
campaign leadership in the face of an e><panding movemerit
significantly ci.1tered the social character of the leading bodies
of the campaign organization. The Task Forf:e had provided
a militant. character to the campaign that was no longer re~
quired. The role redefinition of the Task Force was reflected
in its decline and fall in status relative to· other bodies and
activities in the campaign organization.s; included in this was
the expanded use of television media and radio advertising.
CRISIS IN THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY DE~PENS

The Democratic Party was immediately confronted with a
deepened organizational crisis with nati~:mal ramifications for
the 1984 presiden~ial elections. It involved the ability ofthe
party to mobilize and consolidate the growing electoral bloc
of Black people as the party elites attempted to wrE!st control
·of the national government from the Reagan-led Republican
and conservative Democratic alliance.
Responses of local party leaders varied a great deal from'
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the objective needs of the national party organization. Within
the former group, the main contrast was between the behaviors
of local Black leaders, who rapidly closed ranks behind
Washington's mayoral bid, and.white Democratic Party leaders,
. whose actions ranged from full endorsement and public support (e.g., Richard Daley, George Dunne) to outright repudiation of Washington'sbid~(e.g.,' Roman Pucinski, Vito Marzullo).
At the national level, the call was for national· party leaders
and Black elites to endorse Washington immediately, while
the local white Democratic Party elites hedged, being unable
to reject the Democratic Party or to accept the Black Democratic
nominee. But at the same time, the local elites lacked a full
alternative. Given this, their only other option was to denounce
the Democratic Party and to support the Republican Party candidate, Bernard Epton. It is significant that the regular Democratic
Party did not endorse Washington until March 24; a full month
after the February 22 primary elections. By then, every major
Democratic Party presidential hopeful had endorsed hirn. Allan
Cranston endorsed Washington during the primary; Walter
Mondale and John Glenn endorsed him imrriediately after it.
Edward Kennedy, after endorsing Washington, came to Chicago
in March in order to tell Jane Byrne personally that her "write-in"
candidacy would get no broad party support. The national
Black political elite, who consolidated behind Washington late
in the primary, now redoubled their efforts to improve the
position of Blacks within the party by leveraging indiyidual
party support for Washington's campaign as a precondition
for the deliverance of the national Black vote in the 1984 elections.
National Party: The Southern Strategy
The national Dem()cratic Party, sensing an upsurge in electoral participation among Blacks and working people throughout
the country, resulting from the widespread resistance to Reagan's
domestic budget cuts, saw in the Washington victory· the first
step to Reagan's defeat in 1984-a rebuilding or reconstitution
of the Democratic coalition. Therefore, recognizing the importance
of Black voter strength, Democratic Party leaders, candidates,
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and officeholders put Chicago on their calendars and made
it known that they would support Washington in "any way
he desired:' This comment was echoed by Cranston, Mondale, and Glenn, the early presidential front-runners. The
venerable Claude Pepper (D-Florida), a leader of the senior
citizens' lobby in Congress, was brought in to target the white
ethnic vote aJ110ng the aged. Bert Lance of the Georgia State
Democratic P~ty .endorsed Harold Washington amidst a great
deal of publicity and led a delegation of Southern state party
chairs to Chicago. Democratic fundraisers were held by Black
and white party elites across the country, notably in New York,
Washington, D.C., and Los Angeles.
The week after ,the primary, Washington, Byrne, and
Washington's political adversary, Police Superintendent Richard
Brzeczek, attempted to show party unity by leading a delegation to Washington to push the case that the 1984 Democratic
convention should be held in Chicago instead of in San Fran· cisco. While the appeal failed to land the lucrative convention,
it was a significant attempt to rise above local party divisions.
Everyone in Chicago would have benefited from the national
attention and the money spent by Democratic convention-goers ..
Clearly, this event would appeal to local businesS owners of
hotels, restaurants, taxi companies, and downtown commercial outlets.
.Brzeczek, an avid Byrne supporter, had earned Washington's
ire, m part, because he had mismanaged the police depart· ment, and cQntributed to racial polarization within the police
ranks by adhering to unfair promotion policies, and by. underreporting of police-crime statistics, especially crimes committed against women, Blacks, and LatinQs. He further enraged.
· Washington supporters by appearing on Byrne's TV campaign
commercials, politicizing the Police Department even more.
During the huge February 6 rally, Washington announced to
the predominantly Black crowd that the "first thing I will do
when I assume office will be to ... fire Brzeczek!" Later Brzeczek
sarcastically replied, "No he won't, I'll resign fiTst;' which he
did in April following Washington's· unanticipated and
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unwelcomed primary and general election victories. 61 Were the
convention to be held in Chicago, it was obvious that such
differences could explode in the party's face.
The Congressional. Black Caucus represents the formalized
"political center of the ,Black elite in the U.S. 62 Since 1980,
Washington hadbe~ri' one of its newest but most vocal and
progressive members in Congress. But only during the later
stages of the primary, beginning with the d,ebates, did the Black
Caucus begin to view the Washington bid for mayor as a serious
one. It was at this time that Caucus members such as John
Conyers, Ron Dellup1s, Shirley Chisholm, and Harold Ford,
leaned on the national Democratic Party to support Washington,
if the Democrats were to have any hope of winning in 1984.
They were particularly incensed, but not surprised, by Kennedy's
endorsement of Byrne in the primary. However, they reserved
their sharpest criticism for presidential hopeful Walter Mondale,
who endorsed Richard Daley-in a miscalculated underassessment of the leVel of local Black unity operative in the Washington
campaign imd an overassessment of Daley's support in the
regular Democratic Party.
John Conyers {D-Michigan) spent nearly three weeks in
Chicago and brought in his leading organizers to head up the
Election Day apparatus for Washington during both the primary
and the general election. Other members of the Caucus raised
money for his candidacy. While over 85% of'his $1.3 million
in primary funds were. raised locally, over 25% of the $3 million
raised for Washington during the general election period came
from national sources, with Black Caucus individuals serving
as conduits for a large percentage of these monies. This in
part substanti~tes the observation that the Washington campaign was "nationalized"and taken on as an agenda item of
the national black political elite. 63
The success of the Washington campaign has stimulated
interest in local elections across the country. The international
and national media attention generated by the Chicago mayoral
election has had a major, perhaps enduring, impact upon the
level of Black political participation and the nature of local electoral
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, coalitions. This certainly was the case in Philadelphia~ where
Wilson Goode withstood the challenge of Frank Rizzo, the arch, vilHan of the Philadelphia Black movement of the late 1960s
and 1970s. It has also contributed positively to local elections
in Boston and Baltimore, where strong Black electoral challenges
were waged. It is too early to foretell the full ramifications
of the Washington campaign success for the alignment of race,
nationality" and class forces. Part of this will' depend on the
benchmarks arid limitations cif Washington's reform government administration in its practice, as well as' the practice of
progressive and radicalized sectors of the Chicago movement.
The latter have assumed the responsibility for identifying the
course of march and advancing the struggle, qualitatively,' past
the limits of reform.
"
The Democratic Party leadership understood that the key
to a presidential ,success in 1984, depended upon the mobilization
of the Black vote in Northern cities and in the Southern states.
While other se00rs of the national electorate, sllch as the working
class and national minorities, are critically important components
of a new D:emocratic coalition, Blacks hold the key. Reagan's
1980 victory can be attributed to the under-mobilization of Blacks
in the South and the Northeastern cities.
A Chicago election success by Washington on the basis of
a multi-racial/multinational coalition could be used as a.
springboard and a political model for mobilization of disaffected Blacks across the United States. Hence, the Significance
of Jesse Jackson's presidential bid. The critical questions for
Black people are these: ,What will be the qualitative uniqueness ~,
Qf'a new Democratic coalition that dmtransform national.politics
and the social status and conditions of Blacks in return for
their support? In other words, whose class interests will be
served by Black support of the Democratic Party, and will those
interests push the political process beyond the traditional limits
of reform that have dominated the platform and programs of
Democratic candidates and Presidents in the past?
In Chicago, a similar question could be raised. Washington
had won the primary without the support of the regular
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Democratic Party organization. It appeared that he would have
to win the general election without broad party support. Should
he lose, t~e Democratic Party would have blown an excellent
opportunity to consolidate on a new basis. Should. he win
without the party support, there would be no basis for a rapprochement. From this standpoint, the national democratic
leadership J:tad everything to gain and nothing to lose by supporting Washington. In supporting him, they had an opportunity to rebuild on the basis of an upsurge in mass participation
among Blacks and other disaffected segments of the electorate
in an all~out effort to defeat Reagan. The Black Caucus understood
this and it became easy for them to influence white Democratic
leaders of the national party to put Chicago on their itinerary.
So a succession of Democratic politicians arid hopeful candidates were willingly paraded through Chicago to "prime the
pump:' They had to convince white Democrats todo what
Blacks had done for 50 years: to be a decisive force of support
., rather than the main base of support for Democratic candidates.
The main: obstacle was the incipient racism that was a cornerstone of Chicagds machine politics, but that had been ignored
by Democrats and historically lamented by Blacks, who foresaw
no other political alternative. In the aftermath of his general
election. victory, Washington spent consid~rable time on· the
national DemOcratic circuit drumming.up support for Democratic
candidates.
Local Party Organization: Crisis of leadership
. At the local level, individwli Black leaders who had split
support between the machine candidate, Byrne, and her main
political rival, Daley, now immediately. came out publicly for
Washington. Black Byrne supporters-Cecil Partee, City
Treasurer; lola McGowan, a patty. central committee member
and West Side opponent of Danny Davis ~n the 29th Ward;
state Representative Larry Bullock; and aldermanic influent.ials Wilson Frost, Tyrone Kenner, Bill Henryloyal machine
politicians, immediately threw their support to Washington
within one week of the primary election. It took no intricate
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analysis for them to see that the Black vote in their wards and
districts was an anti-machine rebellion. On the other hand,
party leaders representing the most politically operative white
ethnic constituencies were unable to achieve unity on the issue
of whom to support. As a consequence, they sent confusing
signals to a cross-pressured white electorate who historically
had been loyal to the Democratic Party, but loyal to the ethnicbased machine as well. Now, in the absence of a united party
leadership, these white voters were momentarily immobilized.
Perhaps·for this reason, an expected white backlash, manifested
in increased post-primary voter registration of ethnic white
voters, did not occur. fur example: post-primary voter registration
averaged about 2,000 per Black ward, but averaged less than
500 in the ethnic white wards. 64 Had the party leadership pro~
vided an alternative prior. to the closing of the post-primary
registration period, there might have been an attempt at a mass
mobilization of the white ethnic vote. As things stood, the
Washington victory paralyzed the machine, throwing its conservative leadership into political crisis.
One major illustration of the crisis within· the local Democratic
Party was Jane Byrne's attempt to mount a write-in campaign
outside the framework of the regular Democratic Party process. In considering this futile :effort, several factors must be
highlighted. First, the norm of reciprocity that normally applies
in electoral politics is a hallmark of machine politics. Jane Byme,
in amassjngan unprecedented $10 million war-chest, had locked
herself into a number of promises in return for these contribu-'
tions. Moreover, Byrne had not contemplated losing and had
not calculated the ramifications that transition report disclosures
might have for her long-term career ambitions.
Further, tumors had persisted since the first week in March
that Byrne would try an independent bid to retain her City
Hall post. Initially, it was widely held that she would negotiate
with the Republicans to displace Epton as the GOP standardbearer and "great· white hope:' Epton wanted no part,of this
deal. On March 16, Byrne announced a "write~in" candidacy .
bid amidst mixed reactions of shock (on the part of national
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Democrats), anger (on the part. of Black leadership), and alarm
(on the part of the Epton camp and Republicans \;'Vho 'could
not see how Epton would benefit by her entry). Byrne calculated
that Washington did not have a "green light" from the local
party bosses and <that, therefore, her candidacy would fill this
vacuum. Byrne correctly anticipated a racist upsurge within
the white ethnic wards in Chicagds Northwest and Southwest
Sides and believed that she could ride the crest of a racial
tidal wave' to victory.
Finally, a l~rge percentage ofthe white electorate had experienced a high degree of "cognitive dissonance" relative to
Washington's candidacy, amidst 'charges of his failure to file
income taxes, pay his personal bills,' and meet professional
obligations to his legaldients. At the same time, a large portion of the white electorate was cross-pressured between supporting the Democratic candidate or bolting the party to vote
for race. Some pondered the possibility of staying home
altogether. 65 In the absence of· a clear signal from tDe party
leadership to unite behind an alternative to Washington, Byrne
perceived that she could be the "last hope" short of a Black
Democrat or a Republican as mayor.
Ho~ever, Byrne miscalculated how pragmatic considerations on the part of the ruling elite and thenationai Democratic
Party leadership would operate to limit her base of support.
The business sector did not rally to her support with money
to finance a write-in attempt. Business interests undoubtedly
calculated thaf the political costs 'of supporting Byrne in a racist·
appeal would far overshadow any benefits that might accrue
as a result ofa Byrne victory. Crain's Chicago Business weekly
had already stated that in their post-primary assessment, a
Washington government might not be so bad after aJl.66 Most
observers talked repeatedly about the tactical difficulties of
launchihg a serious write-in candidacy, which would require
a massive infusion of money for educating the electorate (how
to correctly spell Byrne's name and where to write it oh th~
ballot, etc.). The Byrne candidacy fizzled'when every one of
her major primary supporters deserted her. It was extinguished
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altogether when Ted Kennedy came·to Chicago and told the
family protege that she would get no national support and
that any attempt to run' would be politically suicidal for her.
National Democrats had sent her pointed messages: "Back
Washington:'67 Thus, one hour after the Kennedy visit on March
24, Byrne held a press conference to withdraw from the race.
This was also the signal for the regular Derhocratic Party to
endorse Washington publicly, although some party leaders found
themselves too bu~y to attend the,slating·session. Still others
released their 'ward organizations to "vote their consciences."
Eight aldermen and'committeemen eventually either caine out
publicly for Epton or allowed their precinct apparatus to be
used by "Democrats for Epton:'
, Byrne reneged on her postelection promise to support
Washington, as· the party nominee and to facilitate a full transition by opening up her gOvernment to Washington (and Epton)
, transition officials. However, Richard Daley, the other prin. cipal primary candidate, made his position clear that despite
the disaffection of many local Democrats,' "I'll stick with
Washington:'68 Daleyhad little to gain by boltiflg the party,
and, were he to run for other citywide office or to retain his
State's Attorney's Office position, he would certainly need the
support of Chicago'S Black voters to win. Given the position
of the national Democrats on supporting Washington, Daley
would need the support of the national party' should he run
for a future congressional seat against a strong local rival.
With Jane Byrne running a dead-end write~in campaign,
the local machine leadership divided, and the Republican Epton
runnifls a campaign with lukewarm electoral appeal and little
substantive content, many observers felt that, even in this racially .
charged envil'onment, Washington's chances for victory were
most favorable. For one thing, Black voter interest hid been
sustained at a fever pitch.
.
When Byrne withdrew, the Epton camp was enthusiastic,
since this enhanced the possibility of a serious election bid\
by Epton. In other words, the viability of Epton's campaign
bid was established onthe basis of racism becoming the dominant '
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, aspect of his candidacy, which accounted for the subsequent'
groundswell of support he received from white voters at the polls.
The local Democratic Party organization had not given,syme's
write-in a seal of approval. The day follb,wing her withdrawal,
the Democratic central committee endorsed Washington. With
40% of its members absent, an unprecedented voice vote (instead
of a rollcall) was called by chairman Ed Vrdolyak, who had
supported Byrne during the primary. While, Vrdolyak had formally endorsed Washington~ he, like many committeemen,
did little to support his. candidacy. This act drove a wedge
between the Black Democratic committee members and aldermen
and white politicians from the ethnic wards. Meanwhile, the
party became further polarized, as staunch conservatives like
Roman Pucinski and- Joseph Nardulii joined with 25th ward
alderman Vito Marzullo (the first ward boss to back Epton openly)
to. bolt the party position on endorsing Washington.
Following Marzullo's lead, longtime alderman Anthony
Laurino (34th ward) and Park District Superintendent Ed Kelly
(also the 47th ward committeeman) became early supporters
of Epton. Seventh ward committee member John Geocaris had
the dubious distinction of not only endorsmg Epton in a racist
bid against Washington,. but also letting it be known that he
supported Frank Rizzo over Wilson Goode in the Philadelphia
,
primary.
Some local politicians; such as 38th ward committeeman
and alderman Thomas Cullerton, remained "neutral" as did
Richard Mell in the 33rd .. They took the posture that their
. constituencies-and the wing of the party under theirleadership-should vote their own consciences. The most
despicable roles were played by party chairman Ed Vrdolyak
(10th ward), Ed Burke (14th), Frank Stembert (22nd), and others
who feigned public support for Washington, but in every other
way worked directly to support Epton's candidacy. '
Vrdolyak must be singled' out as the center of the racist
reaction to the _Washington campaign. 69 On the last weekend
before the primary, he made the dearest statement of the central
campaign issl,le: racial power. Arguing before Northwest Side
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party workers, Vrdolyak stated that the party should close ranks
behind Byrne and abandon Daley, since a vote for Daley was
. a vote for Washington. '~fter all, it's a race thing:' he said.
Vrdolyak then bolted the post-primary unity breakfast attended
by e,very centralloca1 party figure to show unity for Washington
being the party's nominee for mayor. During the general election, Vrdolyak went, to Gary, Indiana, to speak before a
Democratic Party organization meeting, where he levied an:
implicit criticism against Washington about how racially charged
the general election had become. "Fast Eddie:' as Vrdolyak
is called, failed to attend the major Democratic Party fundraiser
for Harold Washington, a $200-a-plate affair attended bY.2,500
. people, sending his brother instead. Finally, Vrdolyak procrastinated in pushing for early party unity around Washington's
nomination: he. convened the party central committee only
after national Democratic Party leadership mad~ it clear that
Byrne's write-in bid was to cease and that local party leadership should close ranks behind Harold Washington. This gesture
of support came a full month into the seven-week-Iong general
election period: It goes without saying that Vrdolyak is the
leader of the current block of "29" aldermen in opposition
to Washington's reform-in-government program. This group
,has been called part of the "Cabal-ocrats"-Republicans masquerading as "Democrats" within the _party.70 ,
THEEPTON CAMPAIGN
In Chicago, the electorate -is not merely predominantly
Democratic, RepUblicans are virtually non-existent. Normally;
a, Republican candidate for mayor must be ."accosted at gun
point" and forced to run.
. Bernard Epton, the Republican mayoral candidate, won th~
Republican nomination with a little over 11,000 votes. However,
as indicated in Table 10, Epton's proportion of the Washington
vote was 93%, a percentage four and one-half times higher
than that polled by Wallace Johnson (20% of the Democratic
vote) against Jane Byrne in 1979. The fact that Washington had
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outpolled Epton in the primary by over 400,000 votes in an
overwhelmingly Democratic city makes his campaign one of
the clearest cases of racism. Vulgar, barbaric, and violent is
the story of how a Jewish Republican turns into the white racist's
darling candidate in opposition to a Black reform candidate
with a prior history of party loyalty and service- Washington
had even supported Richard J. Daley in 1975 against Richard
Newhouse, the Black candidate.
Table 10 RATiO·OF REPUBLICAN VOTE TO DEMOCRATIC VOTE

DaJey(6 elections)
Bilandfc
Byrne
Washington-Epton

.51* (.36)

.28
.20
.93

'Daley was contested in t955 by Robert Merriam and in 1963 by Ben Adamowski (when
Republicans got 80% of the Democratic vote), In h·is other four elections he beat the Republicans
4~1,
'

Bernard Epton had served in the state Legislature for 14
years. During his early years in the House, he had enjoyeel
the repeated endorsement of the liberal Independent Voters
of Illinois, which had a stronghold in the Hyde Park district
that he represented. Epton had teilmed with Washington to
sponsor a number of progressive bills. A prodigious investor,
he parlayed his knowledge of insurance law to become the
authority in the Legislature on insurance legislation and
regulatory statutes-and was rewarded handsomely by the large
, monopolized insl,uance industiy in the state. To this extent,
the frugality of Washington is sharply contrasted by the style
of the multimillionaire Epton.,
Soon after Washington's primary victory, Epton, little known
outside his liberal Hyde Park constituency before the primary
election, madeseveraf statements that .set much of the tone
for the general election campaign to follow. First, Epton" was
quoted in the press as stating that Washington's Democratic
primary opponents "had been. too soft on Harold;' a person
whom he had known for two decades, mainly through their
roles in the state Assembly. They had co-sponsored legislation

during the late 19605 and early 1970s. This remark was a signal
that Epton planned to exploit Washington's tax, professional,
legal, and personal business difficitlties, which his primary
opponents had not raised directly.
Second, Epton called upon Washington to take a public
pledge that the two would not inject racism into the election
campaign. In a rebruary 'Zl New York Times interview, Washington
rep~ed to Epton's challenge by making the following statement:
I've known Mr. Epton for 20 years. He, knows my stand on '
racism. I talk about it softly not abrasively. And I resent his
subtle injection of racism even as he says he rejects it. He doesn't
hav,e t.o contact me . He should ,just shut up about it.7!
Washington responded even more angrily when he heard Epton
had hired 'the firm of Bailey; Deardourff, and that the Republicans
had sent in a crack team of investigators known for "digging
up dirt" on the Democratic opposition.72 Soon afterward, racist
street literature began to appear, having originated among the
city's Police Department personnel. One particular leaflet featured
a new Chicago police emblem labeled: "Chicongo Po-lease"
and suggested that Washington would quickly hire Black comed.iail Richard Pryor as the Police Superintendent were he elected.,
In the days and weeks that followed, the racist literature became
more widespread and outrageous. There were the "Honkies '
for Bernie" buttons, intended to counter the outstanding electrical
charge generated by the blue button" worn proudly by hundreds of, thousands of Chicago Blacks and Washington supporters. Finally, there was the famous "watermelon" button,
which mysteriously appeared and had the effect of enraging
the Black community while shaming white liberals who vacillated
in giving Washington their unconditional support as the bona
fide reform candidate in the' race.
Finally, Epton launched his first series of TV and radio ads
under the theme: "Vote Bernard Epton Before It's Too Late:'
Blacks were infuriated· and white liberals thought the slogan
too clear in its deliberate appeal to the white ethnic vote. In
a statement that sent a message to Epton supporters· within
and outside the Democratic Party, Washington lashed out at
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the racists and opportunists who would exploit racial fears
among the electorate and divert the substance behind his campaign and the movement that propelled it toward political reform:
Those who would slyly, shamelessly and irresponsibly inject
racism into ,Chicago politics and into this campaign are play~
ing with fire. This racism business is dangerous. Racism. is
a dangerous thill.g and those ·who should know better should
inform those who don't that they should stop it.

The central issue in the general election was racism, racism
that obstructed the democratic right of a'people who are the
largest plurality within the city to translate their numerical
dominance into electoral power by capturing City Hall. For
50 years the Irish had cont!:olled Chicagds City Hall. By the
beginning of the 1970s the Poles had thought it would be "their
turn:'73 However, the marked but gradual decline in overall
white ethnic voting strength relative to Blacks and Latinos,
the new nationalities, forged by legacies of common struggles
against oppression and political subordination, would not allow
the Polish aspiration to be played out in Chicago. On one side of the struggle was an antagonist who
represented an attempt to turn back, or at least to suspend,
the clock of social time, preserving the decadence of the Chicago
machine. On the other side was an alignnlent of race, nationality,
and class forces who supported the fullest aspiration of an
oppressed people to have their democratic rights realized, at
least symbolically, through the transfer of the political power
of governance as expressed in the seleCtion, then the formal
election, of "one of their own" as mayor. This event brought
to a conclusion an act denied them in 1976, when Daley died
and Wilson Frost, then mayor pro tem, was locked out of the
mayoris office and Blacks thereby were blocked from achieving a semblance of real political power.
Blacks were now the basis of a major cdnvergence of racial! .
national, and class forces into a movement that targeted for i
extinction a system of rule and dispensation of favors and rewards
based upon the differential voting strength and political power
.of ethnic groups in Chicago. Over the years since its inception,

the machine had not merely become obsolete-its problems
were now making it difficult for the ruling elite to rule. The
machine had more and more begun to run into contradiction
with the realization of the democratic aspirations by Blacks
and Latinos (who constitute a l~trge portion of the working
people, the poor, and powerless). The machine had become
bankrupt as a system for selection of poIicymakers and for
allocation of social resources. We saw this unfold most
dramatically with the. upsurge in protest issues under the Byrne
administration. The deepening fiscal crisis of the city, intensified by federal retrerichment in urban and social expenditures,
further aggravated the existing political situation. The contradic_ tions inherent within' the fiscal crisis set in motion widespread
and seemingly isolated political conflicts, which collectively
called into question the old system of privilege and power based
upon patronage and "plantation politics:' Thus, the systemic
dislocations experienced in Chicago would have profound consequences on the city's politics and politicians. For in their
attempts to preserve their privilege, the "old guard" had to
call upon primitive, barbaric tactics of racial hate-mongering,
which feeds upon ignorance and fear and arouses the most
backward sentiments and passions among the white electorate.
On the one hand, Eptort was an instrume~t whom the "old
guard" would· hoist to champion their cause. On the other
hand, Epton's ambitions to rule made him more than willing
to be their pawn. Hewas a conscious political actor, who had
amassed the material resources and influence to come. closer
to realizing his "great venture" than any other Republican in
more than 50years. He tried to do this at the expense of the
aspirations of Black people in Chicago and all working people, the unemployed, and dependent sectors who became the
broad social base of the movement to elect Harold Washington
mayor.
By mid-March, and certainly by the eve of the
Washington/Epton debate (March 21) and thereafter, Epton
attempted, with notable success, to make Harold Washington,
the person and the candida~e, the central issue of the campaign .
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After it was clear that' Byrne's write-in campaign had failed
to capture the white voter upsurge that had been anticipatedi
Epton moved to fill this void. By then he had received considerable encouragement from machine politicians who had
bolted the party.. Epton, a politically obscure and ,imkriown'
'j
, Jewish liberal, had become the "white hope;"
Table 11 EPTON: THE ALTERNATIVE
The
The.,
,',;
Reform Democrat
Mav,er/ckRepubllcan
I
",' t>
,
'Harold Washington
Candidate
B,ern~rd Epton
Birthplace
, Chicago
Chicago
,1922 '
Year of Birth
1922
Black,
Race
white
; Jewish
Ethn/clty
Afro-American
.male,
Gender
male
Father's Occupation minister/lawyer
,business lawyer
,
Education
Roosevelt University,
University 9f Chicago
Northwestern University
Occupation
, laWyt;lr,'
,lawyer, investor
Profflss/on
politician
pOlitician
Political Experience Father was a precinct; 'LongtIme loyal liberal
captain: Served as
Republican with Hyde
apprentice under Dawson; Park political and
protege of Metcalfe; held , social connections.
elective office for 18 yearS Served iri state
in state Legislature and in Legislature for 17
Congress; tan for mayor years; no prior cityin, 1977.
wide campaigns.

, Just as Washington had been selected as the "Black hope:'
the question until this time had been: who would best represent the "white hope"? Since Byrne's burn-out, many white
people haP. become interested in the Republican candidate.
Washington's past legal and personal difficulties (failure to file
income taxes; spendi~g40 days in jail; being suspended from
the Bar for three years; failure to pay gas, electric; and water
bills; being "co-owner" of a slum building on the South Side),
made it easy for some people to justify their support for the
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Republican candidate who happened ,to be white-even if the
negative disclosures aboutEpton's background were not essentially different, qualitatively.74 As noted in Table 11, there was
not very much in terms of political background that separated
. Epton and Washington. Most Black people were not really disheartened by the disclosures about Harold Washington. There
was a generalized mass view: one cannot be within the machine
for over 30 years of one's adult life and not be infected by it
to some extent.
Epton tried to u~e his relentless attack on Washington both
to consolidate'whites, ethnics, and, liberals around his candidacy (Table 12) and to discredit Washington in the eyes of the
Black electoral b~e. He failed; despite the daily press coverage,
he was unable to fragment the overwhelming political solidarity
that emerged in the Black community. He achieved little but
the creation of conditions for a deeper and broader exposure
of his own social and professional baCkground and that of his
"classmates:'
Programmatic Issues intlle General Elections '
During the prnnary period, racial bloc voting had been the
mainch~cteristic of the voter turnout/s b\lt was not the defining
charact~risticof the political leadership of the contending camps.
However,'m the general election period of the campaign,'racism
became th~, all::-petvasive characteristic and the central issue
for the, electorate and the political leaders alike. Racism overshadowed all otherissq.es projected iri the media, as suggested
by the list of headlines presented in Table 13. Racism minimized
the 'salience of other social issues of governance and public policy. '
, In contrast to Washington-who attempted to,run a citywide
campaign during the general election and campaigned in all
50 wards-Epton never went into the Black community and,
except for a few instances, did not attempt to attract the Latino
vote. In fact, the few Puerto Ricans; Mexicans, and Cubans
who were initially interested in Epton became less attracted
to his campaign when he .admitted that he had no specific
,program for Hispanics.
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Table 13 A SAMPLE OF MEDIA COVERAGE OF THE
RACIST PROPAGANDA HIGHLIGHTING EPTON'S BID
FOR THE MAYORALTY IN CHICAGO·

Table 12 GENEML CAMPAIGN CHARGES AND
'COUNTERCHARGES
Epton's ,Campaign Charges

~~t:

was~ngtpn didn't (Ue

Cha

,

3-11

o

3-21
3-21

,3-21

3-21

4-8
4-9

4-13

e

income taxes for several
years. Washington didn't
pay local taxes.
'
Epton isavictim of
racism: Blacks for
Washington.
Washington took money
from his lawclien.ts
without representing them.
Washington did not fOe,
income taxes for 19, y~ars.
Washington lied in c~urt
that he had no lawsUits,
against him during hi~ law
suspension or probation.
Washington was "disbarred" (rather than .
suspended) frol11. practlc-,
ing I,aw.
Washington illegally
. rece,ived u~employment,
compensatlon,whlle
working. "
Washington is ~ slu~
,landlord on Chlcagos
South Side.
Washington was arr~sted
on a morals charge Involving a child.
The Chicago m~dia have
attempted to rUin Ept~n
and distort his campaign.

Washington's Charges
and Countercharges
Date

Charge ,

2-26

Epton is iniecting race Into
the campaign.
Epton is a Reagan' puppet.

3-1
to 3-20
3-1
3-1

.

Epton is physically ill.
Eptpnis using raciSm to
promote'his candidacy.
3-20
Epton is under psychiatric
to 3-30 treatment'and is being
treated during the
cam'paign,
3-15
Epton Voted against the .
to 3-30 ERA and is generally antlwoman.
3-15
Epton had an anti-labor
record in,.the Assembly,
votingfpr "right to work"
laws.
3-27
Washiilgtonerred ~ut,
Blacks learned forgiveness
long ago.
3-20
Epton was a tool of .Iarge
, insurance interests In the
Legislature.,
4-8
Epton is spreading lies •
and conducting a smear
campaign.
4-8 Epton spent state money
to travel to confetencesto
pursue personal business.
4-9
Epton is resorting to every
conceivable trick to save a
campaign and keep the
machine in power.

Nole: The major sources for all the charges, countercharges, repudiations, and concessions of prior
misdoings are mailers of public record (Chicago'Sun Times, Tribune, Defender newspapers). Epton
widely circulated a paper called "The Case Against Harold Washington," In addition, Eplon published a 6OO-page compilation to document his charges, Washington supporters countered with a
"record" search on Epton, which was selectively released to the press and $upporters.-Finally, the
ads and publicly distributed campaign literature of both camps are sources of information.

The Charges/Assertions

The Appeal

"Epton Sees Himself as' Victim of
Racism," Chicago 1i'ibune,3-11-~3

Press, 3-8-83

"Epton Fans Racism: Washington,"
Sun Times, 2-26-83

"It's Our Turn": Jackson,
Washington (2-23-83 post-primary
celebration)

''Are UNI Students Racist?" NI
"Race Baiting Gave Byrne the
Hook" Chicago Triburie, 3-29-83
"Ignore the Racist Scare Tactics,"
Chicago Metro

~ekender,

3-29-83

"Must Racism Taint Campaign?"

"Racial Propaganda Continues to
Spread," Chicago Tribune, 3-7-83

Sun Times, 3-8-83

"Epton Uses Racism, Foe
Charges," Chicago Tribune; 3-11-83

"Cardinal Bernardin Rips Jeering
Whites," Chicago Defender, 3-29-83

"Another Racial Schism Is"Showing," Chicago Tribune, 3-8,3

Sun Times, 3-15-83

"Two Bank on Racial Hot Spots,"

"Racial Charges Fly as' Epton
Presses Attack," Chicago Tribune,
3-11-83

"Ethnic Coalition Must Avert 'Race
War'," Sun Times editorial, 3-15-83

"Label of 'Racist' Overused,
Abused," Chicago Tribune, 3-11-83

"Epton Hits Talk of Racial Tensions," Chicago ,Trlb~ne, 3-17-83

''A One-Issue Mayoral Race,"

"The Constituency of Fear,"

Chicago Tribune "PerSpective,"

Chicago Tribune editorial, 3-27-83

3-27-83 '
"The Black and White Facts of
Racism," Chicago Tribune, 3-27-83
"hi the End It's Quality that
Counts," Chicago Tribune, 3-27-83

"Chicago's 'Racial' Race,"
FlockforcJ Star, 3-31-83

"Religious Council Plea: Epton
Stop Racist Ads,"Sun Times,
4-2-83
"Ugly' Campaign' Buttons, Surface,"
Chicago Defender, 4-11-83

·Authors' note: This table captures part of the character of the general election period of the
1983 mayoral campaign" both the charges and assertions, as well as the liberal appeals to
avoid the ~cial polarization. Mass racism was fanned by reactionaries and opportunists in their
search for power and privilege, an,d In pursuij of greed:
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But the charge that Epton had no program that addressed
the political and substantive issues is only partially founded.
The Epton campaign generated six major policy papers and
a series of press statements addressing specific areas of government affairs. What is 'true, however, is that he failed to make
the issues addressed in his policy papers the major issues in
the campaign. He also failed to distinguish his position clearly
from his more reformist and sOcially conscious adversary.
Initially both candidates attempted' to make matters of governance and puplic policy major campaign' issues. Washington
retained this posture throughout the campaign; Epton, however,
dropped any pretense of addressing broad public issues after
Byrne initiated her write-in candidacy and that became the
dominant news item. The local media were now giving scant
attention to Epton's campaign. By the night of his debate with
Washington, and thereafter, Epton made little use of his campaign issue papers, subordinating them to his relentless attack
on WashingtOn, while his supporters encouraged the mobilization
of the white ethnic vote against the Black Democratic candidate.
To Washington's credit, his campaign adhered to its promise to take the priority issues into all 50 wards (the theme,
"A Mayor for All Chicago").76 He continued to center his campaign .around the issues of jobs and economic development
(substantive), opposition,to the machine and patronage (reform
of distributive policy), and opening up the process of government decision-making to neighborhood.;level(reform of allocative policy). Despite internal struggle within the' campaign,
Washingt~m published 10,000 copies of a compilation entitled
" The Washington Papers: A Commitment to Chicago, A Commitment to You:' "The Washington Papers" addressed the con-cerns ofconstituencies in 11 substantive issue areas (see Table
14). However, as a campaign organizing tool, the content of
the 52-page booklet received little exposure, overshadowed at
the introductory press conference by John Glenn's endorsement of Washington's candidacy. Washington did make other
attempts to consolidate his constituency around central cam- ,
paign issues. In addition to a number of '~street sheets" and

Table 14 ISSUES OF THE WASHINGTON CAMPAIGN
"The Washington Papers":
Constituent Arenas
1. Jobs for Chicagoans
2. Health
3. Crime and community safety
4. Housing

5.

Neighborhoods

6. Education
7. Women's issues'
8. .Seniors' issues
9. Art and culture
10. Energy
11.

Fiscal policy

Washington 12-PointProgram:
Unity Themes
1. Open government
2. More jobs for Chicago
3. Sound fiscal policy
4. Neighborhood involvement in
revitalization
5. Better, more affordable
housing
6. Excellence in education
7. Secure communities.
8. Affordable, quality health
care
9. Improved race relatiqns
10. Fairness and equity in
governance
11 .. Strong leadersbip to new
\
partne~ships' (between
government and the people
on one hand and the private
sector on the other)
12 .. Women's rights and oppor·
tuniti~s in government

12 issue papers, Washingt~n distributed some 250;000 c~pies
ofa fold-over 12-point platf()rm entitled "A United Chicago, .
On the Move Again for All of Its People:' These points became
the over-arching themes that united the campaign speeches
and issue papers and provided coherence to "The Washington
Papers:'
.
Jobs
Washington stated repeatedly that the number-one substantive
issue in Chicago was: "Jobs, Jobs, Jobs:' With over 12% of the
city's work force unemployed and Black unemployment over
20%, Washington hammered this theme to good advantage.
the issue was: how could he deliver? Washington saw in: his
election: as mayor a: signal to the Republican-corporate coalition behind Reagan that supply-side economics had failed and
that people needed a government that would put them back
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to work. Heniached out to the forces behind POWER, the
, coalition of unemployed workers and welfare recipients that
had been so instrumental in the voter registration mobUizations. A refutation of Epton was a step toward the defeat of
Reagan in 1984.

Health
The issue of quality, affordable health 'care was a priority
in the Washington program, not only because of the high level
of need among Chicagds Blacks, Latinos, and working poor,
but also beca].1se of the active role of the health coalition in
the campaign. Many of the health activists in Washington's
campaign had also been itwolved with POWER, I-CARE, and
the earlier Coa1itipn to Save Cook County Hospital. The Health
Coalition for Washington held a nUmber of fundraising benefits,
distributed literature, and sponsored a day~longhealth conference in early. February 1983.

Crime and Community Safety
Washington'$ constituency contained 'many contradictory
interests (Black police officers in the Afro-American Patrolmen's
League, CHA protesters, seniors, small businessmen, anti-gang
forces, etc.). Washington attacked the leadership of the Police
Department as the main sQurce of the problem. At the February
6 rally, mass approyal for the d~smissal of Superintendent
Brzeczek indicated that this fragile point of unity was on target.
Moreover, Black' independent security firms were among those
who had complained the loudest about the unfair manner in
which the city contracted for special security (Chicago Fest,
CHA Housing, etc).

Housing and Neighborhoods.
The housing constituents in the city are among the most
organized and politically institutionalized groups in the city.
While private housing (rehabilitation) interests at the
neighborhood level are more organized, the public and tenant
husing interests are equally vocaL Both elements were brought
into the campaign in opposition to Byrne's policies and the
collapse of federal housing programs. Both groups also realized
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that something significant had to be done about the increasing political demands for immediate relief and involvement
in shaping housing policy by these actors. Washington offered
CHA residents, ,rehabilitation housing groups, and all recipients
of federal Community Development Block Grant funds the
promise of a greater flow of dollars into their programs, unencumbered by the machihe-patronage system and "downtown
developer interests" - Swibel and Vrdolyak. It was also the
neighborhood/housing constituency!,that had made the most
sustained and comprehensive criticism, of Byrne's fiscal and
budgetary policies.
.

Education
Like the area ofcriine and publiC; safety, the public education arena is very diffuse. However, 'the single most commOn
denominator among the diverse" education interests is their
argreement that the quality ofedu.cation received by children
in, Chicago is dismal. While Washington promised noninterventionist policy into School Board affairs, ,he did offer his moral
leadership to advocate for the resources essential to promote
excellence in education in the public, schools and in the city
college system. Under Jane Byrne, a School Finance Authority
made up of the leading banking interests in the city was superimposed upon the School Board structure, with the authority
to approve. or reject the schoolsystetn's bi.tdgetary plan and
fiscal policy. Its members were committed.to the ideology that
the schools,whosestudentsweremain1y children from workingclass and poor families, should be "run like a busiti.ess:' A
reasonable translation: expenditures made to ensure educational quality and iinproved skills development shoUld be subordinated to the banks' interestinhavillgloans made by the
banks to the schools repaid on tirri.e. Opposition to the banks'
exercise of direct control over education policy came from three
separate but interrelated sources: 1) Parent Equalizers, headed
by Dorothy Tillman, a parent protest organization of grassroots
residents ana community activists; 2) Substitutes United for
Better Schools (SUBS), working mainly through a monthly
news organ Substance aiined at temporary and full-mne teachers
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and educational reform 'activists; and 3) Citizens Panel on Public
School F'inaJ;lces, a citywide watchdog agency composed of
middle-class professionals and institutionaleIites with access
to media, through which they criticized public schools
~angement.

Women's Issues 7,!

",

It might be recalled that illinois NOW leadership endorsed
Jane Byrne. While Byrne appealed to the ,independent, careeronented feminists in the city, Daley and Washirigton -attempted
to tap the "abused women" and "women-as-workers" segment
of the women's movement. Moreover, more than any other
candidate, Washington took his campaign into the unemployment centers and G-IA developments; where a disproportionate
number of women were concentrated. Equally as important,
many of the health issues that were undertones of the 1983
mayoral campaign were raised by women. Women constituted
the organizational base of many of the coalitions around the
isslJ,es of health, housing, education, crime,' and community
safety. Their speCial demands were focused within the umbrella
organization, Women's Network for Harold Washington and
in CBUC's Women's Auxiliary.

Senior Issues
Washington made several efforts to capture the"seniors' vote
in Chicago. In the primary, one of his initial issue papers targeted

the conditions of the aged in Chicago'S electorate. During the
general election, he arranged for Claude Pepper (D-Florida),
the leading seniors' spokesman in Congress, to tour Chicago
neighborhoods on his behalf. Also, the Serliors for Harold
Washington held a' maj()r press and public conference that
focused on the mobilization of seniors against hunger;
homelessness, and fear 6f violence.
",

Art and Culture

,

Jane Byrne had built. a sizable constituency of influential
"new culture" types on the basis of ,her "festivals:' The s()cial
base for this constituency were the middle-class singles on
the near North
Side. and the growing number of downtown
,

residents who w~re' attracted to SU,mmerfest, Winterfest,
Loopalive, Springfest, and the more notorious Chicago Fest.
The problem with all these "fests" was their political errancy:
the cutting edge 'was that Black' artists were excluded from
decision-making, denied equal access t() special awliences, and
given limited opportunities to make money. One' of the mote
significant informal coalitions that contributed to the mobilization
, for Washington was the '~rtists for Harold Washfngtont joined
by
small culture vendors arid produc~rsof
curtural artifacts.
.
.
."

Enetgy

"

,

Since 1m" the basic cost of electricity and gas had increased
by 89% in Chicago (Commonwealth Edison and Peoples Gas
are the leading monopoly corporate utilitieS). Under Byrne,
a city revenue-generating surcharge was affixed, to the usage
ofenergy~ The city had no incentive to fight for lower, rates
before the Illinois State Commerce Commission. Com Ed continued to build generator plants ,and pass on the cost to con'
sumers.Com Ed also bought hundreds of millions of dollars
worth of coal,whichconsumers paid for, but which it never
interids to use. The issue of affordable energy was one of the
less ambiguous issues ofthe community:/consumer economics:
a broad constituency could qe united against the interests of
a few monopoly, utjlities ,and capitaFst investors. 'Under the
leadership,of the Center for Neighborhood. Technology, an Affordable Energy Commission was estabIished~ to fight for a cap
on the energy s\U'charge and'reinvestIil~nt of utility profits in
neighborhood housing and residen~ia1 energy conservation.
Washington essentially endorsed thes,e reforms. Most observers
see the main obstacle to the implem,en~ation of these,reforms
as being in part the reactionaryresisti,u)ce and sabotage of the
"old guard" who remain entrenche<;l ""ithm the party, the City
Council, and the bureaucracy on one hand, and the state of
Chicagds fiscal economy on the other.

Fiscal Policy
The cornerstone of Washington'S reform program is the
elimination of patronage from Chicago government, along with

'~'.
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sound fiscal policy. Despite his aggressive attacks on patronage,
and his avowal of open government and redivision of dedsionmaking, based upon the community-labor alliance as the cutting
edge of his electoral coalition-all of which would typ~-cast
.Washington as a political progiessive-Washington's fiscal policies
are conserva~ive (Le., rigid fiscal controls, balanced budget,
attention to bond ratings, positive relations with lending institutions). At the center of urban governance is the approach
taken by the head of government to crisis management. In
. the Washington program, we see potential makings of an austerity
program that, under a white mayor, Blacks might find untenable.
But under a reform candidate like Hard}d Washington, an
austerity program has the best chance .of maintaining popular
credibility"':-'to win in 1987, Washington needs to remain credible
and to extenq his electoral coalition.
.
ELECfION DAY VQTER TURNOUT

Nearly 1.3 million people,82% of th~· eligible electorate,
voted for the Democratic and Republican candidates on April 12.
Washington received 50.06% (668,176) of the votes while Epton
received 46.4% (619,926) of all ballots cast. 78 The mobilization
of the electorateakmg essentially racial and national lines (white
. ethnics included) made this one of the closest local elections
in the history of machine politics in Chicago. Washington carried 23 wards, two more than he carried in the primary election. Eptoncarried 27 wards on the strength of the white ethnic
backlash and a massive bolt of the SO-year tradition of Democratic
/
hegemony at the polls. .
Epton carried 86% of the vote in predominantly white wards,
compared with 12% for Washington. Washington garnered 98%
of the vote in predominantly Black wards, while Epton received
.
less than 2% of the· vote in these same wards.
In the traditionally liberal white Lake Front·wards usually
carried by Democratic candidates, Epton carried 72% ofthe
vote, outpolling Washington (24%) nearly 3 to 1. When we
consider that the Lake Front wards are ,more racially

heterogeneous, and given the pattern of Black and Latino voting
(9 to 1 and 3 to 1 respectively for Washington over Epton),
it is not difficult toargue that Washington received a far lower
percentage of the actual white ~ote than th~percentage shown
in Table 15.
Table 15 RESULTS OF MAYORAL GENERAL ELECTION,
APRIL 1983
Total vote
Percentage of tolal
Wards carried
Vote in Black wards
Vote in Latino wards
Vote in white wards
Vote in Lake Front wards

Washington
668,176
50.06%
46%
98 0/0
74%
12%
24%

Epton .
619,926
46.4%
54%
2%
25%
86%
72%

If the Latino vote (discussed bt;!low) is held constant, olir
data indicate that the general election was even more racially
polarized than the vote in the primary. In the primary returns,
. the leading white candidates received an estimated 88% of the
total white vote and 21% of the total Black vote. However, in
the general election returns, the big difference is that Epton
captured 85?/o of the total white vote but a virtually insignificant percentage of the Black vote (2%, given errors).
When Washington's electoral support is analyzed, the neartotal Black support he received distorts the actual composition of his support base. Washington received 77% of his winning
total from Black voters, 17% from Latinos; and 6% from white
voters. By contrast, Epton received less than 2% of his support from Blacks, 3% from Latinos, and 95% from whites. This
indicatt;!s that Epton's electoral coalition was more racially
homogeneous than Washington1s, although the latter had a
main base of support (Blacks) that was more intensely supportive of his election than was Epton's main base of support.
This analysis would support the view that while racial
polarization was extremely high in the general election'-even
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more polarized than the priinary election-racial polarization
does not explain all the variance between the two elections. '
If racial bloc voting was the defining characteristic of the electorate in the primary, then voting along nationality lines was
a characteristic feature of the general election vote. The single
most important aspect of the nationality.vote·was the dramatic
shift in support among Latinos for HaroldWashington. 79
Although Washington received 74% of the vote in wards
numerically dominated by Latinos, the Latino vote varied
markedly along subnationality lines. Puerto Ricans and Mexicans
gave Washington a range of support from 79% to 68%, respectively/ while the more conservative but smaller Cuban elec-_
torate gave Washington only 52% of their total voter turnout.
Despite these differences, Latinos overall came close to voting
as a bloc for Washington. One other point is significant with
regards to the Latino vote. In November 1982 there were only
79,000 registered Latinos, and Latino-dominated wards. tend
to be less racially homogeneous than ethnic-white wards and
the highly homogeneous Black wards on the South and· Wer;;t
Sides·of the city. Therefore, it is important to look moredosely
at the demographic distribution of the population comprising
Latino wards. Table 16 focuses upon the five wards that have
the highest percentage ·of Latino population. The percentage
vote for Harold Washington is highly correlated with both the
overall Latino percentage of the population and the combined
plurality of Blacks and Latinos in the ward. .
Table 16 THE HI$PANIC VOTE IN THE 1983 CHICAGO
MAYORAL ELE~ION, BY WARD
.

% Hispanic
Black
Hispanic
of Total
of Total
Primary
General
Voting-Age Voting-Age Voting-Age Vote for
Vote for
Population Population . Population Washington Washington

% Hispanic

Ward

22
25
26
31 .
City
Total

25,676
22,638
20,032
1'9,495
252,077

~nd

69 0/0
77%
59%75%
50%
54% .
5.1%
59%
12%

47%

% Increase
In Vote
for
Washington

1,780
2,620
1,488
2,709

4,674
5,925
7,449
9,857

163%
126%
401 %
264%

424,107

668,176

58%

Howeve~ in each case, and for Latinos overall, the outstanding features of the Latino impact on the 1983 mayoral election
are: 1) the almost 20% increase in Latino registrations (17,000)
by March 15, bringing overall registrations close to ·100,000; 2) the
increase in Latino turnout as a percentage of registered voters;
and 3) the dramatic increase in the percent vote received by
Washington in the general election relative to the vote he captured in the primary election. fur example, 69%·of the registered
Latinos went to the polls for the general election-:~Chicago
. retord. In the primary, Washington received an estj.mated25%
of the combined Hispanic vote (Puerto Rican, Mexican, and
Cuban). However, in the gener'll election, the exciting story
is that in each ward, Washington received an increase in support of at least 126% over his performance in the primary. The
most dramatic increase came in the 26th ward, where Chicanos
and Mexicanos gave Washington an overwhelming 401% increase
in support with 7,449 votes, compared to 1,488 votes he received
in the primary. In the 31st ward, Washington received 2,709
votes during the primary, but 9,857 votes in the general electiona 264% increase in support. Over all, Washington received 17%
of his support from Latinos as compared to 6% from whites
and 77%. from Blacks.
.
What explains. this dramatic Latino turnabout? A study of
campaign documents, including campaign schedules, internal
memos, and budget reports shows that Washington made a
major shift in his outreach to attract the Latino vote. In addi~
tion, the campaign made extensive efforts to bring Latinos into
positions of visibility and responsibility within all levels of the
campaign. Moreover, Washington targeted his campaign program to address the needs and aspirations of the. Latino population, who express the same objective needs for jobs, housing,
food, and protection from police misconduct· and brutalization as do most Blacks and the majority of working people
as a whole. Washington's major campaign literature was presented
in Spanish. Also, the Washington campaign underwrote a major
newspaper project, El Independiente, a "secret weapon" targeting
the Spanish-speaking communities of Chicago. At least three
issues were printed. In a racially pOlarized electorate, where
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the electoral capacity of, Blacks sligh~ly offset the number of
'whites who turned out as a percent of those registered, the
dramatic turnabout in the Latino vote is the key aspect of the
general election voter mobilization, which provided Washington's
campaign with its margin of victory.
The interpenetration of race and nationality in the general
election mobilization is also shown by the data in Table 15.
While Washington received 74% of the vote in predominantly
Latino wards, he received only 12% of the vote in white ethnic
wards heavily populated by Irish, Poles, and Italians,. However,
most revealing is the low level of support given to Washington
in the normally liberal and progressive Lake Front wards. There
Washington received less than 25% of the vote compared with
Republican Epton's 72%. It must be futther noted that earlier
attempts to analyze.the Jewish vote-oftenthoughtto be progressive, at least by Chicago" standards-have indicated that
Jewish voters gave Epton (who was Jewish) 65% of their votes,
'while Washington received only 34.5% of the Jewish vote.

5.
,Governance
,

i

f there was a moment of apprehensive reflection by all poli~
tical forces after Harold Washington won the primary, the
post-election resp@nse-past the emotional ecstasy and
psychological depression of the winners and losers-was more
, akin to the sober' anticipation of war. Washington was a veteran
of the machine; he knew them and their ways. Also, he knew
the depths of ethno~entrism and racism 'mediated by machine
favors that ~ept Blacks on the bottom. Washington had declared
war on patronage, and he kn~w quite well, this, reform was
a structural. attack on the material basis of the machine party
bosses-Vrdolyak, BUrke" Marzullo, et al. The only' other alternative was to make a deal, but while Washington is a Chicago
politician, having made deals all the time, now he held the
trump cards. Wilson Frost was prevented from becoming acting mayor in 1976; Washington took the office in 1983. This was
not a time' for deals with machine party bosses; it was a time
for taking over' City I:Iall and preparing to run the city.
Washington's major "peace" move was toward the political
actors '41 the primary and general election. One ritual that reflects
, the institutional capacity of the, U.S.' political system to mediate
conflict is the usual show of unity after an election by all candidatE:is. Washington called a luncheon for this purpose. Byrne
and Daley showed up, but Epton sent his brother, and Vrdolyak
gave a lame exc~se. The response seems perfectly rational:
two Daley proteges united behind the party, at least while

I
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regrouping forces, to keep on good terms with the national
party in a pre-presidential election period: Eptonmaintained
his role as racism's standard-bearer and he failed to show up,
although it seemed obvious that he woUld be forgotten as quickly
as he had become a racistcauseceU~bre. Vrdolyak figured that
aspai:ty chair he could rally white support behind his oppositional leadership in the City Council, and that Washington
could be forced to come to him.
But Washington. repudiated! the old way, and publicly
anriounced that the machine was on its way out. Patronage
was to be cut; and City Hall records would be made open
to the. public. Perhaps no greater example of Washington's style
makes this point better than the mayoral inauguration. He chose
to have it in the open space at Navy Pier to accommodate
thousands, whereas in the past it was held in the City Council chambers and witnessed by hundred( All relevant city officia!s were in attendance. Byrn,e was seated next to the podium,
and all newly elected City Council members were present.
Washington pulled no punches, using his speech to restate .
his militant approa,ch to reforming City Hall:
'
.

,

My election was the resylt of the greatest grassroots effort in
th€ history of the city of Chicago. [It]' was made possible by
thousands and thousands of people who demanded that the
burdens of mismanagement, unfairness and inequality be lifted
so that the city could be saved .... In our ethnic and racial
diversity, we are all broth,ers and sisters in a quest for greatness.
Our creativity and energy are unequaled by any city anywhere
in the world. We. will not rest until the. renewal of our city
is done. so

While he openly attacked the past practices of the machine,
he held out an olive branch of peace to the business com-,
munity. This was. not only or even mamly to. Black businesses;
which had supported Washington since the primary. The main
target was the white corporate structure,', the bosses of laSalle
, Street. Crain's Chicago Business had earlier given Washington
a mildly positive review. 81 'Washington was keen on keeping
this favorable image intact and building even more support.

The search for a rapprochement betWeen business and Black
politics is indicated by thesocialcomposition of Washington's
Transition Team,a leadership group designed to sum up the
state' of the government and suggest a plan of action to implement the broad policies. of the mayors campaign platform.
There wasaproportiol1al mix ofJ31acksand Latinos compared
to whites on the overall Transition Team .. This maintained a
balanced approach, suggesting that the racist hysteria about
a Black takeover was.based on fear/guilt, not descriptive facts
about who was making policy in Harold 'Washington's campaign.
The Transition Team was actually composed of two different c;ommittees, each of which reported directly to Washington: the Transition Oversight Committee, focused on'adminis-"
tration of city departments, policy, and personnel practices;
and the Financial Advisory Coordinating Task.Force (FACT Force),
focused almost exclusively 'on fiscal matters. The social characteristics of these two committees diverged, with fiscal matters virtually in the hands of a white elite group. The data '
in Table 9 present a contrast in sharpterms.The overall campaign steering committee was 71 % Black; 33% were based in .
, political, community, and labor occupations;. 57% were professionals. Only 10%, were,. from. the business community.
However, T<.lble17 shows that the FACT Force was 70% white,
and virtually all were professionals Qr in business. There was
no direct 'mass represimtation from politics,community, or labor.
On the other hand, since until now every comparable transition committee had been virtually all white, it might be said
that the FACT Force being 30% Black was a significant quantitative, if not qualitative change. Interestingly enough, the Blacks
the committee are comparableinthat they are professionals who work in the Loop, and Black bankers from the South
' ".
.
Side.
Of course, the. main reason for a Black power vote is the
existence of a "white power structure:' This means that the
corporate control of the economy is managed by and serves
the interest of a predominantly white ruling class. There are
few Blacks on corporate boards and in top administrative slots,

on
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Table 17 SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF OFFICIALS
ON TRANSITION TEAM PREPARING FOR NEW MAYORAL
ADMINISTRATION OF HAROLD WASHINGTON

Social
Characteristics
Race/Nationality
Black
Latino
White

Financial
Advisory
Coordinating
Task Force
(N
27)

Overall
Transition
Team
(N
82)

Transition
Oversight
Committee
(N
55)

39.7%
7.5%
54.8 oio

41.8%
10.9%
47.3%

.29.6%

45.2%
45.2%
6.0%
.3.6%

41.8%
43.6%
9.1%
5.5%

51.9%
48.1%

=

=

=

70.4%

Occupations
Professional
Business
Political
Community/L!ibor

and in no way do available data demonstrate the existence
of it Black power bloc in corporate America. Also, a white
power structure controls the government. ThiS reflects disproportionate white coritrolof political parties, elected and appointed
offices, and government employment. Further, while Blacks
are extremely overrepresented at the lowest job levels in government, the re'verse-underrepresentation-is p~rvasive at the
higher levels. White power at the top, and "equal opportunity"
at the bottom.
Table 18 reports the relative proportional representation of
Blacks in Chicago politicS and gove,rnment. If we generally
assume that a figure below the Black percentage of the overall
population shows an underrepresentation, we are potnting to
white privilege and power. In every case, Blacks are under~
represented, and this has been more or less stable for the Jast .
decade and more. However, it is 'important to point out that
the most equality is in City Council.representation, which reflects
the growing strength of the Black voter in numbers and effectiveness. Control of ward party organization lags behind, as
does city employment.

Table 18 PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION (% .. BLACK)
IN CHICAGO CITY POLITICS: PARTY, COUNCIL, ..
.
BUREAUCRACY
..

1970.
1980

Overall
City Council Ward Committeemen
Population \ (N = 50)
(N = 100)
34.4%
28.0%
15.0%
39.8%
32.0%
27.0%

City
Empl~yment

23.1%
26.4%

The struggle to govern has pitted the Black power vote against
the white power structure. This is not Black power against

the white corporate leadership, although one might well argue
that it is at the heart of the struggle. The current fight is against
white power control of the government and the Democratic
Party. The fight has not been to radically change the system
in a fundamental way-although J;Ilany· want to see such a
qualitative transformation of the Black liberationmovement.~but
to adjust the system for Blacks to geta proportionate share. 82
During the 1960s, an expanding economy made possible the
reforms that opened the society to Blacks; therefore, Black.s
got a higher percentage of new money, new jobs, etc. However,
for a decade this country has been in crisis, with a contracting
economy, and there is no new money. Blacks are fighting white
power at a time wheri it is impossible even for all whites who
had been beneficiaries of white power to be sustained. Blacks
and whites appear to be in a zero-sum game in which for one
to win the other !;llust lose a corresponding amount. So the
emergence of a movement for Black political power evokes fear
in whites and, a political response: the white power backlash.
Harold Washington faced this backlash in full form after
he announced his Black power platform during his inaugural
speech. The tense drama of the Chicago Black-white power'
struggle was on. Vrdolyak organized a majority block (29) of
City Council members while Washington had the support of
the rest (21).
. .
.
Table 19 presents the relevant background data on the·respective political constituencies of both blocs. The significant· difference
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is racial-the Washington. 21 are based in Black areas and the \
Vrdolyak 29 are in white areas. The apparent difference in higher
education derives from the fact that the most educated wards
in the City are also the white liberal areas' with aldermen who
unite with Washfngton wards; the percentage of their population
with at least four years of college is higher than the predominantly
''blue-collar'' wards represented by the Vrdolyak 29.
Further, the difference on the mayoral vote is clear: the
Vrdolyak 29 bloc is chara<;terized by voters who b~lted the
Democratic Party and crossed over to vote for the Republican
Epton~ The racial hostility in the campaign was strong~r than
a 50-year .solid .political tradition.
'.
Table 19 THE SOCIAL BASE OF WHITE POWER
VS. BLACK POWER IN THE CHICAGO CITY COUNCIL:
A COMPARISON OF FACTIONS
Washlngton 21

Vrdolyak 29

Population of Wards
Black
White
Hispanic
Blue-collar
Four years· college

71.7%
21.9%
3.9%
55.7%
9.5?/o

10.8%
68.8%
16.9%
53.1%
7.3%

Mayoral Vote
Washington
Epton

86.1%
13.6%

.25.9%
73.7%

6.

Summ.ry

O

ur analysis of the Harold Washington mayoral victory in
Chicago. has' been informed by the . following historical
developments. One basis for the election of Washington was
the relative :and absolute increase in, the Black population of
Chicago over the past 150 years, especially the past 50 years.
The Black population increased from 109,000 in 1920 to over
1.2 million by 1982.Fur~her,the relative growth of the Black
population (Table 1) took place in the context of the overall
development of the economic base of Chicago (Indian territory,
commercial town, industrial city, and monopoly metropolis),
and the· resultant transformation of local politics. The last 50
years h~lVe been dominated by the Democratic Party machine.
The development of Black politics and politicians fits into the
. overall pattern of Chicago mayoral types (Tables 2 and 3).
Duririg the 1930s Blacks were differeritially absorbed into
the Democratic machine just as they had previously been
absorbed into the Chicago industrial economy, at. the bottom.
Racism operated in the party to hold back Blacks from being
incorporated equitably with anything approaching democratic
reptesentation. By the 196Os, and corresponrung to the broader
civil rights movement in the U.S., an iTIdependent Black political
movement began to emerge and increasingly assert itself, pressing
for welfare, status, anq. symbolic goals, usually within the
framework of the Democratic Party. While systemic contradictionS,. manifested in various forms of the "urban crisis" (economic,
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fiscal, political, and social}, continued to intensify into the 1980s,
'the system was able to contain political movements for change
within the bounds of "acceptable" political behavi9r. Hence,
the ruling elites have been able to manage the urban crisis,
ahd to define the limited, reformist character of the movement
for Black empowerment. The .Washington campaign symbolized .
the mass response to growing sys!:emic inequities within.a limited
electoral reformist framework.
.
J'he regime of Richard J. Daley (1955-1976) was based upon
a Democratic coalition of white ethnics, State Street merchants,
. government employees, and Blacks. It had the outward appearance of stability, but was tenuous and transitory at best. For
Daley presided over a city undergoing Significant economic,
demographic, and social transformation. These factors combined with a U.S. economy in contraction and federal domestic
expenditure retrenchment to unleash political conflicts within
his coalition, leading to fragmentation along radaland national
lines after Daley's death~
His successors, Bilandic and Byrne, were unable to preserve
the coalition or to unite the Democratic Party on a new basis.
The disintegration o( the machine into various warring. factions (Le., Daley the son, Pucinski, Vrdolyak-Byrne, and Black
and white independents) grew increasingly sharp in'Gty Council.
Mayor-Council battles raged over the allocation and distribution of public resources. The fiscal crisiS worsened as the political
elites found it increasingly difficult. to match· declining revenues
. with expanding legitimate mass deirtands for public goods and
services, and at the same time protect the old tradition of dispersing privilege; rewards, and jobs.
The pre-campaign period was marked by an increase of
community-based protests around several concrete issues (private
housing, jobs, health, education) and status-representational
issues (appointments of officials to the School Board, Chicago
Housing Authority Board, and other boards and City Council
selection). Under the Byrhe administration, welfare and status
goals were pursued by various segments of the Black community, joined by popular elements amqng latinosand whites.
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These neighborhood forces targeted Jane Byrne as the symbol
of both the machine and the conservative alignment of social
and political forces (Reaganomics and Thompson welfare cuts)
at the federal, state, and l(){,:allevels. Policies had become increasingly racist in character. Thus, in order for there to be any
new redistribution of resources for Blacks, the machine, had
to be dismantled. "Black power;' Black electoral empowerment,
became a tactic for reform, dictating the transfonriation' of the
economic goals of struggle among the masses into a political
struggle for a Black mayo~ a symbol of Black power in City Hall.
The selection of Harold Washington as the candidate of Blacks
for mayor was unique in the respect that neither big business
nor the machine wanted him to run. Harold Washington was
a "reluctant" candidate who had been "drafted" by the Black
community. Significant numbers of activist whites and Latinos
were convinced to support Washington.
The most important development paving the way for his
subsequent campaign was the transformation of spontaneous
. mass;protest around specific issues into a political movement,
the mo~t extensive mass electoral mobilization in the ,history
of Chicago politics. That mobilization was based upon the
registration of nearly 240,000 voters, more than 160,000 of whom
were Blacks, many previously alienated from electoral participation. This mobilization was sustained in a: record turnout of,
the Black electorate in the February primary and the April general
election. In 1979 only 34% of the approximately 490,000 eligible Black voters went to the polls. Only 72% of the Black voting
age population was registered. In 1983, over 650,000 or nearly
90% of the potential Black electorate was registered. Harold
Washington received about 80% of the Black vote in the primary
and 98% in the general election (Tables 7, 15).
As overwhelining as the Black vote for Washington was
in the. primary election, racial bloc voting was most characteristic
of the white electorate. Byrne and Daley, two viable white candidates, split 88% of the white vote, while Washington received
some 80% of the Black vote. The Washington primary victory
had been made possible by virtually total unity among Black
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~ommunity leadership, and the mass involvement of the elec~

torate. The blue butto<n was worn by hundreds of thousands
of Washington supporters and became an important symbol,
displayed in:defiance of the machine.
There is common agreement that campaign organization
was of secondary significance to the movement behind the
campaign itself. The W~shington campaign proceeded in stages.
During the pr~mary, it had two major elements: an informal
organization llnder the. leadership of the Task Force'for Black
Political Empowerment, and an extensive formal structure
(Table 9).
The Task Force, composed essentially ofactivists from community organizations and labor, political,· and 'some professionalleaders,made major contributions to. several tactical aspects
of mobilizing. the Black electqrate and neutralizing opposition
to the Washington campaign.within the community. However,
it contributed few resources to·the formal structure of the campaign, or to the mass issue-based movement behind it. The
formal organization of the Washington campaign, its.steering
committee, heads of citizens' groups and campaign staff were
drawn mainly from middle-class Black professionals, with whites
playing key roles in certain areas.
'. The campaign organization and leadership. developed over
time through stages: pre~camp~ign, build-upi crisis, Viability,
and mobilization of the electorate. During the.first two stages
the campaign reflected a more broad-based input from thecom-:
munity. The viability stage wasmarkedby the debates in late
January that mad~ it possible for Washington to capture the
public \eye, to take his program to the . white electorate, and
to acquire resources from among the national political. elite.
The fourth stage. emphasized maximum turnout of the Black
electorate on Election Day.
The general election more than ~ver was marked by racial
bloc voting and the· intensification of Black community unity.
The development of a Black-white-Latino coalition was decisive
because it led to a dramaHc. turnabout of the Latino electorate's
support for Harold
Washington.
Washington increased his
,
.
,

li7
support among Latinos from under 25% during the primary
to more than: 74%. Latino support in the general election enabled
Washington to snatch victory from the jaws of a racist backlcish
among the white electorate, who bolted a solid tradition of
overwhelming support fo~ Democratic primary nominees. Black
empowerment and reform of the Democratic Party were the
major political issues in the primary; the notion that a Black
reform' mayor would lead toa radical change in the distribution of goods and I)ervices along ethnic and racial lines fed
a racist reaction that made racism the main feature of the general
election (Table 13). Bernard Epton received 95% of his 620,000
votes from among white voters. Washington, while receiving
98% of the Bhick vote, only received 77% of his electoral support from Black voters. The outcome, of the general election
reflects the character of the Washington coalition and the relative
success of the general election campaign strategy: to consolidate
the Black base of support and expand the base among Latinos
and whites (Tables 7,' 15, 16).
'To accomplish'the general ele~ortsh'ategy, Washington de-,
emphasized the role of the Task Force, upon which he had
relied heavily during the primary period. Amore significant
feature of the general election was the role played by the national
Democratic Party. Chieago witnessed' presidential hopefuls and
leading party officials invade the city in a steady procession
to appeal for party unity and Democratic solidarity behind
Washingtonis candidacy as the fiiststep toward a Democratic
defeat of Reagan in the 1984 presidential election. Also,
Washington and other Black elected officials were ab'le to gain
support,for his candidacy in Chicago in return for future help
in mobilizing the Black electorate for Democratic candidates
in the 19B4g':'!neral elections. Locally, in extending an "olive
branch" to corporate elites and white businesses, Washington
moved aggressively (causing some consternation among Blacks)
to bring more whites into his transition apparatus.
While'theWashington Transition Team was on the whole
well-balanced between whites, Blacks, and Latinos, there was
a marked difference in the comparative composition of his
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, primary campaign organization and the Transition Team as '
a whole (Tables 9, 17). There was a tendency toward middleclass professionals and business and corporate executives on
the latter. WithIn the Transition Team there was a marked dif, ference in the composition of its two major committees. The
Financial Advisory Coordinating Task Force,' which focused
upon fiscal and budgetary matters, was smaller (27 members)
and overwhelmingly white (70%), while the Transition Oversight Committee, which focused on government personnel and
programs, was larger (55 members) and reflected, aproportional representation of whites (47%), with Blacks and Latinos
constituting a plurality (52%; see Table 17). Thus, while
Washington was fighting against the intensely racist campaign
of his Republican opponent, he was also preparing for governance: He assembled a Transition Team that in class if not racial
terms was more characteriStic of those in previous' administrations
than of the movement that fueled his victory (Tables 7, 15).
Washington dispelled any notions that a' "Black takeover" was
imminent by appointing a nominal majority of whites to the
Transition Team. And while more Blacks were appointed to
a Transition Team than at any time in the city's histqry, the
most significant aspect of the policymaking structure of the
early Washington governance collective is its overwhelmingly
high percentage of' members drawn from business and
professions.
, '
, '
The first 12 months' of the Washington administration were
akin to war. In typica:! fashion, Rudy Luzano, a Hispanic labor
leader and staunch' supporter of Washington, was murdered
after the general election. In the previous two elections since
Daley'S death, the reconciliation of the Democratic Party had
been marked by the negotiation cif deals between Black and
,white party leaders that essentia:lly blocked Blacks from attaining
a greater semblance of power and privilege within the regular
Democratic Party. Since party bosses had not' supported
Washington, and in many instances white ward bosses had
actively opposed his election, many had supported Eptonby
withholding full support for Washington. Analysis of the period
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of governance .focused upon, several aspects of the tactical
organization of Washington's forces. First, Washington called
for a unity breakfast after his primary and general election
victories; which many principals from the losing camps did
not attend. Second, aHhe inaugural, Washington broke with
the precedent of,a City Council'chamber ceremony th,at could
only be attended by 300-400 and held an open ceremony at
Navy Pier attended by severa:! thousand. During Washington's
inaugural speech he reasserted his stand upon the principles
of unity that had propelled him to victory: reformgovernmen~,
elimination of machine patronage, and open government.
Washington openly attacked the past practices pf the machine,
while at the same time he promised fiscal restraint, stability
in government, and sound business practices. Thus, an olive
branch was extended to the corporate business community
that had given him minima:! support in his primary and general
election bids.
The 'further working out of the economic (class) contradictions centra:! to issues of urban governance has been overshadowed by the persistence, even intensification, of a virulent strain
of racist reaction .. A major theme in the early washington administration, was the confrontation of Black power marshaled in
opposition to the existence and increasingly reactive character
of the Chicago "white power structure:' Historica:lly,' the materia:!
basis for a Black-power/white-power structure, confrontation
has been the underrepresentation of Blacks in Chicago politics
and in government (Table 18). The immediate basis for the
operation of Black power against the white p()wer structure
has been the result of Washington's struggle to' govern. At the
heart of the current City Council struggle between the Vrdolyak
29 and the Washington 21 is the continuation of the struggle
of Black power vs. white corporate America. This scenario tells
us as much about the limitations of reformist electoral Black
power strategy as it reveals its inability to provide a fundamental
redistribution of social resources. In Table 19, we pointed out
that the essential differences between the Vrdolyak 29 and the
Washirtgton 21 'had to do with the. ethnic and' demographic'
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composition of their constitu~nts. All of the 29 are white aldennen
and tend to be ward committeemen; the Washington 21 either
are Black or are white independents with liberal or predominantly
Black constituencies. Beyond these distinctions, past all the
hype surrounding the struggle to institute reforms that target
the machine, there are few substantive bases for unity. Thus,
on many class-based. issues we can expect fragmentation within
both camps.
.
We have attempted to base this analysis on the objective
development of historical forces that led to the campaign, and
the social character of the campaign itself. Indeed, it will be
... discussed as a permanerit event in Black political history~ and
the history of Chicago. We believe this campaign. should be
studied to understand at least three major points: Fitst, Black
adults demonstrated that under specific conditions they will
defy all expectations and mobilize at unprecedented levels. These
conditions are unity of Black leadership, public attacks from .
white· racism, and a .legitimate form of mobilization such as·
. voting. Second, Black movements to solve problems in society
can be the qasis for a multinational united front un!ier certain
conditions.· These conditions are unity of a community-based
multinational leadership, a build-up of'community-based strug- .
gles around concrete economic and symbolic issues, and political
ideology that is inclusive~ not excltisive~of diverse communities
and social groups. Third, when (reactionary) white power is
confronted successfully by (progressive) Black power~especially
if it is allied with a "rainbow coalition" in working-class and .
poor communities~the struggle will be of woTldwide importance.
The promise of Harold Washington-what people are hoping
for-may well exceed the realm of political reform. But when
people dream so-called impossible dreams of a society free
trom class exploitation, racial oppression, and male supremacy,
sometimes they search for new ways to make them come true.
We have done this analysis to aid in this search.
The Washington campaign shows the vitality and viability
of the Black liberation movement, specifically in an instance
of struggle in the electoral arena. The election of Harold

Washington, a reformed machine politician, was the result of
a crusade in the Black community. A network of militantorganizaHons, developing from the late 1970s and early 1980s, led the
spontaneous mass movement. The fundamental conditions for
this electoral victory included successful mobilization of masses
of people, a broad consensus Of political focus, and a united
leadership, '

j..

"

,7.

Conclusions:
Contradictions and
Black Leadership

he great victory of Harold Washington was based on the
unity and strength of mass electoral protest at the polls,
T
and on the dynamic personality of a dominant leadership
figure. Harold was able to command the discipline and loyalty
of a significant majority of community leaders and the voting
public. However, the very basis of this ,victory set limitations
on its duration.
'
; Each election has its own logic. Therefore, especially where
there is a record mobilization and mass voter unity, each time
is a new exp'erience, advances cannot be assumed, to carry
over from one election to the next. Specifically, although
Washington had predicted he would have a long tenure as
major, he died less than a year after his first reelection. The
great victory was relatively short lived. As a result, the Harold
Washington reform movement has been challenged to go
beyond a one time record protest vote in' 1983, arid to go
beyond their charismatiC leader.
Our task is to analyze the 1983 electoral'experience'to learn
its most important lessons. The, next major development of
mass protest, whether at the polls or in the streets, will contain
many of the same actors and historically based spontaneous
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mass actions. It is only by learning the lessons of past history
that we can create a new future. Political activists can
intervene into a process of struggle and ,make progressive
contributions only by, being knowledgeable of the strengths
and weaknesses of a movement, of a cOmmunity.
In general there has been a contradiction between the
political motion of the masses of Black people and' its middle
class leadership. Historic(!.lly the middle class has led the
struggle for democratic rights, to be included within the'
legitimate institutional spheres of life in the USA While the
middle class has fought for this historical goal of inclusion it
has always had to manage two seemingly opposite ideological
orientations, integration and nationalism. A~ integrationist
orientation is fpr the purpose ,of fighting for'inclusion and
when successful to ra'tionalize"belonging." A nationalist
posture is used to maintain the loyalty of the. ghetto based
masses, who willJ-lpt; necessarily benefit from or even
experience integra,tion,'" but whose", support is essential
nevertheless for' the legitimacy of 'Black middle' class
leadership.'
,'
"
'
This tendency fo~,a dual orientation should not be
mistaken for the more consistent ideological cadre: These are
small fractions ofthe middle class who arm their class-mates
with an ideologicalca,~echism, but do not give them day to
day or even strategIC; pO,litical leadership. This is as true ,for
nationalism as for mtegrationism. The ,essential opportunist
character of middle dass political leadership is that it walks on
both sides of the str~eUpr its own interests whenever it has to:
today it uses nation(!.lisIl,l to rally Blacksupport, tomorrow it
commits itself to integrationism in order to ,ease tensions, with
whites. This ideological dualism is rooted deeply within the
very nature of Black middle class leadership as it leads the '
fight for inclusion, especially in the political arena.
In this way, Blackpeople have a long 'history of fighting,to
get inside of the political system, to gain access to "legitimate
political resources." After the Civil War, three constitutional
amendments established for Blacks their freedom; citizenship, '
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and right to' vO.te.· In the neXt tOo years, 'the struggle fO.r vO.ting
'rights was against de jure O.bstaclesiri' the SDuth (e.g.,
grandfather clause, poll taxes, literaci"tests, etc.). While a
breakthrO.ugh in" Black officeholding' occurred during
RecO.nstructiO.n, Black elected O.fficials' 'havedevelO.ped in
significant numbers'rIlainly in··the postl,World War II period.
In this periO.d, Black elected repres~riHiti:O.rihas been directly
related to' erifO.rcem.en't' of vO.ting rights and the presence O.f
unifying electO.ralmO.vements, at least'ci€thelO.callevel.
The main basis for Black protesthas(Had be outside O.f the'
fO.rmal pO.litical system/ with pO.litiCal reSOurces frO.m the Black
cO.mmunity. The primary basehasfraditionally been in the
Black church, the dO.nlinarit Black sO.dal institutiO.n. HO.wever,
Black cO. lIeges, media,sO.cial and fritteincil organizatiO.ns, and
independent . Black .businesses have
been significant,
especially as pO.wer brO.kers fO.r Black~riUddle class interests.
To. SO.me extent O.rganized industriillworkers have been
represented by trade uniO.n leaders. Eacli'stidal institutiO.nhas
a stable leadership compO.sed O.f high stittus elites, 'and SO.me
sectO.r O.f the O.verail Black cO.mmunityias its mass base. These
elites frequently negotiate the int~tests 'of the entire Black
cO.mmunity as the main players O.f the 10.cal and natiO.nal Black
leadership.
.',' '
There is anO.ther aspect of Blackptotest "O.utside" of the
pO.litical system which is rO.O.ted in the dual traditiO.ns Df
militant Black nationalism and sO.cialistraclicalism. There exist
a number O.f sm.alllO.O.sely-related O.rganiz~tiO.ns who. maintain
a highly ideolO.gicalstyle O.f political activity. Because O.f the
intense develO.pment of cadre in this type O.f prO.test pO.litics,
these grDups have 'the pO.tential to' provide leadership fDr
relatively large grDups O.f people such· as what O.ccurs in the
mass mO.bilizatiO.n phase O.f a' prO.test mDvement invDlving
wDrking class andpO.O.r people. FurthermDre, these groups'
O.ften have a "vanguard" quality which enables them to' start
mO.vement activity befO.re it becO.mes pO.pular, to' "risk"
legitimacy by ignDring' the existing nDrms Df the pO.litical

to

'all'

Drder. Onbalal1ce tlwse grDups have made great pO.sitive
cO.ntributiO.ns to' prO.gress.
.
We have beenenterillg a new stage.of Black leadership in
which fDr the first time ip.. histDry there is asDlid and relatively
permanent Blackl~af:l~rship within the pO.litical system Dn all
levels. This leadership, .. is based Dn ~everal 20th century
develDpments: Blac~ p.eRple are nDwprima,rily urban; the civil
rights mO.vemenHw~ b~en successfulin changing the sO.ciety
frDm the de jure segregation Df all Black peO.ple to the de facto.
segregatiDn Df pDO.r.an4WDrking class Black peDple; the Black
middle class is no. lO!1ger based O.n independent segregated
sDcial institutiDns and market within the Black cDmmunity,
but is nO.w based; pn gDvernment emplDyment and
management Df a tliansnatiDnal based. eCDnDmy Df franchise
agreements; and the BlackcDmmunityis pDlarizing between
the haves and the have,nDts.;
In general the shift -in leadership. is suggested by the fact
that. the. CDngressiqn,!-I.l?lack Caucus has replaced the civil
rights leadership as ·~i1e.· main Black leadership O.n the. natiO.nal
level, while the Black mayDrs and Dther, elected Dfficials are
dDminant Dn the IDcal.level. So, middle class B.lack leadership has
been outside, but has now moved inside of theJon!lal institutions of
the USA government. This leadership pressures the masses to'
mO.ve frDm extra legal (even illegal) prDtesttD prDtest within
institutiDnally legithnate. fO.rms of pDlitical actiO.n. This all
stems from the Blac,k middle class who. h'!-ve gained material
benefits frDm this inclusion,because in essence it has been
inclusiO.n within a privileged pDsitiDn O.f the U.S. class system.
The DppDsitiDn Df the Black middle class is a "IDyal
O.ppDsitiDn," while the masses of people have always been a
"dislDyal DPPDsitiDn.", Here we have it all Dver,again, the
"hDuse slave" and the "field slave" syndrDme Df dual
leadership (e.g., Phyllis Wheatley vs Harriet Tubman, Uncle
TO.m vsNat Turner). .
.
This, then leads us to' two' Df the. main pDlitical lessDns Df
the Harold WashingtO.n electDral prDtest victDry:

,/ ,
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1. The tendency of the Black '.middle class is, toward '
dual leadership, in which mass protest leadership is
subordinated to' the mainstr~am leadership of
political insiders and institution'!.l elites;

2. The struggle for state power/especially when based
on a militant protest electoratca,mpaign, is coopted
and limited to the extent it subotdtnates itself to the
, procedure~setpy thebure~l1~q:atic organization of
the government.'
,.:,:
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF j:\.DUAL LEADERSHIP

The dual leadership of' the Washington Campaign
devE;!loped in the historical context of Black Chicago. On the
one hand the Black community grew CiJ:\.d develqped a diverse
set of institut'ional resources within segregated geographical
limits, and on the other, a "vote Blacl~" pattern of electoral
form ofpr(jportional
activity emerged that resulted in
representation as far as Black city council representation is
concerned.
'
..
," ,
Out of this segregated social world developed a Black
middle class in control of increasing resources (e.g., education
and. skills, income, b~sinesses, access to facilities and personal,
organizations and associations etc.). In 1950, there were 10,065
Blacks in Chicago. With at least a college education, and by
1980, 'this number hap increased to over 47,000. Those
resources were used to lead and support Black protest by the
civil rights movement. But Blacks did not make great g~ins in
positions of power: The Chicago Urban League did a study of
Blacks in top decision-making positions in 1967 and 1977. The
overall pattern is found in Table 20.
It is obvious from Table 20, that Blacks are overwheliningly
under' represented in both the public, (government) and
private sectors, but greater representation and hnprovement
has taken place in the public sector. The public sector is much
more sensitive and responsive to the demands of the Black

a

,protest movement since it needs the potential political
resources of that movement,votes. Voter participation is
needed to maintain,the legitimacy 'of a "democratic"
government. The pattern: seems to be' that smali electoral
districts with large Black populations tend to be represented
well. This is born out by the "Black Power Batting Average"
for City Council representation.
Table 20 BI.ACKS 'IN' DECISION.MAKING POS_TIONS IN
CHICAGO: 1965 and 1977

Date

Item

1965

Total
122$
Black'
,75
% Black_
6.1%
' .
Total
1619
'204
Black
% Black
12.6%

1977

.• Public Domain
Positions

Private Domain
Positions
990Q
226
2.3%
12013
364
3.0%

Source: Roger Fox. et. al.,· Blacks in Policymaking Positions in Chicago,
Chicago: Chicago Urban League, 1980.

The Black Power Batting Average is 'c~mputed by dividing
the percentage Black of the City Council by the percentage
Blackof the voting age population. Eisinger calls this a "Bla:ck
representatioJ:l, ratio" and Karnig and' Welch call it a "Black
council equity ratio," Table 21 presents the Black Power
Batting Average fot Chicago, 1923.;1983. The increase in the
number of Black representatives in City Council is a major
indication of the developing political· capacity of the Black
community. Given the racial character of many public policies
in the City of Chicago, it would b~ expeCted that Black council
members would fOrIll voting blocs, particularly with regard to
issues of interest to the Black electorate.
. The table graphically portrays the pattern of post World
War I Black political representation. There are three definite
periods: (a) Symbolic representation (1923-47) represents
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seven tenns of office when two Blacks were on the Council.
Th~se two Blacks were symbolil:ally the representatives of all '

Blacks in the City. The declining.BlackPower Batting Average
, reflects increases' in Black' population' while council
membership stayed the same. (b) Machine representation
(1947-67) represents five terms 'of office but an incremental
increase ,on representation from 3 .to 6 Black members of the
Council. These politicians were loyalists in the Daley machine. '
(c) Proportion,ate representation (1967-83)characterized by an
increase to 16 Black members of the council. Black Council
Representatives .are divided into machine regulars and
independents. Currently, there are 19 predominantly Black
wards in Chicago. Two of the wards have white alderpersons
who are machine loyalist while one is an independent.
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Our model conceptualizes dual leadership in the campaign
to elect Washington as a development prqcess contributing to
three campaign turning points: the announcement of
candidacy December 6, 1982, the primary February 22; 1983,
and the general election April 12,1983. The significance of
these three political events concerns victory in different
contexts: individual, party, electorate. Overall, Black people
moved faster and farther than racist opposition -- hard work
resulted in a Black victory. Black electoral, superiority' was
developed by 1982, and it expressed itself. in the Washington
mayoral votes in 1983. This upsurge in Black voting was an
expression of Black protest, and served as the basis of a'broad
based multi national campaign.
FigUre 1 below depicts the process of dual leadership as it
directly relates to the three key political events of the 1983 \
mayoral election.' Central to the process is the relative
convergence of leadership, uniting in such a .way as to
maximize the mobilization of Black communitY< resources.
This unity occurred first around identification of the key
political issues and second, the selection of a candidate I
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Harold Washington. Then this convergence of leadership
culminated in the victories ofthe primary and general election
in Chicago. Other aspects of the table are the relative
divergence of "insider-outs.ider" leadership based upon
differep.ces in real or perceived interests of various leaders and
their constituencies. When the Black coinmunity was under
racist attack, there was greater and more sustained unity..
Also indicated in the model, are the specific organizational
fonrtS that ~he insider-outsider leadership dialectic manifested
within the Washington campaign. The S,teering Committee
and Tnlnsition Team organizations are the formal structures
of the campaign and the Task Force organization and its
networks into the community represent the informal aspects
that tie the movement to the formal political objectives.
The critical juncture occurred with the establishment of a
formal and an informal campaign apparatus - the organization
of. campaign leadership on an insider/outsider basis. The
outsiders were necessary to give the campaign a strike force of
activists willing to use militant tactics if necessary. Within the
Black community, the lIoutsider" leadership group came
together as the Task Force for Black Political Empowerment
(Task Force). Its major role was to defend the unity of the
Black community in support of Washington's candidacy.
Many of the individuals and organizations that united in
the Task Force had been working together for a long time. The
largest group of loosely coordinated organizations and
individuals is called '''The Afriean Community of Chicago"
(ACC). It is based on a Black nationalist/Pan Africanist
ideological orientation. They' annually sponsor Kwanzaa (a
Black alternative to Christmas) which draws over 1,000
people, and African Liberation Day in late
which
annually draws over 250 people. This repr~sents the
institutionalization of Black culture (rituals of resistance)
initiated in the 196Os. Typical groups include: Sule Watoto (a
Black independent school), Institute of Positive Education,
Universal Negro Improvement Association (Chicago
Chapter), and the Association of Afrikan HiStorians, etc.
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Several ,key ACe;: leaders work togE!ther in an inner pty
Black Studies Program of NortheastE!rn;,lilinois University
,(e.g., Conrad WorriB, Anderson Thompson, and Robert
Starks). Worrill is head of the National Black United Front,
and spokesperson foi-the ACe. Starks, while holding no
public office in Bl<ick nationalist organizations, serVes as a
liaison between mainstream groups ahd .the ACe.
, A second network or organization and individuals was
composed of reform-oriented community groups and service
agencies. These include the KenwQ()Cl:"Oakland Community
Organization (KOCO),Midwest Community Council (MCC),
Citizens for Self Determination, Westside Coalition for Unity
and, Action; Bobby Wright Mental Health Center, Minority
Economjc Development Corporation~and Coalition for Black
Trade Unionists. In contrast to the citi·wide and'ideological
ACC, most of these groups are based in local neighborhoods
Organization of Leadership in Campaign and pragmati<;:ally
fight for economic. and, welfare reforms on a step-by-step,
incremental basis. The ACC maintains a small group of highly
committed ideological adherents, while the reformers deal
with material incentives based on the day-to-day needs of
their constituency. These reformers are united into working
class based, city-wide coalitions that cut across nationality and
race. Bob Lucas (KOCO) and Nancy Jefferson (MCC) ~hare
leadership roles in several coalitions like the 'Chicago
(housing) Rehab Network, and protest coalitions like People
Organized for Welfare and Economic Reform(POWER). These
coalitions link Black and white 'Iioutside" leadership,
especially whites like Slim Coleman.(of the Uptown Coalition
serving the iriterests of mamly inner city poor whites). A third
bleck of' community forces evolved around Lu Palmer the
head of CBUC.
"
I
The rest of the identificable blocS were Black ministers,
entrepreneurs, politicia~, other city-wide organizations, and
Marxists. The ministers and entreprEmeqrs have small
congregations and/ or markets, and are openly sympathetic to
nationalist causes. The politicians were from 12 wards. They
"

! .

-

'TABLE 23 ORGANIZATION OF LEADERSHIP IN THE
HAROLD WASHINGTON CAMPAIGN
TASKFORCE

~ ~

. Date formed
Membership
Leading Figures

% Black
purpose:

;;

N'r-:e,mber 7, 1982 (publically announced January 10,1983)
'95'
.
Rob.ert Starks, Asso<::i>lte Professor
~erii~r for !r)nerCity Studies .
.Northeastern lllinois uriive'rsity
ConradWorrill. Associate Professor
. 'G~?te. ~or funer City St1.J.dies.
,N?rtheastem lllinois University
tu P1ilrner,Adjund Professor
; tJrbap Shidies, Asso<::iated·
l=?lleges of the Midwest .
'100%'
.
;, i .To:hi.lp electHaroldW;ashington by mobilizing Black unity
.an"i.1.\Sing,mulitant protect tactics
'

STEERING COMMrrrni, . '
D~te formed
Meinbership
Leading Figures

.'

% Black

Purpose:

'..

Deeember.13,1982
62
Bill Berry, Special Assistant to the President
johm.on Products Company'
"
o· 'IV'arren Bacon, Mamager of Community Relations
Inland Steel Company;
Walter Clark, Vice,President
FiiS't Federal Saving and Loan
71%
To provide overall policy and planning,and to develop
fiItahcial and political resources for the campaign

TEAM

TRANSITION
Date formed
Membership
Leading Figures

% Black
Purpose: .

April,1983
90
Bill Berry, special Assist~t to the Presidept
Johnsbn Products company' .
:James O'Connor, President.andCha~~n
C::ommonwealth Edison
Norman Ross, Senior Vice President
·lstNational Bank of Chicago
.', Kenn~th Glover, Vice Pre~ident
.'. soti.th Shore Bank
.
. ;39.7%To analyze and prepare recommendations for a new
mayoral administration: dtybudget, admiiustrative
sruc,ture, policy, and key personnel appointments,etc.
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were either independent officeholder~ .or aspiring candidates
with no mainstream or "Machine" (Regular Democratic Party)
support. Hence, they were risking li~le by' being in this
"outside" leadership context. After being elected and
consolidating a ward organization, one might expect this open
affiliation with outsiders to'decline. Many candidates stopped
participating after the primary electiQn~;-both the winners and
losers.
.
The other city-wide organizations did as much as the Task
Force, although they all worked together so closely, that a .
typical volunteer often was not clear what grollp they were
working under. Everybody seemed just to know what they
were working for: Tlw election of Chicago's first Black mayor,
Harold Washington. One organization was Chicago Black
United Communities (CBUC), headed by Lu Palmer, and the
other was PUSH,headed by Reverend Jesse Jackson.' These
tw~ were headquartered in the Fifst Congressional District
represented by Harold Washington. The critical factor was
that each organization had powerful personalities for leaders
who had been frequently at odds, between each other, and
with Washington. However, in this context, there was a
contagious rappro<;:hem,ent spreading because the possibility
of a Black mayor was something all of them wanted. The
nationalists began to ur~ite with Jesse Jackson. Lu Palmer and
Jesse made up and Lu began to speak on the PUSH Saturday
morning radio broadcasts. Reformers began working with. the
nationalists, etc. The historical moment created this militant
Black unity of "outsiders," and this unity helped the moment
have a magical quality people could believe in.
The development of "insider" leadership took place on two
fronts. First, a Steering Committee was organized for broad
policy planning, development of fmancial resources, and for
establishing . legitimacy with the multiple constituencies
represented by its "blue ribbon" members who cut, across
. racial, nationality, class, gender, and geographical lines. A
second aspect, was the organization of a campaign staff, a
campaign manager and office workers who. would handle

policy implementation' and coordinate the day to day actjvities
of the campaign. This staff was an interesting combination of
movement volunteers with utopian visions of pol~tical reform,
operatives from machine-style, political, backgrounds along
. with reformers who wanted to move from the "outside"
(community) toward the "inside" (City Hall administration,
key board appointments, etc.).
The' organization of formal campaign leadership began
with close associates of Harold Washington being pulled
together as staff, first Renault Robinson as .the campaign
manager, .and then' Al Raby. Initially the campaign lacked
organizational coherence - no research, no media plan and
projection. There was a breakdown in internal and external
communication, weak office staff coordination and poor space
(initially occupying offices of the AAPL in a far South Side
Black corruTIunity). But within a month after announcing his
candidacy, Washington pulled together a ublue ribbon'"
Steering Committee and changed campaign managers. Al
Raby was retained as campaign manager, and by January 7,
1983 he had 'developed the frall'!-ework for running
professional campaign office in the heart of the downtown.
The latter move provided readily available access to media
outlets, transportation outlets, facilities, finance' flows and
city-wide volunteers. this move facilitated the staffing of
district offices across the city. ,
.
There were two key grQups on the Steering Committee. A
Civil rights network from the 1960s, and leading reformers
from the struggles that led to the campaign from the 1970s and
80s. The Steering Colnmittee was headed by Bill Berry who
had gained prominence in the 19605. Berry was the headof the
Chicago Urban LeagUe' (CUL) when it grew to be the largest
chapter in the country. CUL benefitted its budget and gained
mainstrea,m legitimacy by Berry's r:ejection of Black militants
and through his close working relationship to the major
Chicago corporations. He was a key link between white
mainstream leadership and the Black elites.

a

./
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The chief research person, Harold Baron, worked for Bill
Berry as the Urban LeagUe's director of research. Baron was a
link/of the campaign to progressive intellectuals and
university faculty. Al Raby, the campaign manager, was the
former head of· the Coordinating Council of Community
Organizations (CCCO). During the 1960s, it was, the largest
such coalition in the USA. The CCCO maintained unity with
diverse groups (e.g., the NAACP and SNCC). It sponsored
Martin Luther King, moving his efforts into Chicago, and
CCCO led the nation's largest school protests--the two
b()ycotts Chicago Public Schools (October 1963 and Febrliary
1964). Warren Bacon, a Division Manager of Inland Steel, was
on the School Board during the boycotts. And as a liberal, he
opposed the dominant, reactionary interests on the Board who
were under Daley's control. In this period Bacon worked
closely with Berry. Bacon now serves on the Illinois Board of
Higher Education.
'
Washington also selected the two leading Blacks in trade
union leadership positions. They are part of the 1970s-1980s
group of reformers: 'Charles Hayes, Interantional Vice
President of the United Food and Commercial Workers
International Union; and Addie Wyatt, Vice President of the'
Coalition of Labor Union Women. Others include: Nancy
Jefferson, Executive Director of the. Midwest Community
Council; Artensa Randolph, Chair of the Advisor Council of
the Chicago Housing Authority; Danny Davis, an
independent City Council member; Juan Soliz, Latino
independent candidate for City Council; arid Jorge Morales,
Latino minister and community activist.
Other members of the initial Steering Committee group
,inclilded'three representatives from the business community:
Lerone Bennett, an internationally famous writer with
Johnson Publishing Company; Ed Gardner, President of Soft
Sheen Cosmetic Company; and Walter Clark, Vice President
of First Federal Savings and Loan (second largest in Chicago).
Clark also served as treasurer for the Steering Committee.
Lastly, there were three progressive whites: Robert Mann,
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lawyer,' former state legislator; Robert Hallock, lawyer; and
Rebecca Sive-Tomashefsky, Executive Director, Playboy
Foundation. Also, a number of the lead'ers. were bankers
whose main role was to raise money.
The organization of the campaign' was difficult precisely
because the leadership had to deal with vastly different sets of
expectations. The mainstream demand was that the future
major and campaign organization be acceptable to all aspects
of the Chicago community, especially whites and business
interests. This was quite different from the Black demand that
far-reaching reforms be advocated by agressivelypitting Black
power advocacy against white racism and machine
dominance of the Democratic Party. In general, this is the
contrast between the insider rightward pull of mainstream
institutional politicS, and the outsider leftward pull. of Black
people moqilized into a protest movement. In this context,
outsiders were at '!the point of political production," fighting
for votes, and status. However, on the inside, people were
respected more for their social station in life. Status was fixed
. to rather stable occupational and political roles. This set the
basis for the outsiders, because on'ce their "production" of
votes was no longer needed, they experienced a rapid decline
in status.
After the primary victory, it was necessary to make definite
decisions about planniI).g a new Washington administration
prepared to take over control of City Hall. This posed a new
problem because running. a large government bureaucracy
and managing a diverse legislative· body requires different
skills than for mobilizing voters, especially when Black unity
might win against a white racist vote, but would not. work as
the basis for running the entire city administration.
Washington organized a Transition Team, with the same
me'thodand spirit used to facilitate succession of preSidential
administrations.
The overall Transition Team was composed of 300 people.
.our concern here is only with the composition of leading
bodies of the Transition Team and the leadership of the

".
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various subcorrunittees,which numbers ,90 'people. The main
division of the Transition Team was' into a 25-member
Financial Advisory Corrunittee (The 'Fact Force) and a
65-l11ember T~ansition. Oversight Corrunittee.
Table 24 summarizes the social character of each leadership
group. On the insider-outsider axis, the Task Force and the
Transition Team demonstrated opposite tendencies in the
expected directions. The Transition Team had somewhat more
an insider character, but quite significant was the outsider
character of .the Task Force (68.4%). Both the Steering
Corrunittee and the Transition Team were dominated by elites ..
About three-fourths of these organizations were business
professional or ministerial elites. This' diverged sharply from.
the' predoIninantly outsider (community and· labor)
composition ofthe Task Force.
Table 24 SOCIAL CHARACTER OF LEADERSHIP
ORGANIZATIONS IN THE HAROLD WASHINGTON
CAMPAIGN

Leadership . Task Force Steer.ing Committee Transition Team
Group
(N = 95)
(N= 62)
(N = 90)

Insiders
Elites
Outsiders

14.7%
16..9%
68.4%

11.3%
75.8%
12.9%

14.4%
74.4%
11.~%

Souice:Official records and documents from each committee.

Further analysis of this data reveals a clear difference
between the Steering Cominittee and. the Transition Team
leadership. Black ministers are over,l!S of the elites on the
Steering COrrunittee, but none are in the Transition Team
leadership. Black business and professional elites dominate
the Steering Committee while white elites dominate the
Transition Team.
The Task Forces is different in one additional way, namely,
the reliance on the more independent small businesses and the
academic profesSionals. These middle class positions allow for

Table 25 ELITES IN THE LEADERSHIP ORGANIZATION OF
THE HAROLD WASHINGTON CAMPAIGN

Type
Elites'

Task Force Steering Committee Transition Team
(N::'16)
. (N 46)
'(N 65)

Black
Ministers
43.7%
Black Business/
Professional 56.3%
White Elites 0.0%
(ALL)

=

=

23.9%

0.0%

60.9%
15.2%

36;9%
63.1%

Source: official records and documents from each committee.

greater relative freedom; botl~on the job~ndingetting time
away from the job. On the other hand, the Steering Committee
was dominated by larger businesses and professionals in large
bureaucratic agency settings that <:iiscipline the leaders within
ideological and political limits defined .by the political
mainstream.
'
'
Overall, there isa great deal of significance to. the percent
Black of each leadership group: Task Forc~ (100.0%); Steering
ComriUttee (71.0%) and Transition Team (39:7%). This pattern
of declining Black composition rather accunitely parallels the
percent Black of the relevant reference group being served.
The Task Force was .,. for building • unity in the" Black,
community, so it was ,100% 13lack, while the Steering
Committee was for Washington's broad ~lectoral support. His
vote in the general election was 77% Black, while the Steering
committee was 71.0% Black.W ashin.'gton maintained a
proportionate percent Black of all leadership groups in his
campaign. This is also reflected in the composition of Blacks in
the Transition Team leadership. Blacks comprised 39.7% of the
leading positions which coincides with their percentage in the
city population (39.8 in 1980).
.
The three groups are qUite different in terms of the
bureaucratic character of indiVidual resources being
organized. The Task Force was a loosely organized. group
mainly based. on an individuaY s willingness to contribute .
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personal resources to a' collective pro(:ess. Similar to most
social movement contexts, the participants select tl1emselves
and gain status in the movement to the extent that they 'live up
to the expectations of membership.'JAey;lose status whe,n they
cease to function. The Transition Team members came from
organized institutional contexts and,. in a sense, .they
represented. themselves as well as an' organization. They
derived their status as much from their position as from the
performance in the role assigned. The Steering Cominittee was
mixed in this regard. The top leaderShip of the Sfeering
Committee consisted of institutional elites who were given
formal public recognition, while the. expahded committee
structure (conSisting of a number of citizen.s committees)
allowed for q. great deal of formal aridinionnal cooptation.
The informal cooptation On some subcdmmittees made them
much more like the Task Force where sfah.ts was a matter of
performance: "What have you done lately?" is the question
asked in these contexts.
. .
The general inter-connection between these three
leadership groups is based on overlapping membership:'
Task Force: 48.4% outsiders (N =95)·
sent 5 members to Steering COmmittee,
and three are outsiderS
Steering Committee: 75.8% elites (it = 62) of
which 60.9% are Black (N= 46)
professional/business peOple
sent 17 members to Transition Team,
and 70.6% are elites of which 58.2% are
Blackprofessionals/business people
Transition Team: (N =90) 73.8 % are elites of
which 62.9% are white

Nancy Jefferson was the only person on all three leadership
.committees. She combines her position in community work

with memberships on' the Chicago Poliee Board arid the Board
ofFirst National Bank.'
BLACK POWER AS STATE POWER

Bla~k peopleh~~e always ha~. more access to the
government than it has had to private .\;11.lsiness and Civic
institutions. This is the context for Black people fighting to
gain access to .government as the ~primary method for
obtaining state power..Black power is a recent devel9pment in
the fight for access to. the government. The fight is no longer
for proportionaterepresentation, but leadership and control of
the entire system. This is the general significance of. serious
Black candidates for offices of major; governor, and president.
However, the Chicago case of the fight for the first Black
mayor demonstrates very clearly that while winning the office
of chief executive is acritical turning point, the issue .of power
involves a more complex structure. We have identified a set of
5 aspects of the qverall institution of governq\ent. Harold,
Washington was on .a long march to. win controfof the (1)
voters, (2) the mayors office, (3) the bureaucracy of city
government, (4) the city council, and (5) thedembcratic party.
This struggle took alIfiv~ years .Washington was mayor, and
in the case of the party and bureaucracy it would have taken
15-20 years to consolidate ..
This model should be contrasted wIth the general analysis
of the issues and political movements that·' led to the
campaign. These struggles were legitimate in their own right,
and in each. case might well have developed new'leadership, a
new mobilization of masses of people. Creative innovation is
part of the radicalization ·of a mass protest; and leads to new
ways to express mass discontent (especially ways in which the
people at t~e bottom feel comfortable as opposed to middle
class rhetoric).
In this· sense' spontaneity is radically
democratic and allows for a more truly open process. It is in
this context that radical and revoluntionary positions can
contend with an againstthe mainstream positions and policy.
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Faces ofSt~,~. ~ •• ~.
L TheVoter

2. TheMayor

April
1983

3.· The Bureaucracy

June
1983

4. The City Council

April
1986

5. TheParty

April
1987
June
1987

Critical Reform Actions
COInD;lunity activists file lawsuit and
win liberalization of voter registration
procedures, so activists can become
registrars and undertake registration at
locations such as welfare offices,
unemployment centers, and in public
housing units. As of the 1982 general
election, blacks surpassed whites in
registration (86.7 to 78.3) and turnout _
(55.5 to 54.0).
Harold Washington was elected
mayor withSO.06%. of the votes against
one opponent: He got 98% of the black
vote, 74% of the Latino vote and 12% of
the white vote. In the primary, he got
36% of the total vote against 2
opponents, 79% of the black vote, 25%
of the Latino vote, and 2% of the white
vote.
Political patronage is' eliminated
Political patronage is elinlinated by the
Shakman decision, so only 400 or 40,000
jobs are directly contr;'Ued by
Washington ona political basis, but
-new hiring policy begins to increase %
of minority and women city employees.
Reapportionment of political
boundaries leads to change and increase
in black and Latino city council
representation, from an
anti-Washington council (29-21) to a
pro-Washington council (25~25), with
the mayor having the tie breaking vote.
Washington elected to 2nd term
After Washington's re-:election
and consolidation offirm leadership in
the cOUIicil, his arch rival, E. Vrdolyak,
is forced to resign as chairperson of the
county Democratic Party, and he
eventua:lly becomes a Republican.

However, when a movement limits itself to elegoral pr~test
the forms of protest (aggregate mobi~ation. as. well as
movement speech) are predetermined and become inherently
liIniting and reformist.
.What we see in this conceptualization of the road to state
power is a process that favors the middle class and people
with a history of serving as political insiders. In the short run
the electoral road is likely to remain a major frame, of reference
for the political struggle, and therefore middle class leadership
will be critical to any process ,of change. Further, when the
masses begin to rumble and burst out in spontaneous motion,
the middle class will continue to contend for leadership for the
movement: Only by· grasping the lessons of historical
. struggles,canthis dynamic be understoqd and its logical
,conclusion be avoided and replaced by a new leadership, a
more bold and fearless representation of the masses of people
fighting for change.'
.
The election of Harold Washington was a great victory. for
the working class ,and the masses of oppressed people even
though it COntained the dangers just mentioned. It was a
victory of the masses that was betrayed by the leadership of
the Black middle class. Harold was a fighter for political
reformS, reforms that actually brought material gain to the
poor and working people in virtually every community and
ward in the city of Chicago. Further, he insptred people to
organize in their communities to fight for change. This would
probably not have lasted for much longer than the 5 years he
was in, a8 even Washington set in motion inherently negative
practices in the interest of law and order, a good climate bor
business, ,and being reelected.
What we can readily say is that Washington was probably
a maverick, an unusual Black middle class politician
commited to reform. O~hers set a different example.
1. Wilson Goode on May 13, 1985, 'ordered the bombing of a
house, killing' 11 Black people belonging to an
organization called MOVE, rather than resolve 'the cpnflict
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, through negotiation utilizing organized forces within the
Black community: Goode is the Black mayor of
Philadelphia. Wilson Goode was supported for relection
by Jesse Jackson. Reynard Rochon was Goode's campaign
manager, arid is rtow in that same role for Eugene Sawyer.
Ernest Barefield'left Harold Washington's staff after he
died to join Goode. Barefield has returned to Chicago as
campaign manager for Tim Evans.'
,
2. Joseph Clarke ordered the use of violence, including'his
carrying a baseball bat into the school, to force students to
comply with his discipline rather than utilize the parents
and leaders of the community. Clarke is the Black school
superintendent of a New Jersey school system.
3. Vince Lane in late 1988 used police tactics to bring "law
and order" to public housing by using police squads to
seize buildings, forceable enter apartment without a
search warrant, evict everyone not on an offic~al lease,
issue official ID cards to all residents, install apolice check
'point to the building for the purpose of checking ID cards,
and established a 12 midnight curfew at which time all
guests would have to leave.,' Lane is the Black executive
director of the Chicago Housing Authority.
There are many other examples; but the overall fact is that
Black middle class 'leadership is being used to spearhead a
militarization of social control over the Black ghetto poor. In
other words, Black middle class leadership is two faced: one is
friendly (the' politicians who direct the protest' movement
toward the polls, especially the ones out of office or those
being threatened by opposition), while the other is mean and
rules with an iron fist (especially elected officials in the time of
economic crisis and militant protest).
However, the masses of Black people are still out side of
the political system, becoming more alienated every day.
There is a growing tension between the dual leadership of the
middle class and the lack of change for the ma~ses, of Black
poor people, Mass spontaneous struggles will continue, oulof
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which new leadership will emerge. There has been a century
of Black middle class leadership, and we have some idea of
what to expect of them. The really exciting prospects corp.e
from the potential of the, masses of Black people to throw up
their own leadership who can learn the necessary political
skills in order to guide the mass struggle past electoral reform
towards more basic and far reaching ends.

Appendix
1980s I BLACK PEOPLE and POLITICS
University ""of Illinois - January 28-29, 1983
, Conference Program
Friday Morning, January 28, 9am

Opening Statement 'Conference Convenors '
Remarks Johnetta Jones, Eastern Illinois University
Panel: BLACK MAYORS: WHO GETS ELECTED?
WHERE? HOW AND WHAT DIFFERENCE DO
THEY MAKE?
.
Chair: Douglas Gills
Panelists:
Milton Morris, Joint Center for Political Stuliies
John O'Laughlin, University of Illinois
.Peter Eisinger, University Wisconsin-Madison
Sharon Watson, Smith College ,
Friday Afternoon, Januray 28,2pm

Panel:

'THE BALLOT OR THE BULLET!: MALCOLM X
RECONSIDERED
.'
.
Chair: Locksley Edmondson,Southerit Illinois University
.
Panelists:
Lu Palmer, Chair, Chicago Black United Communities
Mercedes Maulette, Chair, Citizens for Self-Determination
Conrad Worrill,c:hair, The Black United Front-Chicago
Bill Epton, Black Liberation Press, New York City
Friday Evening; January 28, 7pm.

Panel: WHAT HAVE BLACK MAYORS DONE?
Chair: Carol Adams, Loyola University
Panelists
Atianta: Mack Jones, Atlanta UniverSity
Detroit:Linda Williams, Howard University
!'Tewark: Amiri Baraka, State University of
New York-Stony Brook
:
Washington, DC: Ronald Walters, Howard University
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Saturday Morning, January29, 9am

Panel:

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES ON BLACK
POLIT~CS IN CHICAGO
Chair: Twiley Barker, University of Illinois
.
Panelists:
Charles Branham, U niversityof Illinois
.
'.' '.
Harold Baron, Author
Milton Rakove, :University 'of Illinois
Michael Preston; University of Illinois'.
Saturday Afternoon, January ~91:30-3:15 Workshops

#1 OVERCOMING BLkCK COMMUNITY DISUNITY
Chair: Sarah Miles Woods, Roosevelt University
""."
'
•.
Panelists:
George Clemen,ts, :Holy Angels Churci1' ,
Nancy Jefferson; Midwest ConuhunitY Council
Nathaniel Clay, Journalist
' ',. '.
Tim Black, Loop College
#2 BUILDING COALITIONS
Chair: Robert Starks, Northeastern Illinois University
Panelists: ' .
' .' .
,
Anderson Tllompson, National Black Independent
Political Party Arturo Vasquez, Pilsen.Housing and
Business Alliance Slim Cofeman, Heart of Uptown
Coalition Bob Lucas, Kenwood-Oakland Community
Organization
#3 CRITICAL ISSUES: JOBS
Chair: John McClendon; University of Illinois
'
.. ,
..
Panelists:
Roger Fox, ResearchDirector, Chicago Urban League
Carl Turpin, GrievC:1r, UnitedSteelworkets Local No. 1033
Berta Shelton, Bureau of Employment Security
Chuck Wooten"UAWActivist, Detroit
#4 CRITICAL ISSUES: HOUSING
Chair: JUlialynne Walker, Peoples College
Panelists:
Waymon Winston, Milwaukee Housing Activists
James Payne, Chair, Kenwood-Oakland Community
Organization
' .
Niana Hickman, Chicago Housing Tenants Association

3:30-5:15 Workshops

#5 WORKERS ANDTRADE UNIONS
Chair: Charles Evans, Olive Harvey Community College
Panelists:
.'
'
,
lames Balanoff, Former District Director,
United Steelworkers District 31 .
Luis Perez, Electrical Union Activists'" .
.
Bobby Joe Thompkins~ Vice ChairlGrievance Committee,
United Steel Workers Local No~ 1010'
.
#6 THE ROLE OF BLACK STUDIES: '.
Chair: Kina M<Affee; Student, Northwestern
Panelists:
." .
David Johnson, T}:lpmton Community College
Roger Oden, Goyernons State Uniyersity
. Carol Adains, Loyola University Sundiata
Cha Jua, Richland Community College
#7 CRmCAL ISSUES: EDUCATION .
Chair: William Exum, Northwestertl. University .
Panelists:
.' ..,' ' . . '
.
.. .
Kenneth Smith, Former President Chicago School Board
Harold Rogers,]3Iac,k Faculty in Higher Education
#8 CRITICAL ISSUES:, HEALTH CARE
Chair. Marvin Good\vin, Kennedy King College
~, '
.
Panelists:
Lea Rogers, Health Care Activist Quentin Young,
Physician JaJ;l1es Townsel, University of Illinois
Saturday Evening, January 29, 7pm

Panel:

BLACK POLITICS AND BLACK LIBERATION:
THE'RELEV ANCE OF LOCAL POLITICS'
Chair: Ronald Bailey, Northwestern University;Presenters
Mayor Richard Hatc!).er,Gary Indiana
Philip G. Smith, Politieal Editor, Dollars and Sense Magazine
, Abdul Alkalimat, Peoples College' .
.
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NOTES
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1'; The importance of this election can be easily seen in the newspaper
coverage in <:hicago and other parts of thi(world. The primary and
general election coverage has been collected in twodocumenlaryvolumes
published byPeoples College Press(p'O.Bo":26%, Chicago, m., 60680),
Black PawerinChicago,U:Jlw'lie 1, A DocumentaiySuruey of the 1983 Mayoral
Democratic Pfimary;andVolume 2, The Geizerril'Election. Some headlines
from the European press are as follows: LeMonde Paris, "Un Noir
a ete elu pour la premiere fois maire de Chicago"; Die Zeit in Berlin,
"Ein Schwarzer Karididat Schlagtdie Burgenrieisterin aus dem Feld";
and. The·Times of London, ,"Black Vote Wins Chicago: Mayor Tries
to Heal Racial Rift:' ,
' ,"
, ,
2. The general hiStor~cal'd,evelopmentofthe US. capitalist city can
be traced in the followmg: [)avid Gordon, '''Capitalist Development
and the History of American'Gties:~ in William Tabb and Larry Sawyers
(eds.), Marxism and the Mitfopolis (New York: OxfurdUniversity Press,
1978), pp. 25-63; Pattick O'Donnell, "Industrial Capitalism and the
Rise of Modern American Cities!, Kapitalistate6(Falll977), pp. 91-128.
3. Basic works on· the history of Chicago' include: Bessie Louise
Pierce, A History of Chicago, Volume 1, 1673-1848/Volume 2, 1848-1871;
and Volume 3, 1871-1893 (New York: Alfred Knopf, 1957); Harold Mayer
and Richard Wade, Chicl!:go:· Growth Of a Metropolis (Chicago: UniversitY of Chicago Press,l909); Milo'Quaife, Cheeagou: From IndianaWigwam
to Modern City, 1673-1835(Chicago: University 'of Chicago Press, 1933).
4. Thomas Meehan, ''Jean Baptiste Point du Sable; the First Chicagoan;'
Journal of the Illinois State Historical Society 56, 3 (Autllmn 1963), pp.
439~53; Milo Quaife (ed.),"Property oEJean Baptiste Point du Sable,"
Mississippi Valley, Historical Review 15 GUne 1928), pp. 89-92; Eugene
Feldman, Jean Baptiste Point du Sable (Chicago: DuSable Museum of
African American HiS,tory, :1973).
' .. ' ,"
.
5. James B. Lane, City of tHe Century: A History Of Cary, Indiana (Bloomington: Indianct"University Press, 1978); Edward Greer, Big Steel: Black
Politics and COrporate Power (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1979).
6. St. Claire Drake and Horace Cayton, Black Metropolis (New York:
Harcourt Brace & Co., 1945); Chicago Commission on Race Relations;
The Negro in. Chicago (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1922);
Allan Spear, Black Chicago: .The Making of A Negro Ghetto 1890-1920
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1967); Dempsey Travis, An
AutobiOgraphy of Black Chicago (Chieago: Urban Research Institute, 1981).
7. This rare mimeographed document is in the hands of the authors.
We will be glad to send a photo copy to anyone interested for the
- cost of copying and postage.
.
8; Brian Berry et aI., Chicago: Transformations of an Urban System (Cambridge, Mass.: Ballinger Publishing Company, 1976).

m

9. Chicago Planning Commission, Chicago 1992 Comprehensive plan
(Chicago: City of Chicago, 1982).
10. Eighty-eight of the. "fortune 1,000" leading corporations are headquartered iIi. the Chicago area. Six of the top 100 b,anks and insurance
companies are located in Chicago; three maj()r international transportation leaders are headquartered in Chicago, including United Airlines;
three leading international industrial firms are based in Chicago,
including Standard Oil of Indiana, Beatrice Foods, Inland Steel; two'
major diversified products companies, Esmark and IC Industries are
based in Chicago. Three of the leading retail chain operations, Sears,
Jewell Companies, and McDonald's, and one of the major· utilities
in the world, Commonwealth Edison, are based in Chicago. O'Hare.
International Airport is one of the most trafficked airports in the world.
Chicago is a major electronic media outlet (NBC, Chicago Tribune, Sun
Times). Further, 14 of the 100 largest multinational conglomerates in
the U.S. are based in Chicago. The list of multinational corporations
with direct investments in South Africa includes: First National Bank,
Continental Bank, American Hospital Supply, Borg-Warner, Searle,
International Harvester, Abbott Laboratories, and Motorola. Chicago
has three major universities with over $15 million in investments in
, major corporations doing business in South Africa and/or with direct
investments in the exploitation of South African workers: Northwestern .,
University, $75 million; University of Chicago, $50 million; and nlinois
Institute of Technology, $15 million. See Fortune 1982 and 1983 animal
corporate surveys. Forbes Guly 5, 1982); also Chicago Committee, for
a Free Africa, Sell the Stock: The Dives.titure Struggle at Northwestern'
UniverSity and Building. the, Anti-Imperialist Movement (Chicago: P~oples
College Press, 1978).,
,
11. Donald S. Bradley, The· Historical Trends of the Political Elites in ,
a Metropolitan Central City: The Chicago Mayors (Workmg Paper No.
10, Center fpr Organizational Studies, Department of Sociology, University of Chicago, May 1963);.Donald S. Bradley and MayerZald, "From
Commercial Elite to Political Administrator: The Recruitment of Mayors
in Chicago;' The American Journal of Sociology 71 (September 1965),
pp. 153-67.
'
'
12. Bradley, op. cit~
13. Harold, Gosnell, Negro Politicians: The Rise of Negro Politics ,in Chicago
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1935, 1967); James Q. WIlson, Negro
Politics: The Search for l.eadership(Chicago: The Free Press, 1960); Charles
'Branham, ''Black Chicago: Accommodationist Politics Before the Great
Migration:' in Peter Jones and Melvin Holli (eds.), The Ethnic Frontier
(Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1977), pp. 212-62;, Dianne Pinterhughes,
'1nterpretations of Racial and Ethnic Participation in American Politics:
The Case of the Black, Italian, and Polish Communities in Chicago,
1910-1940" (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Chicago;, 1977).
,
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14. Wilson, op. cit.
15. The general development of Black politics in Chicago is discussed in the forthcoming proceedings of a major conference of academics
and activists held during the primary campaign: Black MayOIS in American
Cities (Chicago: Peoples College Press, forthcoming).
16. Michael Preston, ''Black Politks in the Post-Daley Era;' in Sam
Gove and Louis Masotti (eds.), After Daley: Chicago Politics in Tmnsition
(Urbana: University of illinois Press,' 1981), pp" 88~117; and Michael
Preston, "Black Politics and Public Policy in Chicago: Self Interest Ver- .
sus Constituent Representation;' in M. Preston, L. Henderson, and
P. Puryear (eds.), The New Black Politics (New York: Longman, 1982),
pp. 159-86.
,.'
17. See the speech by that title delivered in Oeveland. on April 3,
1964, reprinted in Malcolm X Speaks (New York: Merit Publishers, 1965),
pp. 23-44. This is also the theme of panel pr~sentations included in
the proceedings, Black Mayors in American Cities, op. cit. Participants
on this panel included Lu Palmer (Chicago Black United Communities),
Mercedes Maulette (Citizens for Self-Deteq:nination), Conrad Worrill
(Black United Front), Wylie Rogers (activist), and Locksley Edmondson
(Cornell University).
18. Milton Rakove, Don't Make No Waves, Don't Back No Losers: An
Insider's Analysis of the Daley Machine (Bloomington: Indiana Universi.ty Press, 1975). Len O'Connor, ClOut: Mayor Daley and His City (Chicago:
Henry Regnery Company; 1975); Mike Royko, Boss: Richard Daley of
Chicago (New York: New American Library, 1971).
19. Royko, ibid.
20. Scott Greer (ed.), Ethnics, Machines, and the American Urban Future
(Cambridge; Mass.: Schenkman Publishing Co., 1981); Edward Bahfield and James Q. Wilson, City Politics (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1963). Thomas Guterbock, Machine Politics in Tmnsition: Party and Community in ChicagQ (Chicago: University of ~hicago
Press, 1980).
.
.
.. 21. M. Preston, R. Lineberry, andK Kemp, ''Last of the Great Urban
Machines, Last of the Great Urban Mayors: Chicago Politics, 1955-77;'
in Gove and Masotti, After Daley, op. cit., pp. 1-26; also official mayoral
election ~turns, 1971 to 1983,. Cook County Board of Election Commissioners (Chicago: City Hall,l 1971-1983).
22. Rakove, ·op. cit ..
23. For empirical data on local health needs, see Chicago Regional
Hospital Study: Annual Reports, 1973, 1974, 1975 (Chicago: College of
Urban Sciences, University of illinois-Chicago Circle); for a historical
background see Chicago Board of Health, Chicago Health Statistics Survey: Health Data for the 75.Local Community Areas (Chicago: Chicago
Board of Health, WPA, 1939): For an assessment of inequalities in hospital
facilities and professional personnel, see Pierre DeVise, ''Misused
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and Misplaced H()spitals and Doctors: A Locational Analysis of the
Urban Health Care Crisis" (Washington, nc.: Commission on College Geography, Resource Paper No. 22, Association of American
Geography, 1973).
.
Current health care conditions of Blacks in Chicago are documented
in the proceedings from the Black Mayoral Politics Conference in Black
Mayors in American Cities, op. cit. The most insightful accounts of the
struggle to save Cook County Hospital, and the community uni,ty and
coalition-building dynamics around the issue, were provided by Lea
Rogers and Quentin Young, health care activists and professionals directly
involved in the work of the coalition. The most systematic documentation of the Cook County struggle in the public domain was printed
in the pages of the. Chicago Defender, April 1981 through September .
1981. More general vital statistics on the health of the Chicago population
are available through the Cook County Board of Health; its periodic
reports can be found at the Municipal Reference Library at Chicago
City Hall. For a view of health care issues in the primary, see "Health
Care Urged as Key Primary Issue;' Chicago Tribune Oanuary 11, 1983).
Also see ~'The State of Chicago's Health" by Harold Washington in
Black power in Chicago, Vol. I, op: cit.
24. Paul Peterson, School Politics Chicago Style (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1982); Mary Herrick, The Chicago Schools: A Social
and Political History (Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1971); George Counts,
. School and Society in Chicago (NeW York: Harcourt Brace and Company,
1928).
.
. The critical issues of public education in Chicago were documented
and published in the proceedings of the Black Mayoral Politics Conference, in Black MayolS in American Cities, op. cit. Princ!-pal participants
in the workshop, Rev. Kenneth Smith (former School Board president),
George Schmidt (Substitutes United for Better Schools), and Harold
Rodgers (Black Faculty in Higher Education), are highlighted in the
proceedings. The current status of the Chicago public school system
is well documented in the '~ual Reports of the Chicago Public SchoolS;'
Chicago Municipal Reference Library, Chicago City Hall; also see the
various reports of the. Citizens' Panel on the Public School Finances
(1982). For a critical assessment of the recurrent finandal crises within
the school system from the perspective of the business community,
see the publication of Chicago United, Agenda fot Public Education in
Chicago, June 1983. For selected articles in public schools as a campaign issue, .see Black Pawer irz Chicago, Vol.), op. cit.
25. Devereaux Bowly, Jr., The Poorhouse: Subsidized Housing in Chicago,
1895-1976 (Carbondale: Southern Illinois Press, 1978). The Chicago Housjng
Authority publishes bi-annually CHA Fads, as well as Annual Reports.
. The Cabrini-Green struggle is documented in the Chicago press of
April-June 1981. The' CHA Board struggle of April through

'"
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July 29, 1982 is also documented in the pages of the Chicago press.
For a Black community perspective, see the Chicago Defender, April
1982 through July 25, 1982. fur an insight into the organiZation of the
struggle within;~HA, see Black Mayors in American Cities, op.cit., on
.the Chicago Hoqsing Tenants Organization; also available is a HUD
publication, Housing Crisis in Chicago (Washington: US. Government
Printing Office; 1983), which features an article focused upon CHA
housing and the role of the Chicago Tenants Organization. The CHA
housing struggle is also documented in the "Campaign Build-up' .section
of Black Power. in Chicago, Vol. I, op. Cit ..
26. The best. sources for information' about the Allan Streeter campaign are the pages of the Chicago Defender, April through July I, 1982
and. the All .Chicago City News, a bi-weekly newspaper that has
documented~ey-iSsue areas in the struggle for local political and social
reform. Also see "Campaign Build-up" section of Black Power in Chicago,
Vol. I, op. cit.
.
27. The Chicago Reporter, a monthly publication of the Community
Renewal Society, annually reviews the status of Black business relations within the public sector. The Chicago Urban League's Current
Economic Conditions of Blacks in Chicago (Chicago Urban League, '1977),
is an available source. The Chicago R!St boycott of 1982 was prominently'
covered in the Chicago Defender in August of 1982. Also see the "Cam"
paign Buildcup" section of Black Power in Chicago, Vol. I, op. cit., for
selected articles focused on Chicago R!st and the Black community
boycott. Another source of coverage Was All Chicago City News, from
August to September 1982.' fur an overall account of the press coverage
in the pJ,imary, see Black Pawer in Chicago, VoL I, ibid.
28. Rodney Coates, Ph. D. candidate at the University of Chicago,
released findings oia study of the status of Blacks in municipal employment in the Chicago Defender, ''Blacks Paid Less" (November 27, 1982).
Coates's study is corroborated by previous Chicago Reporter investigations of minority exnployment and by the Chicago Urban League in
1977. It put a damper on Byrne's earlier claims that Black gains were
made under her administration. See "Byrne Boasts of Black Gains;'
Sun Times (November 11, 1982).
29. The projected impacts of Reagan's domestic budget cuts were
detailed in an assessment report pp,blished by the Legal Assistance
fuundation: "The Reagan Budget Cuts: Impacts Upon the 'Truly Needy'
in Chicago;' edited by Doug Gills (1981). The origins, development,.
and activities of POWER are documented in the All Chicago City N~s,
March 1982 through October 1982. POWER's role in the voter registration drive was documented in the Coalition Build-up Workshop of
the Black Mayoral Politics Conference. See Black Mayors in American
Cities, ,op. cit.
..

30. A major study of private housing in Chicago is Thomas L. Philpott's

The Slum and the Ghetto: Neighborhood Deterioration and Middle Class Reform

t

(New York: Oxford University Press, 1978); also see Metropolitan Housing
and Planning Council, Housing Chicago and the Region (Chicago: MBP,
May 1981); and Chicago Urban League, The Black, Housing Market in
Chicago (Chicago: Research and Planning Department, May 1977).
31. Chicago Urban League, ''Why Blacks Do·Not Register and Vote"
(Chicago: Research. and Planning Department, 1981).
32. Ibid.
.
33. Official voter registration records are available from the Cook
County Board of Election COmmissioners (Chicago: Oty Hall; 1982, 1983).
34. Ibid.
35. It was widely projected that this high tumo~t in the November
2 general election represented the orchestration of a resurgence of the
Cook County regular Democratic Party by chairman Ed Vrdolyak rather
than an independent upsurge based in the Black community. See "Huge
Voter Turnout Enhances (Washington) Mayoral Bid:' Chicago Defender
(November 4, 1982); see also the summary analysis articles of the effects of the gubernatorial turnout on the mayoral race in the Sun TImes
and. Chicago Tribune (November 3-4, 1982).
36. The Byrne record in opposition to the .issues of immediate concern to Blacks is documented in the. local Black press, the·Chicago Defender
and the Chicago Metro News. Also, Lu Palmer, the noted. Black journalist, has retained the commentaries from his radio 'program, "Lu's
Ndtebook;' in Lils Notebook (Chicago: Lu Pdlmer fuundation, Summer-Fall
1982); see '1arie Byrne: Displaying a New Maturity,' Sun TImes (November
7, 1982).'
.
37. Lu Palmer, Lu's Notebook, op. cit.
38. See ''Byrne vs. Daley:. How They Compare;' and "A Capsule.
Look at the Daley Campaign,· Sun TImes (November 7, 1982). Also,
the "Daley Biographical SketCh" prepared by the Daley campaign,
reprinted in Black Power in Chicago, Vol. I, op. cit:
39. During the third debate, Byrne noted that Paley should be careful
. in attacking her source of campaign funds because Daley ''hadn't done
so badly" himself. This was taken as a signal to the party faithful
that Daley was mounting an implicit critique of patronage-a source
of privilege and jobs-even among his supporters. Byrne implied that
Daley could not be trusted to preside over this system, also because
of his alignment with "open government liberals in· his campaign:'
40. See Sun TImes (September 9-10, 1983): The El RuknS ~ere especially
active in the South Side on election weekend, and during the primary
they worked through the Independent Grass Roots, Youth Orgat:liza tion registering and mobilizing Black youth in wards. where they had
astrong presence (3rd, 4th 5th, 7th; and 20th wards). They received
j
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some funds for· these activities and for "poll working" during the primruy
election. Finally, they were seen frequently in attendance at meetings
of the Task Force for Black Empowerment through December 1982.
There they got names and phone numbers of people whom they called to intimida~e during the latter stage of the primary.
--. 41. See "Biographical Sketch" in .Black Power in Chicago, Vol. 1, op.
cit.; see also, press statement released by the Lawy~rs' Committee for
Harold Washmgton, December 11, 1983, in authors' possession; and
"Washington: 'My Life Is as Open as Anyone Else's," Chicago Defender
(November 13, 1982).
42. Crain's Chicago Business is the leading news organ of fact and
opinion of the business community, with a focus on the local and
regional economy and public affairs affecting local and regional business.
V\eekly issues since 1976 are available. See ''Washington Has Organization,
Ability, Skills in Mayoral Bid" (December 24-31, 1982).
43. The factors were elaborated in a special 'conference newspaper
circulated as a call to ~he Conference on Black Mayoral Politics, held
at University of Illinois-Chicago Circle, January 28-29, 1983. The contentof the Black Mayoral Conference News was developed by the Editorial
Collective of Peoples College.
44. ''Registration Totals:' from Chicago Board of Election Commissioners.
45. Ibid.
46. A preliminary' analysis of the correlation between racial distribution and vote for Harold Washington in the primary and generalelection has been undertaken by Ken Janda at Northwestern University.
In the analysis of ward data, Janda found very high correlations (+.98)
between percentage of Black ward population and percentage of vote
for Harold Washington in both elections. The same analysis holds true
(+.94) if the Latino vote is controlled. Janda found the most significant reversal was the dramatic shift in ~pport for Washington among
Latino wards in the general election. See K. Janda, ''Notes on the Chicago
Primary Vote;' Vox Pop (APSA Newsletter Subfield PoliticalOrganizations/Parties) 2,1 (Winter 1983) and ''More Notes on the 1983 Chicago
Mayoral Election;' Vox Pop 2,2 (Spring 1983). Also see Board of Election Commissioners, Official Canvas of the February 22, 1983 Primary
Elections and various supplemental tallies, March 4, 1983.
4Z Interview with Ken Glover, assistant campaign manager, held
Februilry 20, 1983. A similar proportion and total have been stated
by various campaign officials (AI Raby, Bill Berry, Hope Mueller, et
al.). However, the more definitive analysis remains. The data sources
axe the official campaign spending disclosure statements that candidates are required by law to file. See Committee to Elect Harold
Washington Mayor of Chicago, Form D-2 Report of Campaign Contributions, or Annual Report of Campaign. Contributions and

Expenditures (Chicago: Cook County Clerk, Nov: 10, 1982 to June 30,
1983).
48. Black Mayoral Conference News, op. cit.
49. See Crain's Chicago Business, ''No Endorsement in Mayoral Primary"
(Febrml.ry 14, 1983).
50. The authors have in their possession a listing of most organizations,irtdividuals, and media endorsements for Harold Washington during the primary and the general elections. This material
will be analyzed irt detail in a future publication. The Black community leadership was virtually united in its support for Washirtgton. However, Mike Scott. with the Lawndale Peoples' Planning and
Action Council supported Daley. Archie Hargreaves, fortner Shaw
University president and leader of the West Side Organization, supported Jane Byrne, as did Oscar Brown, Jr., a well-known local Black
artiSt.
.
51. The conclusions are based upon a recent study of the relations
between ethnicity and religion and politics, sponsored by the American
Jewish Committee, "Chicago Elects a Black Mayor: An Historical Analysis
of the 1983 Election;' a research report edited by Paul Kleppner, Office
-for Social Science Research, Northern Illinois University, for the
American Jewish Committee (Chicago: 55 East Jackson Blvd,., Chicago,
Ill. 60604, July 1983).
57. Official Canvas of the Primary Elections, Board of Election Com- .
missioners, op. cit. Also Kleppner, op. cit.; Chicago Reporter, op. cit.
53. Black Pawer in Chicago, Vol. I, op. cit., Introduction. Each stage
of the Washirtgton campaign has not been ftilly elaborated in this
.analysis; however, the peripdization scheme, first presented in Black
Pawer in Chicago, provides a context for developing an analysis of
the Washirtgton campaign organization. This framework will be more
fully articulated in subsequent publications, as products of research
currently under way.
54. From Black Mayoral Conference News, op. Cit.
55. Renault Robinsbn was appointed to the Chicago Housing Authority
Board under Jane Byrne, becomirtg one of the most persistently vocal
critics of CHA housing and management policy. Robinson had earlier
earned popularity by leading the Afro-American Patrolmen's League,
an organization of Black police officers organized in 1967 to fight against
police brutality and misconduct against Blacks as well as against ra~ial
discrimination in employment, promotion, and assignment policies
toward Blacks on the police force. The AAPL and Robirtson were
recently awarded a $350,000 settlement of an anti~discrimination suit
filed irt 1971. Since the election of Washington, Robinson, ·an avid
supporter of increased Black representation on policymakirtg boards~
has been appoirtted the Commissioner of (he Chicago Housing
Authority.
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56. AI Raby became well known as the Convener of the Chicago
Coalition of Community Organizations (CCCO) between 1964 and
,1967. Organized in 1961, "Triple-CO" was the first citywide coalition
of civil rights groups and activists. CCCO mainly targeteddiscrimination against Blacks in the public schools arid in housing. With
Chicago SN(C and CORE as its support base, CCCO sustained a
three-year boycott of the Chicago School Board, which was headed
by Superintendent Ben Willis. CCCO under Raby has been credited
with bringing Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., to Chicago in 1966 to dramatize
the racist character of Northern cities. Raby was also 'a tenant union
organizer and anti-Vietnam War activist in liberal Hyde Park. He began
his political career as a delegate to the Illinois State Constitutional
Convention, then served as an aide to Governor Walker through 1975.
In 1976, he was appointed to the Peace Corps by President Carter
and served as director of the Peace Corps mission to Ghana. After
serving as campaign manager for Harold Washington (replacing
Robinson), Raby ran unsuccessfully to fill the vacated seat of Washington
in the First Congressional District. He placed a distant third behind
Charles Hayes and Lu Palmer, Hayes's closest challenger. See Henry
McCory's "The Activist: Al Raby;' Chicago Tribune Magazine (April 17,
1983).
57. The Task Force for Black Political Empowerment represented
the consolidation of institutional/organizational leadership and the
mobilization of Black community resources solidly behind Washington's
campaign bid. The extensiveness of Washington's Black community
support base refutes the view of Milton Rakove, a machine apologist,
that the Black commUnity still lacked suffiCient resources and institutional
support mechanisms to.make a successful Black mayoralty bid possible.
Rakove, a frequent contributor to .the Sun Times arid Chicago Tribune,
is the author of Don't Make No Waves, Don't Back No Losers, and We,
Don't Want Nobody Sent, two impressionistic histories focused upon
the Chicago machine during the Daley years (see Note 18).
5RWarren Bacon is a vice president and manager of Community
Relations and Manpower Planning for Inland Steel Company, one
of the leading steel-producing corporations in the United States. Bacon
is also a board member of Seaway National Bank (a major Black bank
located in Chicago), a member of the Illinois Board of Higher Education, and chairmanof the Business Research AdvisoryConcil to the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. He holds a B.A. from Roosevelt University (1948) and a M.B.A. from the University of Chicago (1951). He
servescin numerous civic boards, including the Metropolitan Hous- .
ing and Planning Council; the Leadership Council for Metropolitan
Open Communities; the NAACP Legal Defense Fund; and Chicago
United. Bacon served on the Chicago Board of Education from 1963
to 1973.
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Edwin C. "Bill" Berry, a longtime civil.rights influential and community leader, was the director of the Chicago Urb~n League at the
height of the 1963-66 school boycott. He led forces t() preveht hostile
confrontations with the white power structure by mil~tant Black com~
munity leaders. Berry is a leader in Chicago United, along with representatives of the leading business and corporate firms of Black, Latino,
and white elites in Chicago. In addition to serving. as chair of the
Washington campaign steering committee, Berry became chair of the
Washington Transition Committee in March following the primary
.'
.,
victory.
59. See James Q. Wilson, Amateur Democrat: Club Politics in Three
Cities (Chicago: University ~f Chicago Press, 1962).. <c
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